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Abstract

Pancreatic islets secret the dominant endocrine hormone, insulin, which controls the metabolic function for nearly all other organ systems. Additionally, adipose tissue (fat) is now understood to be a complex, multicellular endocrine organ with profound systemic effects, which also alters the function of many other organs. Although there has been renewed interest in insulin secretion and adipose tissue dynamics in response to meals high in refined carbohydrate and sugars, using standard approaches, we unfortunately have a limited view of the temporal relationships between glucose, insulin, and adipose function. Microfluidic technology offers novel features that can meet these needs. This dissertation work focuses on the development of automated microfluidic methods to aid in understanding metabolism, nutrient uptake, and hormone secretion of primary endocrine tissues.

In Chapter 2, a digitally controllable, 16-channel microfluidic input/output multiplexer (μMUX) was developed for mimicking the circulation in the endocrine system. 3D-printed templates were designed to sculpt devices, creating millimeter scale reservoirs and confinement chambers to interface endocrine tissues to the channels. Dynamic insulin secretion profiles and fatty acid uptake/release were monitored in real-time on the μMUX, and quantitative measurement of proteins at attomole levels was achieved. This system has also revealed novel temporal information on insulin-dependent fatty acid transport machinery.

The development of a real time fluorescence assay for monitoring of fatty acid uptake is discussed in Chapter 3. This assay was designed based on the natural binding of fatty acid to serum albumin. Quencher labeled bovine serum albumin was shown to mask the background fluorescence of Bodipy labeled fatty acid analogues and allow for homogeneous real-time measurement of fatty acid uptake by cells or tissues with minimal background fluorescence. The insulin-induced fatty acid uptake in adipose tissue explants was studied in the
μMUX device using this assay. A synthesized CD-36/SR-B2 inhibitor has shown significant inhibition on the insulin effect on fatty acid uptake rate.

An automated, droplet forming microfluidic system (PumpDrop) is introduce in Chapter 4 for continuous, high temporal resolution, on-chip secreted protein quantification. The PumpDrop system integrated precise peristaltic pumping, homogeneous immunoassay, lock-in droplet detection, and on-chip assay incubation with droplet storage channels. As a proof of concept, dynamic insulin secretion profiles from single islets of Langerhans was achieved at high temporal resolution using only an optical readout. This system should be directly translatable to other cells or tissues for secreteme dynamic studies.

Chapter 5 highlights a study of protein coatings at aqueous-in-oil droplet surfaces. A biotinylated perfluorocarbon-surfactant was synthesized for microfluidic droplet formation, and the biotin moiety was shown to recruit streptavidin molecules to the aqueous-oil interface. This proof-of-concept paves the way for the development of interface binding based homogeneous bioassays within droplets, which could further improve the discrimination between signal and background in immunoassays.

The final Chapter reviews the research contribution of this dissertation, and provides an outlook into future research stemming from these topics.
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Table 1: List of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>Adenosine diphosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>Adenosine triphosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT</td>
<td>Brown adipose tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHQ</td>
<td>Black hole quencher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>Body Mass index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>Bovine serum albumin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA-Q</td>
<td>Bovine serum albumin-Black hole quencher based fatty acid uptake assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>Computer-aided design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>Charge-coupled device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAQ</td>
<td>Data acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCC</td>
<td>Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIC</td>
<td>Differential interference contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFA</td>
<td>Free fatty acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFA*</td>
<td>Fluorescence labeled fatty acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITC</td>
<td>Fluorescein isothiocyanate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRET</td>
<td>Foster resonance energy transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Guanosine diphosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP</td>
<td>Green fluorescent protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLUT</td>
<td>Glucose transporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTP</td>
<td>Guanosine triphosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEPES</td>
<td>4-(2-Hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGHI</td>
<td>High-glucose-high-insulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC3D</td>
<td>Integrated comprehensive droplet in a 3-dimensional way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Inner diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka</td>
<td>Association constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Light-emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGLI</td>
<td>Low-glucose-low-insulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>Lab-on-a-chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOD</td>
<td>Limit of detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITOMI</td>
<td>Mechanically induced trapping of molecular interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGS</td>
<td>Next-generation DNA sequencing methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>Outer diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>Phosphate buffered saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Polymerase chain reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>Polydimethylsiloxane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFPE</td>
<td>Perfluorophlyether</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>Potential of hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>Proximate ligation assay, or polyactic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA</td>
<td>Ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Region of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STV</td>
<td>Streptavidin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCA</td>
<td>Tricarboxylic acid cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCP1</td>
<td>Mitochondrial brown fat uncoupling protein 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>UltraViolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAT</td>
<td>White adipose tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World health organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μMUX</td>
<td>Microfluidic input/output multiplexer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Obesity, Diabetes, and Related Diseases

The increasing epidemics of obesity, diabetes and metabolic syndrome represent a serious problem to the health of the global population (Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.5). The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that in 2012, a total of 3.7 million deaths were directly caused by diabetes and another 2.2 million deaths were related to high blood glucose[1].

1.1.1 Diabetes

Diabetes is a chronic disease in which the body does not properly process food for use as energy, which occurs either when the pancreas does not produce enough insulin or the body cannot effectively use the insulin. High blood glucose level, hyperglycaemia, is a common effect of diabetes and over time leads to severe damage to the heart, blood vessels, eyes, kidneys, and nerves[2].

There are mainly two types of diabetes. Type 1, previously known as juvenile diabetes, is characterized by deficient insulin secretion, which is a result of loss of the insulin producing $\beta$-cells by autoimmune attack from the immune system. Although currently incurable and patients depend on lifelong insulin injections, novel approaches to insulin treatment have been developed or are in development, including insulin pumps, continuous glucose monitoring and hybrid closed-loop systems[4]. Islets transplantation[5], stem cell treatment for $\beta$-cells regeneration[6] and combined immunotherapies[7] are promising as future therapies. Type 2 diabetes, which results from the body’s ineffective use of insulin, is the most common
Figure 1.1: Trends in prevalence of diabetes, 1980-2014, by income group [3].

type of diabetes (90% to 95% of diagnosed cases of diabetes) and is largely the result of obesity and physical inactivity[1]. Although no cure has yet been found for the disease, several approaches are used to control the symptoms, such as lifestyle modifications, treatment of obesity, oral hypoglycemic agents, and insulin sensitizers like metformin, alpha glucosidase inhibitors like thiazolidinediones, or insulin[8].

The pancreas and the islets of Langerhans

The pancreas is an elongated organ nestled behind the stomach and adjacent to the duodenum. It is a mixed exocrine and endocrine gland (Figure 1.2) that controls many homeostatic functions. The exocrine cells make the majority of the organ and supply the gut with digestive enzymes to break down the food. The clusters formed with endocrine cells, or islets of Langerhans, are scattered throughout the tissue of the pancreas.

The islets are composed of four different endocrine cells (α, β, δ, and pancreatic-polypeptide-producing (PP) cells), each of which secret characteristic hormones in response to metabolic
Figure 1.2: The pancreas is a mixed exocrine and endocrine organ

a. The mature pancreas is adjacent to the duodenum. b. Digestive enzymes are secreted from acinar cells and subsequently transported to the intestine via the pancreatic ductal system. c. The endocrine pancreas consists of four hormone-producing cell types: $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\delta$ and PP cells. $\alpha$ cells (red) secrete glucagon and make up 15-20% of the endocrine pancreas. $\beta$ cells (green) secrete insulin and make up 60-80% of the endocrine pancreas. $\delta$ cells (yellow) secrete somatostatin and make up 5-10% of the endocrine pancreas, whereas PP cells (blue) secrete pancreatic polypeptide and make up less than 2% of the endocrine pancreas. This figure is reprinted with permission from ref [9] ©2002, Nature Publishing Group.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell types</th>
<th>Hormones</th>
<th>Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>Glucagon</td>
<td>Stimulates hepatic glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis, as well as exert effects on lipid metabolism, energy balance, body adipose tissue mass and food intake [10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>Insulin</td>
<td>Maintains normal blood glucose levels by facilitating cellular glucose uptake, regulating carbohydrate, lipid and protein metabolism and promoting cell division and growth through its mitogenic effects. [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ</td>
<td>Somatostatin</td>
<td>Broad inhibitory effects on the secretion of hormones such as growth hormone, insulin and glucagon [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Pancreatic polypeptide</td>
<td>Feedback inhibitor of pancreatic secretion after a meal [13]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Islet cell types, hormones, and functions.

changes, as well as other cells including vascular cells, resident immune cells, neurons, and glial cells. The functions and hormones secreted by these cells are summarized in table 1.1. β Cells secrete one of the more dominant endocrine hormones, insulin; defects in either secretory mechanisms or peripheral tissue responses to insulin are primary causes and/or symptoms of diabetes.

**Insulin secretion from β cells**

Blood glucose levels are regulated by the hormones insulin and glucagon within a narrow normal range. After a meal, the nutrients, especially glucose, taken up by the digestive system increase the insulin secretion from pancreatic β cells. Then, insulin acts to decrease blood glucose by stimulating the uptake of glucose into skeletal muscles and adipose tissues, where glucose is transformed and stored as glycogen and triglycerides respectively. Insulin also suppresses hepatic glucose production through gluconeogenesis (Figure 1.3).

An elevated blood glucose level is the major induction factor of insulin secretion from β cells. β cells uptake glucose through glucose transporter 2 (GLUT2). The metabolism of glucose through glycolysis and the tricarboxylic acid cycle produces ATP. The increased
Figure 1.3: Crosstalk between pancreatic $\beta$ cells and other organs in the regulation of glucose homeostasis. Pancreatic $\beta$ cells are critical to maintain glucose homeostasis. This figure is reprinted with permission from ref [14] ©2012, Nature Publishing Group.
ATP/ADP ratio inhibits the ATP-regulated potassium channel Kir6.2 and sulphonylurea receptor 1 (SUR1), which depolarizes the cell membrane, opens the voltage gated calcium channel, and increases the cytosolic calcium concentration. The influx of calcium triggers insulin release by exocytosis [15] (Figure 1.4).

Other than glucose, insulin secretion is also regulated by other factors through complex regulatory network (Figure 1.3). For example, glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1), one of the most effective incretins produced by the gastrointestinal tract after a meal, increases insulin biosynthesis and enhances the β cells’ glucose sensitivity [16].
Insulin and blood glucose regulation

Upon nutrient uptake, insulin reduces the blood glucose mainly by increasing the glucose uptake into adipocytes and muscle cells through glucose transporter type 4 (GLUT4). GLUT4 is a high affinity glucose transporter mostly expressed in muscle cells and adipocytes. In the absence of insulin, only 5% of the GLUT4 is found on the cell surface. Insulin recruits GLUT4 to translocate to the plasma membrane from the specialized GLUT4 storage vesicles and thus increase the cell uptake [17]. Although the adipose tissue only accounts for 10% of the insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (the other 90% occurs in skeletal muscle), this process is important for energy homeostasis, as secreted adipokines from white adipose tissue (WAT) also regulate whole body metabolism (Table 1.2). Thus, understanding the dynamics of regulated glucose and other nutrients transportation in adipocytes can provide better opportunities for elucidating the physiology and pathophysiology mechanisms of energy homeostasis.
1.1.2 Obesity

The classifications of being overweight are defined by abnormal or excessive fat accumulation that may impair health. Adults with a body mass index (BMI) higher than 30 are considered as obese. During the past decades, the global incidence of obesity has increased drastically. According to the WHO, over 600 million people were clinically obese in 2014 [18]. Obesity is linked to multiple health problems, including type 2 diabetes [19, 20], fatty liver disease [21], Alzheimers disease [22], compromised immune function [23], aging [24], and many other diseases. Therefore, there is an urgent need for fundamental understanding of related physiology and pathophysiology to address obesity and its associated complications.
Adipose tissues

The global epidemic of obesity has brought increasing attention to research for understanding the biology of adipocytes (fat cells). Adipose tissues or fat tissues, which account for 5% to 50% of human bodyweight, was traditionally thought to be a passive reservoir for long term energy storage, but now it is known to be a complex, essential, and highly active metabolic and endocrine organ playing profound roles in the integration of systemic metabolism [26]. There are mainly two types of adipose tissues in mammals: white adipose tissue (WAT) and brown adipose tissue (BAT) [27].

White adipose tissues and adipokines

WAT is the main type of adipose tissue in the adult human and is mainly found in subcutaneous regions and visceral depots. WAT consist of adipocytes, (which are the main cellular component of WAT and crucial for both energy storage and endocrine activity), precursor cells, fibroblasts, vascular cells, macrophages, and immune cells. WAT is a critical regulator of system energy homeostasis and acts as both energy storage and an endocrine organ [28]. Extra energy obtained from food including glucose and fatty acids are absorbed by adipocytes and transformed into triacylglycerol during lipogenesis for long-term storage. Upon energy deficiency, triacylglycerol is hydrolyzed (lipolysis) and the non-esterified fatty acid (NEFA) and glycerol are released into circulation for delivery to other organs. Glucose and fatty acid uptake, lipogenesis and lipolysis process are precisely controlled by a complex regulatory network [29, 30].

WAT also secrets numerous hormones that regulate the metabolic functions of nearly all the organs [31]. Those hormones are referred to as adipokines. A detailed list of key adipokines and their sources and functions are summarized in Table 1.2. More importantly, under the obesity condition, WAT not only accumulates and expands throughout the body but also recruits the immune cells which infiltrate into adipose tissue and change the adipokine
secretion profile. This process is related to systemic inflammation and insulin resistance.

**Brown adipose tissues and batokines**

BAT derives its brown color from the high number of mitochondria, and mainly participates in thermogenesis (heat production). BAT helps maintain normal body temperature in newborn infants and hibernating mammals. BAT regresses with age, but is still present in the normal adult human[7]. BAT is also known to have systemic effects by secreting regulatory molecules, which are called Batokines. The specific batokine profile is distinct from adipokines. The batokines and their functions are listed in Table 1.3.

**Obesity and insulin resistance**

Both obesity and type 2 diabetes are linked to insulin resistance [59]. Obese individuals have an increased risk of type 2 diabetes. Although many obese humans do not progress to the diabetic state, it is generally accepted that obesity induces two critical features for type 2 diabetes pathogenesis [60].

First, in the obese state, adipose tissue is subject to oxidative stress, accumulation of macrophages, suppression of adiponectin secretion, and production of TNF-α, RBP4, lipocalin, and other proinflammatory cytokines. Chronic adipose tissue inflammation also impairs triglyceride (TG) deposition and increases lipolysis. The combined effects of increased proinflammatory factors, circulating TG and free fatty acid, and reduced adiponectin lead to insulin resistance in adipose tissue, liver, and muscle (Figure 1.6) [60, 24].

Second, obese individuals with insulin resistance, but not diabetes, have compensatory increased insulin secretion from islets in order to maintain normal blood glucose level, which over time causes β cells failure and mediates the progression to diabetes [61].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adipokines</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Binding partner</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leptin [32]</td>
<td>Adipocytes</td>
<td>Leptin receptor</td>
<td>Appetite control through the central nervous system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistin [33]</td>
<td>Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (human), adipocytes (rodent)</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Promotes insulin resistance and inflammation through IL-6 and TNF secretion from macrophages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBP4 [34]</td>
<td>Liver, adipocytes, macrophages</td>
<td>Retinol (vitamin A), transthyretin</td>
<td>Implicated in systemic insulin resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipocalin 2 [35]</td>
<td>Adipocytes, macrophages</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Promotes insulin resistance and inflammation through TFN secretion from adipocytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGPTL2 [36]</td>
<td>Adipocytes, other cells</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Local and vascular inflammation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF-α [37]</td>
<td>Stromal vascular fraction cells, adipocytes</td>
<td>TNF receptor</td>
<td>Inflammation, antagonism of insulin signalling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6 [38]</td>
<td>Adipocytes, stromal vascular fraction cells, liver, muscle</td>
<td>IL-6 receptor</td>
<td>Changes with source and target tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-18 [39]</td>
<td>Stromal vascular fraction cells</td>
<td>IL-18 receptor, IL-18 binding protein</td>
<td>Broad-spectrum inflammation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCL2 [40]</td>
<td>Adipocytes, stromal vascular fraction cells</td>
<td>CCR2</td>
<td>Monocyte recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CXCL5 [41]</td>
<td>Stromal vascular fraction cells (macrophages)</td>
<td>CXCR2</td>
<td>Antagonism of insulin signalling through the JAKSTAT pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAMPT [42]</td>
<td>Adipocytes, macrophages, other cells</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Monocyte chemotactic activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adiponectin [43]</td>
<td>Adipocytes</td>
<td>Adiponectin receptors 1 and 2, T-cadherin, calreticulinCD91</td>
<td>Insulin sensitizer, anti-inflammatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFRP5 [44]</td>
<td>Adipocytes</td>
<td>WNT5a</td>
<td>Suppression of pro-inflammatory WNT signalling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asprosin [45]</td>
<td>Adipocytes</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>induces hepatic glucose production</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: Adipokines

The list was adopted from reference[31] with modification. RBP: Retinol binding protein; ANGPTL2: angiopoietin-like protein 2; TNF: tumour necrosis factor; IL: interleukin; CCL: chemokine (C-C motif) ligand; CCR: chemokine (C-C motif) receptor; CXCL: chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand; CXCR: chemokine (C-X-C motif) receptor; JAK: Janus kinase; STAT: signal transducer and activator of transcription; NAMPT: nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase; SFRP5: secreted frizzled-related protein 5.
Batokines | Effects
---|---
BMP8b [46] | Enhance thermogenic activity through sympathetic nervous system and autocrine effects, increase sympathetic activation of BAT
Endothelin-1 [47] | Enhance thermogenic activity
IL-6 [48] | Enhance thermogenic activity, Improve insulin sensitivity
LPGDS [49] | Enhance thermogenic activity
sLR11 [50] | Inhibit thermogenic activity
NGF [51] | Promote sympathetic innervation
Metrnl [52] | Increase in IL-4 expression and activate macrophages
VEGFA [53] | Promote vascularization of BAT
IGFBP2 [54] | Promote bone formation
FGF21 [55, 56] | Enhance thermogenic activity, Induce WAT browning, Improve insulin sensitivity, Increase cardiac substrate oxidation and protect heart from hypertrophy and oxidative stress
NRG4 [57] | Attenuate hepatic lipogenic signaling
IGF1 [58] | Induce insulin-like effect and regulate cell growth and development.

Table 1.3: Batokines
BMP8b: Bone morphogenetic protein 8b; FGF21: fibroblast growth factor 21; LPGDS: lipocalin D synthase; sLR11: soluble LDL receptor 11; NGF: nerve growth fibre; VEGFA: vascular endothelial growth factor A; Metrnl: Meteorin-like protein; IGFBP2: insulin-like growth factor binding protein 2; Slit2-C: Slit extracellular protein 2 c fragment; NRG4: neuregulin 4; IGF1: insulin-like growth factor 1.

Figure 1.6: Chronic inflammation in adipose tissue triggers insulin resistance in skeletal muscle
This figure is reprinted with permission from ref [60] ©2010, Nature Publishing Group.
1.1.3 New methodology for endocrine tissues study?

With increasing knowledge about adipose tissue biology and its central roles in energy homeostasis, further studies are urgently needed to elucidate the functions and mechanisms of adipokines to better understand the pathogenesis of obesity related disorders and for development of therapeutic strategies. Especially important is an improved understanding of the dynamics of the hormone regulatory network. However, common methodology for biological studies is inadequate for this purpose due to high cost, low efficiency, and labor intensive nature, etc. The increasingly maturing microfluidics or organ-on-a-chip technologies provide possible solutions to overcome those bottle necks, as well as offer unique features to conduct studies not possible with macroscale tools. Examples of the benefits of microsystems include decreases in experiment cost and reagent volume, increased temporal and spatial resolution, and \textit{in vivo} vasculature mimic with microfluidic channels. In the next section, microfluidic systems and their applications for improving the understanding of adipose tissue and islets will be introduced.
1.2 Introduction to Microfluidics

1.2.1 Microfluidics

Microfluidic devices handle and manipulate fluids within micrometer scale channels, with typical internal volumes of $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-12}$ litres. Such extremely small fluid volume handling allows integration of one or several lab functions on a single device. Thus, the microfluidic systems are also referred to as “Lab-on-a-chip” (LOC) or “micro total analysis systems” (μTAS). A typical microfluidic device consists of a series of general components: a method to introduce reagents and samples, methods for moving those solutions around on the chip and/or for mixing them, and other devices (such as detectors and purification components) [62]. Depending on the function, manufacturing materials, and detecting system, the design of the devices can be very different. A few examples are listed in Figure 1.7. Regardless their differences, microfluidic devices are designed based on the same basic concept: scaling down fluidic processes to the microscale.

Precise fluid control at the microscale

At the micrometer scale, the relative gravity effect is greatly reduced compared to the macroscale. Thus, pressure driven flow inside microfluidic channels is typically laminar, in which the fluid in the middle of the channel is at the highest velocity and the fluid next to the surface is at the slowest [69] (Figure 1.8). This feature enables precise control over microenvironments in several ways, for example, permitting chemical gradients, predictable molecular transportation and diffusion, and different surface patterns within microchannels [70].
Figure 1.7: Example of microfluidic devices.
Impact of microfluidics on biology research

As numerous researches have pointed out [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 62, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101] microfluidic systems offer many advantages. It would be difficult to exaggerate the revolutionary influences that microfluidic systems bring to areas including chemistry, biology, pharmacology and medicine. In this section, a few examples of successful applications of microfluidics in diagnostics and biology research will be discussed.

Low cost diagnostics The inability to diagnose numerous diseases in a timely manner is a significant cause of the disparity of death in the developing countries in comparison to the western countries [102]. Unlike in western countries, most patients in developing countries are treated at health facilities that do not have access to laboratory tests [102]. Alternative ways for low cost, but quick and accurate, diagnostics are urgently needed. Ideally, those methods need to follow the ASSURED criteria [103], which is short for, Affordable, Sensitive, Specific, User-friendly, Robust and rapid, Equipment-free or minimal equipment that can be solar-powered, and Deliverable to those who need them. Several features of microfluidic
devices suggest that they would be ideal for diagnostics in low-resource settings. These include their ability to reduce the consumption and cost of sample and reagents, to integrate multiple steps of liquid handling and detection, to adopt cheap materials (like paper, wax, and cloth. Figure 1.7 E), and to interface with ubiquitous equipment (such as a mobile phone camera. Figure 1.7 A).

As shown in Figure 1.7 E, μPADs (Microfluidic paper-based analytical devices) are a new class of point-of-care diagnostic devices that are inexpensive, easy to use, and designed specifically for use in developing countries. They have been successfully used in the detection of glucose, cholesterol, alkaline phosphatase, and other proteins [67].

**Single cells analysis** Understanding how individual cells process information and respond to perturbation is a central challenge of biology [104]. Much of current knowledge is based on population averaged assays, which refers to experimental measurements derived from assays that pool analytes from a large number of cells or to mathematical averages taken over distributions of single cell measurements. However, cell heterogeneity is now known to be a potential barrier to effective therapeutic intervention [105, 106]. In order to analyze individual cells, three different types of microfluidic structures are often used, namely, valve deflection formed cell isolation chambers, cell encapsulation in surfactant stabilized aqueous droplets in inert carrier oil, or nanowell arrays. Each of these can be used to set boundaries between single cells, capture their specific products, retain their components upon lysis, or perform manipulations [80]. Because of the development of the less expensive and more accessible next-generation DNA sequencing methods (NGS), researchers are able to sequence the transcriptome (mRNA) and whole genome at single cell levels (reviewed in ref [101]). Unlike nucleic acids, proteins lack an amplification mechanism like PCR. However, compared with traditional cell culture chambers, the small and confined microfluidic volumes enhance the immunoassay sensitivity and reaction speeds due to higher relative concentration and minimal diffusive loss [100]. A recently reported microfluidic device with nanowell array for
single cell isolation and antibody barcode array for protein detection even achieved codetection of 42 different immune effector proteins from single cells [107].

**Dynamic process analysis** The laminar flows within microfluidic channel are predictable and straightforward to describe mathematically [108]. Pulsing of well controlled flows with cell treatment factors can dynamically and precisely perturb molecular pathways. As shown in Figure 1.10, the cell signaling processes occurs across varying timescales. The timescale of active microfluidic functions ranges from submilliseconds to seconds, which matches with...
The logarithmic ruler shows the timescales of dynamic biological processes and the time resolutions of the corresponding microfluidic techniques that can be used to study them (as indicated by corresponding colours). EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor. Figure reprinted with permission from ref \[100\] ©2017, Nature Publishing Group.

the transient molecular phenomena that are either not observable or not quantifiable with traditional approaches.

The molecular interactions play key roles in many cell signaling processes. For example, transcription factor-DNA binding partners have dissociation rate at 0.1 \( s^{-1} \) or slower. To catch the fast dissociation, Quake group developed a pneumatically actuated valves based microfluidic device which utilize the mechanically induced trapping of molecular interactions (MITOMI) (Figure 1.7 B) to rapidly squeeze the solvent out of the binding region by pressing a surface onto a spot of immobilized reagent \[64\]. In this way, the binding partners were physically trapped together, and the rapid dissociation interaction evaluation was achieved.

**More physiologically relevant *in vitro model*** A very large portion of biology research relies on *in vitro* cell models. The commonly used cell culturing techniques in petri dishes or multiwell plates lack the ability to realistically mimic *in vitro* environments. Microfluidic is well suited to replace the traditional way of cell study due to the capability of accurately
flow controlling and forming gradients of stimuli. In addition, a new class of microfluidics, so called “organ-on-a-chip” technologies mimicking an entire organ, is an active area of research. Examples of organ-on-a-chip include gut-on-a-chip [109], lung-on-a-chip [110] (Figure 1.11), blood vessel-on-a-chip [111], cancer-on-a-chip [112], blood-brain barrier-on-a-chip [113], muscle-on-a-chip [114] and kidney-on-a-chip [115]. Of course, those systems are still in their infancy stage, and much more work is still required before the organ-on-a-chip models can be widely used in mainstream biomedical research. Theoretically, those organ-on-a-chip modules could be combined into a complete body-on-a-chip mode that mimics \textit{in vitro} functions, and even eventually replace animal models.
1.2.2 Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) based microfluidics

The concept of microfluidics was first introduced when the ink-jet technology was developed in the early 1950s [116], and the first microfluidic chip was fabricated in 1979 when gas chromatograph (GC) was miniaturized onto a silicon wafer [117]. With great motivation from the need of analytical methods for molecular biology, such as high-throughput DNA sequencing, researchers started using the well developed semiconductor technologies to create glass or silicon based microfluidic devices in the early 1990s [118]. The earliest silicon and glass microfluidic systems were made with technologies directly adopted from semiconductor industry like wet etching, photolithography, and glass bonding. Those methods suffer from disadvantages including harsh chemicals, long fabrication time, expensive cost, and requirement of a clean room. Those microfluidics systems applications were also limited by material choice. For example, silicon is not transparent to visible and ultraviolet light, thus could not be used with optical detection methods. Both glass and silicon are not gas permeable, which limited their use for live cell culture.

Later, the usage of polymers and plastics for microfluidic device fabrication markedly reduced the cost and complexity of fabrication [62]. Especially after polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was firstly used as the material for microfluidics by Biebuyck and et. al. in 1997 [119], microfluidics has seen rapid development (Figure 1.12).

**PDMS devices fabrication**

PDMS is a soft elastomer with unique properties like optical transparency, gas permeability, and deformability. It is commercially available as a kit of two liquid reagents, a “base” and a “curing agent”. The structures and reaction leads to a cross-linked polymer is shown in Figure 1.13 [120]. The siloxane oligomers (Figure 1.13-1) or the “base” react with the crosslinker (Figure 1.13-2) or the “curing agent” via platinum catalyzed hydrosilation reaction. The multiple reaction sites on the “curing agent” molecules allow for three
dimensional cross-linking to form a soft solid. It is worth mentioning that no waste is generated because the reaction type is an addition reaction. By changing the ratio of the two reactants, the properties of the resulting cured elastomer can be altered. Multiple layers of PDMS made from various curing ratios will continue to react on the contacting interface to form a single piece of PDMS, which is a great advantage for multilayer PDMS fabrication. If the PDMS is not fully cured, the uncrosslinked oligomers can leach into solutions and result in contamination or toxicity to the biology samples or cells. So, PDMS based microfluidics devices are normally thermally aged before use.

PDMS based microfluidic devices are fabricated using soft lithography technology (Figure 1.14) [94]. A silicon wafer with raised channel templates is first created by photolithography as a master mold. Channels are designed using computer-aided design tools and then printed as high resolution photomasks. Depending on the photoresists used, the photomasks are printed either mostly opaque except the channels, or only the channel designs are opaque. For negative photoresist, only the UV-exposed regions polymerize and stay on the wafer. In comparison, positive photoresist becomes soluble in developer after UV exposure and unexposed portions remain insoluble and stay on the wafer. Most of the devices shown in this dissertation were fabricated with combinations of negative photoresist (SU-8) and positive
photoresist (AZ 40XT).

Once the photoresist structure is patterned on the wafer surface, the mixed and degassed liquid prepolymer of PDMS is poured onto the surface of the master wafer. After thermally curing, the layer of PDMS, which contains the inverse of the original pattern embossed on the surface of master wafer, is carefully peeled from the wafer and is then ready to use. One advantage of soft lithography is that the template master can be used repeatedly to make hundreds of replicas, which largely reduces the fabrication time and cost. It also eliminates the need for clean room equipment and dangerous chemicals.

The patterned PDMS is cut into individual devices, and holes are punched for sample inlets and outlets. Each replica of PDMS is then bonded to a glass substrate or another layer of PDMS to form microchannels. The most commonly used bonding method is plasma oxidation. A plasma cleaner generates oxygen radicals to attack the Si-CH₃ bonds and convert them to Si-OH groups. When two plasma oxidized surfaces come into contact, the condensation reaction between silanol groups creates an irreversible, strong bond capable
of withstanding high pressure. Although the PDMS surface is inherently hydrophobic, the plasma oxidation induces silanol groups, which allows further surface treatments to change the surface property to meet the need for different applications including electrophoresis, cell attachment, immunoassay, biomolecule attachment, droplet generation, and others. The commonly used surface treatment includes plasma oxidization, layer-by-layer deposition, sol-gel coating, silanization, and dynamic surface modification. Because the migration of uncrosslinked PDMS oligomers can revert the surface back to its original state [121], the surface treatment should be done immediately after plasma oxidization.

Properties of PDMS

Obliviously, PDMS is not the only material used to fabricate microfluidics devices. As shown in Figure 1.7, it is possible to make microfluidic devices with various materials, including glass, silicon, polymers other than PDMS, plastics, paper, cloth, and many other
materials. Compared with those materials, PDMS has its own limitations. For example, PDMS has been shown to leach uncrosslinked oligomer into the solution [122] and to absorb small molecules [123]. Additionally, high-throughput methods such as injection molding cannot be used with PDMS, thus it is not easy to scale up for manufacturing. Among many microfluidic supplier companies [75], very few of them (such as Fluidigm and SynVivo) provide PDMS based microfluidic systems.

In academic settings however, there are several key features of PDMS which made it the most popular in microfluidics. First, the relatively cheap and easy set-up for fabrication. Second, the ability to tune the surface property to fit for many different requirements is an advantage. Third, the ability to bond reversibly and irreversibly to glass, plastic, PDMS itself, and many other materials is important. Forth and perhaps most important, the elasticity of PDMS allows fabrications of multilayer microfluidics with integrated microvalves (discussed in detail in Section 1.2.3).

**Other materials for multilayer microfluidics**

It is certainly feasible that other materials could be used for multilayer microfluidics with valves. In 2004, in collaboration with the DeSimone group, the Quake group introduced a photocurable perfluoropolyether (PFPE) material for microfluidic device fabrication to overcome the drawback of PDMS swelling in most organic solvents [124]. Compared to PDMS, this PFPE elastomer has low surface energy, low modulus, high gas permeability, low toxicity, and is extremely chemically resistance. More importantly, actuation of valves with pressurized air was accomplished with this material. However, although they mentioned "Current efforts to use a PFPE-based device in a novel approach to DNA synthesis are underway" towards the end of the paper [124], their later (2010) report of microfluidic oligonucleotide synthesizer [125] was made of PDMS! Instead of changing from PDMS to PFPE devices, the solvent used in deprotection step of the standard solid phase oligonucleotide synthesis procedure was changed from dichloromethane to acetonitrile to ensure solvent compatibility.
with PDMS. While efforts were undoubtably made to switch materials, PFPE elastomer was not mentioned in this work [125]. This partially supports the irreplaceable status of PDMS in the microfluidics field to-date, especially for the active microfluidic systems using pneumatic valving.
1.2.3 Active microfluidic systems using pneumatic valving

In 2000, Stephen Quake’s group introduce revolutionary multilayer PDMS based microfluidic devices with integrated elastomer microvalves [99]. Since then, there has been remarkable progress in this field, and the complexity and capabilities of PDMS devices have improved exponentially [126] (Figure 1.15).

![Figure 1.15: The analog of Moores Law for nanofluidic systems.](Image)
The current growth rate of Valve densities in fluidic chips is four times faster than the rate of growth of transistor densities in the semiconductor industry. MPSP, massively partitioning sniper processor; μp, microprocessor; MUX, multiplexer. This figure is reprinted with permission from ref [126] ©2003, Nature Publishing Group.

Elastomeric microvalves

One simple analogy of the operational mechanism of the PDMS microvalve is stepping on a soft garden hose. The hose is squeezed and shut by the pressure from the foot, and water stops flowing. PDMS microvalves contain a thin membrane that can be deflected by an external pressure and can block flow in the microchannel below or above the membrane. When pressure is relieved, the elasticity of the PDMS causes the membrane to return to the original position and open the channel. As shown in Figure 1.16, PDMS microvalves typically have 3 fundamental arrangements (push-down valve, push-up valve, or both push-up and push-down valves). Those structures are produced by molding from two or three master wafers and sealing the layers together [99].
The top layer is cast thicker for mechanical stability, where the other layers are spin coated onto wafers as thin membranes. Each layer is partially cured separately. The thick layer is then sealed onto the next thin layer. The bonded layers can then be sealed to another thin layer to form multilayer devices. The flowing fluidic channel must have a rounded cross-section to ensure complete closing (normally made from a wafer patterned with re-flowed photoresist such as AZ). If the control layer is bonded on top of the flow channel, push-down valves are formed. The push-up valves are made by bonding the thick, upper flow layer to the thin control layer.

The push-up valve arrangement requires smaller pressures to operate due to the membrane shape, thus it is more suitable for taller flow channels. However, the push-down valve allows the combination of liquid control with functionalized surfaces (such as DNA arrays). By combining both push-up and push-down valves in a single device, a higher density of valves and increased capabilities can be achieved [127, 97].
Pumping and mixing

Let’s continue to use the water in hose analogy. Just as water within a flexible tube can be pumped in a peristaltic way, fluid can also be pumped by sequentially actuating a linear array of valves (Figure 1.17 A). Peristaltic pumping occurs when at least three valves are actuated in a 6 step pattern (101, 100, 110, 010, 100, 001), or a 5 step pattern (100, 110, 111, 001, 101), where 0 and 1 represent open and closed valves, respectively. In each pumping cycle, the maximum net volume dispensed downstream equals the volume displaced by the center valve membrane upon closing. Various flow rates can be achieved by changing the pumping frequency. The flow rate increases linearly with the pumping frequency, until the pumping frequency passes a certain threshold, where the membrane suffers from incomplete closing and opening [99].

Due to the laminar nature of flow in microfluidics, when two fluid streams come together in a microchannel, they flow side by side, and the only mixing is the result of diffusion of molecules across the interface between the fluids. Although some methods to speed up microfluidic mixing have been developed, such as introducing chaotic advection effects by increasing the contact area and/or contact time between mixing species, those passive mixing
mechanisms do not meet the requirement of many dynamic studies.

By simply combining a rotary geometry with a peristaltic pump, a more powerful mixer is achieved (Figure 1.17 B). After confining the reagents in the rotary channel, the valves pump the fluid circularly. As the center part of liquid travels faster than the liquid close to the channel walls, the rapid stretching and folding result in an increased interface between the two reagents, and a shorter diffusion distance is needed for mixing. Mixing times can be reduced to seconds compared to several hours for passive diffusion. As a versatile component, rotary mixer can be integrated with other components for wide variety of biological and chemical assays.

Precise volume metering

Precise metering of small volumes of liquid can be achieved in several ways. Firstly, as mentioned earlier, the peristaltic pump dispenses a predictable volume with each cycle, thus the sample volume can be controlled by pumping a controlled number of cycles. Secondly, two valves on the channel can be used like an injection loop to define the volume. Thirdly, since PDMS is gas permeable, an empty dead-ended chamber can be filled by pressurizing the solution. Upon filling, the valve at the interface is closed to confine the exact volume within the chamber.

Multiplexers

Pneumatic microvalve-based microfluidic multiplexers were introduced soon after the invention of PDMS valving [97]. As in analogous electronic components, the microfluidic multiplexer can address large numbers ($N$) of fluid channels with a smaller number ($2\log_2 N$) of pneumatic controls and is normally used as one utility component of larger, integrated microfluidic frameworks. In the first design (Figure 1.18 A), cross-contamination between flow channels can occur because of the dead volume at the outlet. A later design based on a binary tree largely reduced this cross-contamination (Figure 1.18 B). A combinatorial
multiplexer has even higher efficiency (Figure 1.18 C) [128]. This device uses all the possible combinations of addressing valves, which is able to address $N!/(N/2)!^2$ flow channels with only $N$ control channels (for 16 control lines, 12870 lines can be addressed, compared with 256 addressable lines with binary method).

**Sieve valves**

The sieve valves is another type of valve whose flow channel has a rectangular profile instead of a rounded profile. When the valve is closed, the edges of the valves are not sealed which allows liquid pass through (Figure 1.19 A) [129]. It is intentionally created for trapping
a. Leakage occurs along the edges of a rectangular profiled flow channel when the valve is actuated. b. A birds-eye view of a stacked affinity column of microspheres upstream of a sieve valve. This figure is reprinted with permission from ref [127] ©2007, Annual Reviews.

affinity columns of bead by blocking the movement of beads, but allowing reagents to flow through (Figure 1.19 B).

Valve control system: solenoid switches and programming languages

Automated microfluidic chip control through on-chip valving requires hardware to deliver pressure to specified valves and software to implement different sequences of valve switching. Normally, an air pressure source is connected to solenoid arrays that directly pressurize specified valves on the chip. The solenoids are controlled with a computer through the DAQ (data acquisition) system. An application written in MATLAB, Python, LabVIEW or other computer programming languages enables the automation of chip function (see one example of detailed protocol in ref [130]).
Microfluidic Large-Scale Integration

Just as complex electrical circuits consist of basic electronics including resistors, capacitors, transistors, and op-amps, sophisticated microfluidic based biology assays can be achieved by integration of multiple basic microfluidic modules such as valves, pumps, mixers, and multiplexers. Those integrations, often referred to as microfluidic large-scale integrations, have already been used in many areas of biology and chemistry, such as single cell transcriptome analysis [131], human antibody repertoire analysis [132], single-cell RNA-Seq [133, 134], tumor mutation detection [135], circulating cell-free DNA detection [136], gene expression and genome mutation correlation study [137], protein interaction measurements [138], transcription-factor binding site characterization [139], single-cell NF-kappaB signaling dynamics [140], on-chip oligonucleotide synthesis [125], noninvasive shotgun sequencing DNA from maternal blood [141], rational screens for protein crystallization [142], automated quick synthesis of short lifetime radioactive imaging probe [143], and other applications. Given the fact of its successful application in all of those areas and that one of the top microfluidics companies, Fluidigm [75], continues to grow, microfluidic large-scale integration is a revolutionary technology which will remarkably change the way of biology researches is conducted. This dissertation work provides another example of how this methods can provide novel insight into endocrine tissue dynamics, as discussed in the chapters to follow.
1.2.4 Droplet based microfluidic systems

Droplet microfluidics is a sub-field of microfluidics that focus on making tiny water-in-oil droplets containing \( pL \)s to \( nL \)s solution at high frequency (up to several \( KH \)z). Each of those droplets behaves as an individual nano-reactor. Consider the standard multi-well plate assays need at minimum 1 \( \mu L \) volume, this ”small” volume is big enough for making thousands to millions of microfluidic droplets. Obviously, the droplets increase throughput by reducing reaction volume and increasing the rate of assay performing. More importantly, the droplet systems have other uniques advantages (such as single molecule confinement, single cell manipulation, high temporal resolution and et. al.), which will be discussed in details in the following sections.

Droplet generation

In 2001, the Quake group described the first discovery of monodisperse droplet formation in a T-junction microfluidic channel [144]. Since then, several different ways of droplet formation were reported. A few of them are summarized in Figure 1.20.

**T-junction generators** (Figure 1.20 A) with two perpendicular channels bring the two phase together, where the front of the dispersed fluid intrudes into the continuous phase and form droplet when the shearing force overcomes the interfacial tension.

**Flow focusing** (Figure 1.20 B) is another option for generating droplets. The dispersed phase is introduced in the center channel while the continuous phase enters from two side channels. The continuous phase squeezes the dispersed phase into droplets when they pass through the small orifice. Droplets formed in this way are normally more uniform in size
Figure 1.20: Droplet formation.
than the ones formed in T-junctions. By changing the flow rates, various sized droplets can be generated at various frequencies (up to several kHz).

**Step emulsification** (Figure 1.20 C) is based on the fact that when a liquid is forced into strong curvature, the large pressure drop across the interface breaks the liquid into small droplets. Since the droplet size is mainly depending on the geometry and less influenced by the pressure difference between the two phases, it is often used in parallel to create a large number of uniform droplets.

**Co-flow** (Figure 1.20 D) is very similar to flow focusing, where droplets are also generated by a co-flowing geometry. This system is normally made by inserting a thin capillary into another channel. One advantage of this system is that higher order emulsions can be generated (such as water-in-oil-in-water droplets [149]).

**Oil-segmented droplets from multiwell plates** (Figure 1.20 E) is a new way to generate droplets from multiple samples within a multiwell plate. A robot arm positions a Teflon capillary to dwell in sample or oil for a predetermined time and then moves to another well. The syringe pump operates in refill mode at a constant flow rate. The size of the droplets and space in between are controllable. This technique allows interfacing the traditionally used multiwell plate based assays to droplet based assays.

**Mechanical segmentation** (Figure 1.20 F) induced droplet formation is based on valve actuation. The valves controlling the aqueous channel and the oil channel are alternatively opened and closed to permit oil and aqueous flow to generate droplets. More details of this mechanism will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Oils and surfactants

Fluorocarbon oil is normally used as the continuous phase in biological applications because of the following reasons. Those oils are both hydrophobic and lipophobic, hence they have low solubility for biological reagent and eliminate molecular diffusion between droplets. Additionally, unlike other oils such as mineral oil, the fluorocarbon oils do not swell the PDMS. Finally, the gas permeability of fluorocarbon oil made cell culturing in droplets possible.

Surfactants need to be added to the oil to stabilize the droplets, or they coalesce. Short chain fluorotelomers have been used but do not provide sufficient droplet stability. Earlier, the only commercially available perfluorinated surfactant offering long term stabilization was an ionic surfactant such as “Krytox” by DuPont. However, their charged headgroup interacts with biomolecules within droplets.

Several non-ionic and biocompatible surfactants were synthesized based on Krytox [150, 151] (Figure 1.21) to overcome the non-biocompatible issues but retain the stability. The most famous one, PFPE-PEG-PFPE or “Kry-Jeffa” (Figure 1.21 A) synthesized by Weitz and et. al. in 2008 [150], which is widely used in single-cell-in-droplet study and digital PCR (will be discussed in details in next subsection), has now become commercially available from several sources, such as RainDance Technologies, RAN Biotechnologies, and Dolomite.

Other ways to introduce biocompatibility without synthesis are also achieved by additives such as our group’s Jeffamine ED-90 (polyetherdiamine) [152], or bovine serum albumin (BSA) [153] to shield the droplet surface and to eliminate the ionic surfactant-biomolecule interaction. A protein-surfactant interaction study will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Droplet manipulation

Many technologies have been developed to manipulate droplets for various purposes, such as droplet formation, droplet reinjection, pico-injection, droplet merging, droplet sorting, and other modules.
Figure 1.21: Biocompatible surfactants.
A. Synthesized surfactant PFPE-PEG-PFPE triblock copolymers. B. Synthesized surfactant PFPE-Tris. Tris: tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, PFPE: perfluoropolyether. The figures A is reprinted with permission from ref [150] with permission, ©2008, Royal Society of Chemistry. The figures B is reprinted from ref [151] with permission granted from ACS AuthorChoice.

**Droplet sorting** is perhaps the most important application in droplet microfluidics. Fluorescence is the most common readout to determine whether a droplet should be sorted or not. The fluorescence generated from the in-droplet reaction or introduced by fluorescently labeled cell in droplet triggers various mechanisms to guide the droplet into a non-default channel. For example, in Figure 1.22 A, by using the pneumatic valve to squeeze the default channel (upper, with lower hydrodynamic resistance), droplets can be sorted to the lower channel at 250 Hz [154]. Another sorting mechanism is based on the electric field [155]; with an AC field applied in-plan the electrodes, droplets were deflected into the upper channel. In the absence of a field, the droplets flowed into the lower channel due to the lower hydraulic resistance (Figure 1.22 B). This electric field based system allows high speed sorting up to 2000 Hz.

**Droplet merging** As most biological assays require sequential addition of reagents, for droplet microfluidics systems to be more useful, it is essential to develop a robust procedure for adding reagents into droplets. It sounds straightforward to merge two or more droplets with different contents in order to start or stop a reaction or to dilute a sample. However, because surfactant is added to the oil to stabilize the droplets, to separate droplet, and
Figure 1.22: Droplet sorting.

A. Applying a pressure to the pneumatic valve changes the path of least resistance from the upper to the lower channel. B. By activating the electrode (red) an electric field gradient is created forcing water droplets to the upper channel. Figure A and B are reprinted with permission from ref [154] with permission, ©2010, AIP Publishing LLC, and ref [155], ©2009, Royal Society of Chemistry, respectively.

to ensure no crosstalk between droplets, droplets do not coalesce without external force. In fact, droplets made with certain fluorinated surfactants remain stable for years [156]. Electrocoalescence is the most adopted way to merge droplets. Two or more droplets in an electric field will be polarized as charges accumulate at the surface. If the interfaces between droplets are charged oppositely, the result is droplet coalescence [157] (Figure 1.23 A).

**Picoinjection** is another way for reagent addition into droplets. When an electric field applied, as the droplets pass through a pressurized channel, reagents are directly injected into the droplet [158] (Figure 1.23 B). Compared with the droplet merging technology, picoinjection does not require synchronization of two streams of droplets. In the original design of picoinjector, the electrodes were fabricated with low-temperature metal solder, which was the most complex step for the device fabrication. The Abate group simplified the fabrication of the picoinjector by using salt water electrodes [160] or applying the voltage through the injection fluid itself [161]. Moreover, during the picoinjection process, the droplets temporarily merge with the injection fluid, which allows potential material transfer between droplet and reagent fluid or between droplets. To address the problem, the Bailey group [159] introduced
Figure 1.23: Picoinjection and droplet merger.
A. Droplet merger. B. Picoinjector. C. K channel droplet operations. Figure A, B, C are reprinted with permission from ref [157], ©2006, AIP Publishing LLC, ref [158],©2010, National Academy of Sciences, and ref [159], ©2017, American Chemical Society, respectively.
a cross-channel flow, the ”K-channel”, to the segmented droplet flow to enable several operations on passing droplets. Different operation modes allow K-channels to achieve reagent injection, fluid extraction, and droplet splitting (Figure 1.23 C).

Other droplet manipulation technologies including splitting, trapping, reinjection, and incubation (reviewed in ref [162, 163, 164]) , together with sorting, merging, and picoinjection, are important droplet manipulation modules that can be integrated in one device to meet the requirement of various complexed biology assays, such as single-cell-in-a-drop (Figure 1.9 B).

**Digital molecule detection**

One important concept introduced by droplet base microfluidics detections is “digital” measurement. If the sample is sufficiently diluted, it is possible that only one or zero target molecules is compartmented within one of the pLs to nLs volume droplets. After a certain amplification mechanism such as PCR (polymerase chain reaction) amplification for nucleic acids [165, 166], an absolute number of the target molecules can be determined by counting the numbers of “positive” (in which target molecules are present) droplets versus “negative” (in which target molecules are not present) droplets. It is inevitable that two or more molecules are confined within one droplet because of the Poisson distribution of the molecule partitioning \( P(n) = \frac{e^{-c} c^n}{n!} \), where \( P(n) \) is the probability of a droplet containing \( n \) copies of target molecules, \( c \) is the averaged number of target molecule per droplet, and \( e \) is Euler’s number, 2.71828...

The exact concentration of the target molecule is calculated with the following equations.

The probability that a empty droplet is: \( P(0) = e^{-c} = \frac{N_{\text{neg}}}{N_{\text{total}}} \), where \( N_{\text{neg}} \) and \( N_{\text{total}} \) are the number of negative droplets and total number of droplets, respectively.

The average number of target molecule in each droplet is: \( c = -\ln\left(\frac{N_{\text{neg}}}{N_{\text{total}}}\right) = -\ln(P(0)) \).

Then, the concentration of sample is: \( C_{\text{target}} = \frac{c}{V_{\text{droplet}}} \), where \( V_{\text{droplet}} \) is the volume of a single
droplet.

The 95% confident bounds (cb) of the average number of molecules (c) can be calculated as:

\[ c_{cb} = c \pm 1.96 \cdot \sqrt{\frac{N_{total} \cdot N_{neg}}{N_{total} - N_{neg}}}. \]

It is obvious from these expressions that increasing the total droplet number (\(N_{total}\)) and keeping the proportion of negative droplets high (\(N_{neg}\)) by dilution makes the digital measurement more accurate. Compared with other ways of sample compartment methods, such as valve based compartments and nanowell arrays (Figure 1.9 a and c), droplet systems allow several orders of magnitude higher numbers of individual partitions [167]. For example, the commercially available droplet based RainDance digital PCR allows up to 80,000,000 droplets to be formed per sample with only $30 cost. Valve based digital PCR from Fluidigm (EP1) only allows 36,960 partitions per chip, and nanowell array based system from Life Technologies (OpenArray RealTime PCR) allows only 3,072 partitions per plate.

Digital PCR has been successfully used to significantly improve rare gene mutation detection, mRNA detection, virus and other low-level pathogens diagnostics [168]. Other examples of digital molecule detections include digital detection of proteins by incorporating proximate ligation assay (PLA) into droplets[169], and digital detection of enzymes with fluorogenic substrate in droplets [170].

It is imaginable that detecting up to millions of droplets can be time consuming, especially with single point detectors by which droplets are passing (as the one used for droplet sorting in Figure 1.22 A). Imaging in-parallel or 2-dimensional droplet measurement is still not sufficient given the large number of droplets. In 2014, the Zhao group [171] developed an integrated comprehensive droplet digital detection (IC3D) technology for high-throughput droplet detection in a 3-dimensional way. The IC3D droplet detection system consists of a small microscope that has a horizontal geometry and a mechanical sleeve that holds a cylindrical cuvette of diameter 1 cm. Two motors provide rotational and vertical motion of the cuvette. The excitation light generated by lasers is focused at the volume of observation. As the motors rotating, the positive droplets pass through the detection region,
In the IC 3D, droplets are collected and analysed using a high-throughput 3D particle counter that permits accurate detection of single-fluorescent droplets in a several millilitre pool of non-fluorescent droplets within minutes. This figure is reprinted with permission from ref [171] with permission, © Nature Publishing Group.

The fluorescence emitted is collected by PMT detector. By fitting the data into a Gaussian distribution pattern recognition algorithm, positive droplets are detected. In this way, the time for measurement is largely reduced, as well as larger amount of sample (mLs) can be analyzed.

**Analog measurements with high temporal resolution**

Analog measurement is referred as a quantitative measurement of chemical concentration within single droplets. Compared with the recently well-adopted digital droplet detections, very few examples of direct concentration measurement were reported. The possible reasons are listed as follow.

Firstly, commonly used analytical methods for bulk solutions are not sensitive enough at such a small scale. Especially with absorption methods, large scale systems are not easily transferable to microfluidics systems due to the path length dependent of the Beer-Lambert law. As the light path is only at the micrometer scale, the absorption of the fluid is essentially indistinguishable from the blank solution even at high concentration. Secondly, fluorescence is very commonly used in microfluidics due to its high sensitivity and low background noise [172], but the requirement of specific labeling or fluorogenic reactions limit its application.
Figure 1.25: Block diagram of typical lock-in detection system and microfluidic \( \mu \)Chopper. A. Block diagram for a typical lock-in detection system using a chopper mirror to switch the investigation beam between sample and reference. B. Block diagram of Chopper set-up using alternating droplet design as a fluidic chopper instead of a chopper mirror. This figure is reprinted from ref [173], courtesy of Dr. Kennon Deal.

Moreover, fluorescence measurements suffers from signal drifting induced by temperature fluctuation, focus drift, or other factors, especially at low concentrations and over long periods of time used in many biological measurements. Thirdly, there are less driving forces for analytical chemists to develop sensitive quantitative chemical analysis methods in \( nL \) or \( pL \) volumes, as most of the biological assays can be done with only 1 \( \mu L \) samples.

However, as mentioned in section 1.1.3, there is an urgent need for analytical tool development for accurate study of the dynamics of hormone regulatory networks. The droplet system provides great opportunities to achieve the highest temporal resolution in hormone secretion sampling. As already proved by the Ismagilov group [174] and the Piston group [175], real-time compartmentalization of secretions from endocrine cells or tissues into droplets effectively preserves the temporal chemical information. With a plug-based microfluidic device, or the “chemistrode”, Ismagilov et. al. were able to monitor the insulin secretion from a single islet of Langerhans at a resolution of 1.5 seconds using a competitive fluorescence immunoassay [174]. Dr. Easley (was a postdoctoral fellow at Piston group at that time) was
able to measure Zn\(^{2+}\) (cosecreted with insulin) from single islets at 1.09 second temporal resolution [175].

To overcome the micrometer light path limitation, a droplet lock-in detection approach was introduced in 2012 by our former group member, Dr. Deal. As shown in Figure 1.25, instead of using a chopper mirror to switch the investigation beam between sample and reference, a droplet generator alternatively making sample and reference droplets was used as a fluidic chopper to modulate the reference signal at the same frequency and phase. Since the reference is “locked-into” the sample, this method is capable of amplifying the signal of sample without amplifying the noise or background. With this \(\mu\)Chopper, sensitive absorbance detection in only a 27 \(\mu m\) optical path length was achieved.

By combining multi-layer microfluidic technology, a newer version of \(\mu\)Chopper was recently developed for lock-in fluorescence droplet analysis [176]. With automated pneumatic valves, precision of droplet control in this \(\mu\)Chopper was improved, allowing strictly phase locked fluorescence measurement. A detection limit of 12 pM fluorescein, and direct measurement of single-cell fatty acid uptake rates quantification were achieved.

Additional, this idea is immediately transferable to other optical detection methods such as UV or IR absorption, and Raman scattering. Theoretically, it is also possible to apply this phase-locking technique to improve the sensitivity of any droplet-integrated detection by eliminating signal drift such as droplet-integrated mass spectrometry and electrochemical detection in droplets.

By integrating certain microfluidics modules mentioned in both section 1.2.3 and section 1.2.4, microfluidic devices are able to interrogate endocrine systems at a single cell or single tissue level. More details will be mentioned in the following sections and chapters.
1.2.5 Microfluidic methods for adipocyte study

*In-vitro* cell models and their integration onto microfluidic devices

Historically, most adipocyte-related studies, including adipocyte differentiation, lipogenesis, adipokine secretion and regulation, have been carried out with immortalized cell lines, such as mouse 3T3-L1 [177], 3t3-F442A [178] and human Simpson-Golabi-Behmel syndrome (SGBS) cells [179]. The differentiation of those cells into adipocytes can be achieved *in vitro* by treatment with adipogenic stimuli, including cAMP agonists, insulin, and glucocorticoids[180]. Those adipocyte cell lines share many similarity with primary adipocytes. For example, they exhibit fat storage in lipid droplets, insulin sensitivity, expression of adipocyte-specific genes, and adipokine secretion (such as leptin, adiponectin, and asprosin) [27]. However, there are some important differences. The primary white adipocyte from a host mammal contains a single large lipid droplet, but there are many smaller droplets in the cell lines. Also, the cell lines’ adipokine secretion are not identical to that of primary adipocytes, for example, the leptin expression is at much lower levels in 3T3-L1 and 3T3-F442A cells [181].

Recently, the development of tissue engineering technology allows assembly of functional tissues with multiple cells and 3D extracellular matrix materials to capture many of the key features of both normal and pathological human organs *in vitro*. Researchers have successfully constructed those organ-on-a-chip models for the study of liver, kidney, intestine, lung, heart, smooth and striated muscle, fat, bone, marrow, cornea, skin, blood vessels, nerve, and blood-brain barrier over the past decades [93]. Various types of engineered adipose tissue were fabricated by incorporation of adipose cell lines into extracellular matrix materials including collagen [182, 183], silk fibroin [184], sponge-like porous polyurethane [185], decellularized extracellular matrices [186], or hyaluronic acid-based hydrogels [187]. Those novel *in vitro* models showed better simulation of functions of in vivo adipose tissue than cell lines cultured with traditional methods. Engineered adipose tissues were also used as a simplified
model to address several challenges in organ-on-a-chip engineering. For example, the right size of the tissue for maintaining in vivo basal metabolic rates were studied by measurement of insulin-induced glucose uptake by collagen confined adipose spheroids with various sizes [183]. The transport processes by diffusion through porous membrane within multilayer microfluidic devices, which provide shear stress protection to cells or tissues cultured on chip, were also visualized by fluorescently labeled fatty acid analog uptake by on-chip differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes [188]. Since this thesis is focusing on the dynamic of adipocytes metabolism, hormone secretion and other functions with microfluidics circulation mimicking, the bottom-up adipocyte-on-chip engineering, which has been reviewed elsewhere[54], is only covered wherever appropriate.

While the cell lines and engineered adipose tissue remain to be valuable in vitro models, much of the adipocyte can only be evaluated in primary cultures. The primary adipose tissues can be isolated from lab animals and cultured according to well established protocols [189]. The adipose tissue pad can be directly integrated onto microfluidic devices. Or, because of the complex composition of adipose tissues, in certain cases, it is beneficial to digest the fat tissue explant and only use the adipocytes to avoid the interference from other cell components.

Due to the inherent positive buoyancy of the lipid droplet, the adipocyte cells or tissue explant must be properly trapped or anchored in the microfluidic devices or they float in aqueous media and clog the microfluidic channels. This issue was addressed in several ways by our research group including, trapping with metal mash [190] or 3d-printed accessory [191], or collage matrix casting [192], and it was also addressed by others using a culture chamber with micropost array [193] or other methods (Table 1.4).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell type</th>
<th>Trapping mechanism</th>
<th>Assay target</th>
<th>Aetetection methods</th>
<th>temp. Resl.</th>
<th>Chip design</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 3T3-L1</td>
<td>Cover slip with 3T3-L1 in cell chamber</td>
<td>NEFA secretion</td>
<td>On chip Amplex red assay</td>
<td>83 s</td>
<td>Reversibly sealed 3-layer etched glass wafers</td>
<td>First example of temporally-resolved microfluidic NEFA sampling of 3T3-L1 adipocytes [194]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 3T3-L1 spheroids</td>
<td>Collagen</td>
<td>Glucose uptake</td>
<td>Amplex red assay</td>
<td>25 min*</td>
<td>PDMS chip</td>
<td>First study of the size effect of organ on chip design [183]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 3T3-L1</td>
<td>Cover slip with 3T3-L1 in cell chamber</td>
<td>NEFA and glycerol secretion</td>
<td>On chip Amplex red assay</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>Reversibly sealed 3-layer etched glass wafers</td>
<td>First example of temporally-resolved microfluidic glycerol sampling of 3T3-L1 adipocytes [195]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 3T3-L1</td>
<td>Cover slip with 3T3-L1 in cell chamber</td>
<td>NEFA and glycerol secretion</td>
<td>On chip Amplex red assay</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>Reversibly sealed 3-layer etched glass wafers</td>
<td>Same time glycerol and NEFA monitoring on chip [196]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Murine adipocytes</td>
<td>Collagen</td>
<td>Adiponectin secretion</td>
<td>ELISA</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>PDMS chip with custom microfluidic interface</td>
<td>First example of microfluidic adipokine secretion sampling of primary adipocyte [192]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Human adipose explant</td>
<td>Cell chamber with micropost array</td>
<td>Glucose uptake</td>
<td>Glucose meter</td>
<td>high ***</td>
<td>PDMS chips with valves control</td>
<td>First compartment of adipose glucose uptake by diabetic and nondiabetic human adipose tissue [193]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Murine adipose explant</td>
<td>3d printed accessory</td>
<td>Glycerol secretion</td>
<td>Amplex red assay</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>PDMS chip cured with 3D accessory</td>
<td>First example of temporally-resolved microfluidic sampling of murine WAT explants [191]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Brown adipocyte</td>
<td>Single cells trapped in micro channel</td>
<td>Heat generation</td>
<td>Silica resonator</td>
<td>real-time</td>
<td>Etched glass with silica resonate thermal sensor</td>
<td>First measurement of thermal generation from single brown adipocyte cells [197]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 3T3-L1</td>
<td>Squared lower cell chamber</td>
<td>NEFA and glycerol secretion</td>
<td>SPE-MS</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>PDMS chips with valves control</td>
<td>First integration of microfluidic and Mass spectral detection of NEFA from 3T3-L1 adipocyte [198]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Murine adipose explant</td>
<td>Platinum mesh</td>
<td>fatty acid uptake</td>
<td>On chip fluorescence imaging</td>
<td>real-time</td>
<td>PDMS chips with valves control</td>
<td>First observation of real-time free fatty acid exchange as a function of dynamic glucose and insulin inputs [190]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.4: Adipocytes and adipose tissues studies on microfluidic systems

* sampled every 25 min; ** better than entry one (83 s); *** The paper did not state the exact temporal resolution. Based on the experiment description, the temporal resolution was calculated to be no less than 1.6 min (sample volume = 1 μL and flow rate ≤ 0.6 μL/min)
Insulin induced glucose uptake

Blood glucose levels are strongly regulated by the hormones insulin and glucagon within a narrow normal range. At the feeding stage, insulin increases the glucose uptake into adipocytes and muscle cells through glucose transporter type 4 (GLUT4) [199]. GLUT4 is a high affinity glucose transporter mostly expressed in muscle cells and adipocytes. In the absence of insulin, only 5% of the GLUT4 is found on the cell surface. Insulin recruits GLUT4 to translocate to the plasma membrane from the specialized GLUT4 storage vesicles and thus increase the cell uptake [17]. Although adipose tissue only accounts for 10% of the insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (the other 90% occurs in skeletal muscle) [200], this process is important for energy homeostasis, as the secreted adipokines from WAT also regulate whole body metabolism as stated earlier. Thus understanding the dynamics of regulated glucose transportation in adipocytes using microfluidic methods provide better opportunities for elucidating the physiological and pathophysiological mechanisms of energy homeostasis. The Elvassore group reported the first microfluidic human adipose tissue glucose uptake study [193]. Adipose tissue were trapped on an automated microfluidic injection system which allows time resolved insulin stimulation. By comparing the tissues from Type 2 diabetes and non-diabetes patients, insulin-resistance effects were observed when the patient adipose biopsy was treated with an insulin and glucose step mimicking the postprandial phase. The healthy tissue showed a significant increase of glucose uptake upon insulin stimulation, while the diabetic tissue had no evidence of difference in glucose uptake rate. However, the authors applied only one treatment to each of the precious tissue samples even though the device was said to allow 1 week on-chip tissue culturing and the glucose concentration in the outflow was only measured every tens of minutes even though their system should allow high temporal interrogation of the adipose tissues (less than 2 min as reported). As a valuable in vitro model for metabolic study, 3T3-L1 adipocyte spheroids were used by the Takayama group to study the scaling effects in human-on-a-chip system designing [183]. Allometry, which describes the relationship between body size and shape including anatomy
and physiology, is a significant factor in organ-on-chip system design to estimate the right size of the chip organism for maintaining similar basal metabolism rate (BMR) as in vivo. The insulin-induced glucose uptake by intact 3T3-L1 spheroids or mechanically dispersed spheroids within collagen were compared. The significant glucose uptake difference between intact and mechanical dispersed spheroids demonstrates that tissue architecture can significantly affect scaling relationships in microfabricated devices.

**Fatty acid uptake**

The energy reserves in the adipose tissues are stored as triacylglycerol (TAG) molecules, which are mainly obtained from two routes: de novo lipogenesis from non-lipid precursors such as glucose, or uptake of free fatty acid and TAG from plasma. As the solubility of free fatty acid and TAG in aqueous solution is extremely low [202], the fatty acid or TAG in plasma are carried by lipoproteins including chylomicron (CM), very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL), and by serum albumin. Lipoprotein lipase (LPL), which is a glycoprotein secreted by adipocytes and translocated to the lumen of endothelial cells, digest TAG in lipoproteins which releases free fatty acid for uptake by adipocytes [203]. The transport of FFA across the cell membrane are promoted by CD36/SR-B2, which is currently known as the predominant membrane protein facilitating fatty acid transport in adipocytes, enterocytes, cardiac myocytes, and skeletal myocytes [29]. The insulin-induced CD36/SR-B2 translocation from endosomal compartments to the cell membrane upregulates fatty acid uptake [29], which is a mechanism very similar to GLUT4 regulation. In one of our studies reported herein (see Chapter 2), fatty acid uptake and release was monitored by fluorescent imaging of adipocyte tissue explant confined within our novel 16 channel microfluidic multiplexer (μMUX) [190]. Adipose tissue explants were exposed to temporal mimics of post-prandial insulin and glucose levels, while simultaneous switching between fluorescently labeled and unlabeled free fatty acid permitted fluorescent imaging of fatty acid uptake dynamics in real
Figure 1.26: Examples of adipose studies on microfluidic devices.

A. Schematic of Microfluidic and mass spectrometry connection for the adipose NEFA secretion profile study. B. Averaged peak area of various NEFAs detected by MS from on-chip adipocyte secretion under basal and isoproterenol/forskolin stimulation. C. Adipocytes cultured on 8-channel microfluidic sampling devices. Topleft, Top-down view image of digested and reconstituted adipose tissue cultured on a microdevice made with a 3D printed interface; topleft, 3D renderings and example prints of adipose tissue explant traps; bottom, a trapped adipose tissue explant cultured on a microdevice and held in place with an explant trap. D-H. Fatty acid uptake assay on μMUX. D. Stimulation of adipose tissue explants with a mimic of post-prandial insulin and glucose at 5 different magnitudes was accomplished while sequentially pulsing labelled (FFA*) and unlabeled free fatty acids. E. Adipose tissue responded with insulin-dependent FFA exchange rates that closely followed the input pattern. F. Representative fluorescent images of the tissue during FFA* uptake. G. Insulin dependence plot using compiled data. H. Assignment map showing the required 10 timed input channels and 1 waste channel. Figures A and B are reprinted with permission from ref [198] ©2017, Springer. Figures C is reprinted with permission from ref [201] ©2017, Springer. Figures D-H are reprinted with permission granted from ref [190] ©2017, Royal Society of Chemistry.
time (Figure 1.26 D-H). Surprisingly, both the fatty acid uptake and release were observed to follow the pattern of glucose and insulin. Moreover, CD36/SR-B2 inhibitor [204] treatment suppressed both the fatty acid uptake and release [205]. Those results suggest the current understanding of fatty acid uptake and regulation is incomplete. Probably, the CD36/SR-B2 is not only involved in fatty acid uptake, but also plays key role in fatty acid release. This fatty acid exchange equilibrium between uptake and release is likely regulated by insulin induced CD36/SR-B2 translocation as well as the extracellular fatty acid concentration. This hypothesis agrees with our observations of fatty acid transportation between adipocytes. Adipocytes along the edges of the explants uptake fatty acid more rapidly than inner cells. Over time, fatty acid can be seen permeating central adipocytes [205]. Further experiments to test this hypothesis will be discussed in Chapter 3.

Non-esterified fatty acid and glycerol secretion

In the starving state, TAG is hydrolyzed into non-esterified fatty acids (NEFAs) and glycerol by the lipase process, and the products are secreted into blood circulation by adipose tissues as an energy source for other tissues. The hydrolysis of stored TAG involves several lipases, including hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL), monoacylglycerol lipase (MGL), and adipose triglyceride lipase (ATGL) [206]. TAG is hydrolyzed by ATGL to diacylglycerol (DAG) and one molecule of fatty acid. HSL then converts DAG to a second fatty acid and monoacylglycerol (MAG). In the last step, MGL hydrolyze MAG to glycerol and the third fatty acid. The NEFAs and glycerol are not only used as nutrients for the rest of the body, but they also have important effects on energy homeostasis. For example, circulating NEFAs reduce glucose uptake by adipocytes and muscle and increase hepatic gluconeogenesis [207], and chronic exposure to elevated level of NEFAs decrease beta cell insulin secretion [208]. The Kennedy group reported several microfluidic studies of NEFAs and glycerol secretion
from 3T3-L1 adipocytes. The 3T3-L1 adipocytes were trapped in a reversibly sealed multilayer microfluidics system. The constant flow containing the secretomes were mixed with NEFA or Glycerol Amplex Ultra Red enzyme probe, and the concentration of NEFAs and/or glycerol were detected by fluorescence on-chip [196, 195, 194]. Upon treatment with a beta-adrenergic agonist, up to 6-fold sustained increase in NEFA and glycerol secretion were observed. The latest version of their microfluidic chip combined solid phase extraction and mass spectrometry and allowed them to identify the NEFA profiles from adipocytes [198] (Figure 1.26 A, B).

Our group has also studied the glycerol secretion from primary adipose tissue explants [191]. In order to counteract the adipose pad buoyancy, we used a custom 3D-printed accessory to trap adipose tissues on chip (Figure 1.26 C). After 30 min of high-insulin-high-glucose treatment, the explants were switched to low-glucose-low-insulin solution, and increased glycerol secretion rates were observed.

**Adipokine secretion**

As stated earlier, adipose tissue plays significant endocrinological roles in maintaining whole body energy homeostasis. Despite its importance, however, to the best of our knowledge, to-date there is only one adipokine secretion study using microfluidics, which was from our group [192]. In our microfluidic design, adipocytes from dispersed primary mouse adipose tissue were cultured in collagen within a customized culture reservoir with a raised island interfacing to the microchannel. Adiponectin secreted from adipocytes, which is a large multimeric protein hormone with the main understood function of improving insulin sensitivity (Table 1.2), was quantified. Insulin and niacin treatments induced increased adiponectin secretion by 2.6 fold and 4.4 fold, respectively.
Thermogenesis on a chip

Heat generation is one of the essential necessities for endotherms to maintain normal body temperature and routine metabolism. BAT is known as the main site of non-shivering thermogenesis which enables animals to adapt to a cold environment. Uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) is a transmembrane protein only expressed in brown adipocytes. It located on the inner membrane of mitochondria, where it increases the inner membrane proton permeability, decreases the proton gradient generated in oxidative phosphorylation, uncouples the respiratory chain, and yields a higher oxidation rate for heat generation [209]. The UCP1 mediated proton leakage is regulated by the sympathetic nervous system via β-adrenergic receptors. Binding of catecholamines such as norepinephrine to β-adrenergic receptors in BAT trigger the thermogenesis. UCP1 is also activated by fatty acids and inhibited by purine nucleotide di- and triphosphates such as ATP, ADP, GTP, and GDP.

To investigate the heat generation property of BAT, the Inomata group [197] fabricated a microfluidic system with silicon resonator based thermal sensors for the thermal detection of single cells. Single brown adipose cells were captured at the Si sample stage, which was connected to the Si resonator as a heat guide. The heat generated from the cells was measured by the resonant frequency changes of the resonators. With their devices, two types of heat emissions from single brown fat cells were detected: continuous heat generation in the presence of stimulation by norepinephrine, and pulsed heat generation without any stimulation. Cells treated with sodium azide, a respiratory inhibitor, did not show any thermal response.
1.3 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, three topics were covered. Firstly, we note that the global epidemic of obesity, diabetes, and related diseases is urgently calling for the development of new methodologies for endocrine tissue studies (especially adipose tissues). Secondly, we describe how microfluidics including pneumatic valve and droplet-based microfluidics are increasing in maturity and have been successfully used in many areas of biology research. Thirdly, the recent microfluidics applications to adipocytes are discussed.

As summarized in Table 1.4, the studies include adipocyte nutrient uptake, fatty acid and glycerol secretion, hormone secretion, and thermogenesis. Microfluidics provides more precise analysis tools for better understanding of the adipocyte biology. The new findings—especially the time resolved NEFAs secretion profile, adiponectin secretion, and first real time observation of the insulin regulated fatty acid uptake and release—have provided new opportunities to improve the understanding of the pathology of obesity, diabetes, and metabolism disorders.

Compared to relatively effective application of microfluidics to other tissue or cells in recent years, especially islet of Langerhans [210, 211], fewer studies of adipose tissue were done on microfluidics. The possible reasons including the following. Firstly, the importance of adipocytes in energy homeostasis, and particularly the endocrine functions of adipose tissue, is still less exposed to the microfluidic community. Secondly, buoyancy of adipocytes introduces difficulties to incorporate those cells onto microfluidic chips. To prevent cell loss and channel clogging, device engineers must use creative ways to trap or anchor the cells on chip, such as the 3D-printing technology used by our group, allows simple and effective macro-to-micro interfacing to incorporate adipocytes on chip. Thirdly, the fundamental understanding of adipocytes is still relatively underdeveloped. For example, several new hormones were identified last year (2016) [212], namely a new adipokine (asprosin) and two new batokines (PM20D1, and SLT2). Those latest findings reflect difficulties but great opportunities for bioengineers to make contributions in the adipose biology field.

Further innovation in microfluidics would provide a unique toolbox that allows life scientists
to advance their research in a way that was never possible. Conversely, bioengineers are also seeking the right problems in medicine and biology to validate and improve their microfluidic technologies. As stated in this introduction, the relatively understudied adipose tissue could be an important target tissue for the microfluidics community. The improved adaptation of microfluidics into adipose tissue biology would provide great potential to lead to better preventions and treatments and meet urgent needs in the global epidemics of obesity, diabetes, and metabolism disorders.
Chapter 2

Development of automated microfluidic systems for endocrine tissue analyses

2.1 Introduction

The increasingly prevalent, debilitating conditions of diabetes, obesity, and metabolic syndrome are fundamentally linked to endocrine tissues such as the liver, pancreatic islets, and the various adipose subclasses. In particular, adipose tissue (fat) is now understood to be a complex, multicellular endocrine organ that has profound systemic effects, altering the function of nearly all other organ systems [28]. A multitude of chronic factors result in adipose tissue expansion, which is linked to diabetes [19, 20], Alzheimer's disease [22], compromised immune function [23], and many other diseases. Despite its importance, however, there is a lack of information on the dynamic nature of adipokine secretion and nutrient uptake in adipose tissue, highlighting several unmet needs in methodology. Specifically, few techniques exist to interrogate small amounts of adipose tissue, and there is a shortage of methods to explore dynamic function of the organ. There has also been renewed interest in the dominant role of the pancreatic hormone, insulin, especially in the context of hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia induced by diets high in sucrose or refined carbohydrates [213, 214]. Unfortunately, we have a limited view of the dynamic relationship between glucose, insulin, and adipose function.

Microfluidic tools offer attractive features that could help fill this knowledge gap. This potential is exemplified by the recent outpouring of organs-on-chips that nicely simulate physiology at the tissue level or even the organ level; such devices recapitulate biological functions in a manner unmatched by standard culture methods [93]. Our group [175, 66, 191] and others [215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224] have shown the utility of microsystems
to study biological function of pancreatic islets, and we have begun applying these systems to studying primary adipose tissue function [191, 192]. Although some studies have leveraged microfluidics to assay secretion from adipocyte cell lines[195, 196, 183], less has been accomplished toward studying dynamics of intact, primary adipose tissue on-chip [193]. In terms of fluid handling, although passively controlled microdevices provide simplicity of use [66, 191, 192, 225], the precision in fluidic control provided by actively valved devices is virtually unmatched in glean complex functions from biological systems[99, 226, 227, 228]. As such, a precisely valved, customized microdevice should be a fitting analytical solution to help decipher endocrine tissue dynamics.

Herein, a customized microfluidic input/output multiplexer ($\mu$MUX) using active microvalves is presented for generalizable dynamic control over hormones and nutrients to/from endocrine tissues. This system essentially serves as a mimic of the circulatory system and of upstream endocrine signals. The device is automated through feedback sensing of solution levels, and 3D-printed templates [191] are used to interface both islets and adipose tissue. High device flexibility is shown by varying from multiple fluidic outputs to primarily inputs, by operation in sampling and imaging modes, and by studying multiple murine tissues. This 3D-templated $\mu$MUX device should be applicable to a variety of tissue types, and it could feasibly serve as a single module in devices with further integrated functionality such as on-chip biosensing.

### 2.2 Experimental Methods

#### 2.2.1 General materials

All buffers were prepared with deionized, ultrafiltered water (BDH1168-5G, VWR, Radnor, PA). The following reagents were used as received: Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) precursors (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, Midland, MD); SU-8 2015 photoresist (Microchem, Newton, MA); AZ-40-XT photoresist (MicroChem, Westborough, MA); insulin, D-glucose, 4-2-hydroxyethyl-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane,
Figure 2.1: $\mu$MUX device design

(A) Schematic of the $\mu$MUX channel layouts, with fluidic channels shown in black and pneumatic control channels in red. (B) Photo of assembled devices with and without 3D-templated interfaces. (C) CAD rendering of the 3D-printed template and (D) example device cross-section with customized, 3D-templated tissue culture reservoir and channel interface. Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
trimethylsilyl chloride (Me₃SiCl), sodium dodecanoate, fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), KH₂PO₄, NaH₂PO₄, and NaOH were all obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri); Bovine serum albumin (BSA), fetal bovine serum (FBS), NaCl, CaCl₂·sH₂O, EtOH, MeOH, and DMF were purchased from VWR (West Chester, PA). 4,4-difluoro-5,7-dimethyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene-3-dodecanoic acid (BODIPY FL C₁₂, FFA*; ’bodipy-laurate’), minimal Essential Media (MEM) non-essential amino acids solution 100x, collagenase P, collagenase type I, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), and MgSO₄·sH₂O were purchased from ThermoFisher Scientific (Grand Island, New York).

2.2.2 Microfluidic device master wafer fabrication

Two layer microfluidic devices were fabricated using standard multilayer soft lithography methods[143, 98] with 3D-printed templating[192, 191] of the tissue culture interfaces. Two different master wafers for fluidic channel and pneumatic/control channels were first fabricated by photolithography.

The channel layout was designed in Adobe Illustrator and printed at 50800 dpi resolution by Fineline Imaging (Colorado Spring, CO) to serve as the photolithographic mask. For the control channel (thin lower layer), 30-µm thick negative photoresist (SU-8 2015) was spin
coated onto a silicon wafer (Silicon Inc., Boise, ID, USA). The wafers were then baked at 105 °C for 5 min on a hotplate. UV exposure through the mask was done at 330 mJ/cm² on an in-house built UV LED exposure unit [229]. The wafer was hard baked for 5 min at 105 °C then developed for 5 min in the SU-8 developer solution. For the fluidic channel layer, 50-m thick positive photoresist (AZ 40 XT) was spun onto the silicon wafer. The wafers were then baked at 105 °C for 5 min followed by UV exposure at 330 mJ/cm². After hard baking at 105 °C for 5 min and wafer development in AZ developer for about 5 min, the master wafer was baked at 115 °C for 6 min to anneal the AZ photoresist and round out the cross-section of the fluidic channel template (see Figure 2.2). The silicon wafers were exposed to trimethylsilyl chloride vaper for 30 min before use to enhance PDMS removal. Channels were later characterized by slicing an assembled PDMS device and imaging the channel cross-section (Figure 2.2).

2.2.3 3D-printed interface templates for tissue culture regions

All 3D-printed templates and devices were designed in SketchUp 3D modeling software, error checked in NetFab, and printed on a MakerBot Replicator 2 (100 μm layer resolution in the z-direction) with polylactic acid filament (PLA, 1.75 mM diameter). Six 3D-printed templates with varying tissue culture region heights (0.47, 0.48, 0.57, 0.72, 0.82, 1.24 mM) were design and printed for PDMS templating. In order to measure the height of the cell culturing regions, PDMS was cured with the 3D-template and a cross-section of the PDMS reservoir region was sliced with a razor blade and mounted onto a glass microscope slide. Images were captured on a Nikon Ti-E inverted fluorescence microscope at 2X magnification, operating in wide-field transmittance mode. The heights were measured with ImageJ software.

2.2.4 Microdevice fabrication

The μMUX devices were fabricated as described in Figure 2.3. 36 g of PDMS polymer mixture (5:1 ratio, monomer:curing agent) were mixed and degassed under vacuum and then
Figure 2.3: Fabrication procedure of μMUX devices including 3D-templated reservoir molding.

(1) 36 g of PDMS in 5:1 ratio (left) and 10.5 g of PDMS in a 20:1 ratio (right) were mixed and degassed under vacuum. (2) PDMS (20:1) was spin-coated over the control wafer. (3) The thin layer of PDMS on the control wafer was partially cured at 65 °C for 40 min, and fluidic channel layers (from step 9) were aligned for bonding. (4) 3D-printed template for sculpting tissue culture reservoirs. (5) PDMS (5:1) was poured onto the fluidic channel master in an aluminum foil boat. (6) 3D-printed insert was carefully aligned around the channel and set directly onto the wafer into the layer of uncured PDMS. The entire assembly was baked in the oven at 50 °C undisturbed for 4 h. (7) The cured PDMS with template was peeled from the wafer. (8) The 3D-printed template was removed. (9) Devices were diced, and holes were punched to prepare for bonding with the control channel PDMS layer. (10) After careful alignment (in step 3), the fluidic layer PDMS and partially cured control layer were permanently bonded together by placing in the oven at 65 °C for at least 4 hours. (11) Completed PDMS devices were diced, peeled from the wafer, and holes were punched for control channel pressure lines. (12) PDMS devices were finally plasma oxidized and bonded onto glass substratea, and these MUX chips were ready to use. Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
poured onto the fluidic master wafer (AZ) wrapped within aluminum foil. The 3D-printed template was carefully aligned around the channel and set directly onto the wafer and into the layer of uncured PDMS. The entire assembly was baked in the oven at 50 °C undisturbed for 4 h. Following curing, the template was removed carefully, and the PDMS was peeled from the master, after which it was diced, access holes and vias were punched (1.5 mM inner diameter for interfacing with tubing, 1.0 mM for the via connection between the reservoir and channels), and each device was cleaned with methanol and dried with N₂ gas. Next, 5 g of degassed PDMS polymer mixture (20:1 ratio, monomer:curing agent) was spin coated onto the pneumatic control channel master wafer (SU-8) at 2300 rpm for 60 s and baked at 65 °C for 40 min to facilitate partial curing of the polymer. The freshly made fluidic layer PDMS, with access holes punched, was carefully aligned onto the partially cured control channel PDMS layer, and the two layers were permanently bonded by placing in the oven at 65 °C for at least 4 hours. The PDMS devices were then peeled from the wafer and diced, then access holes were punched where necessary. Finally, the assembled PDMS devices were plasma oxidized and bonded to a glass substrate. The μMUX devices were stored at room temperature. Immediately before use with islets or adipose explants, the devices were cleaned with an air plasma for 45 s then treated with PBS buffer with 1% BSA to generate a hydrophilic, biocompatible surface.

2.2.5 Control interface

Pneumatic valves were actuated with solenoid switches (LHDA0533115H, The Lee Co., Westbrook, CT) controlled by a multifunction data acquisition system (USB-6002, National Instruments) and using a house nitrogen source adjusted to 20 psi with a pressure regulator. The 16 fluidic channels were addressed by 8 pneumatic control channels connected to the corresponding solenoid switches with Tygon tubing (0.02 inch ID, 0.06 inch OD, Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL). Dead-end control channels were filled with water to prevent air leakage through PDMS membranes. As a solenoid switch was activated, nitrogen gas pressurized a
Figure 2.4: Automated solution level sensing.

(A) Photo of working device in the microscope stagetop incubator. Tubing was connected to both control channels and valved uidic channels. Two gold wires were positioned near the top of the 3D-templated reservoir to serve as the full sensor. (B) Circuit diagram of voltage divider for conductivity sensing as the full signal trigger. The source wire was connected to a digital output line of the NI-DAQ for voltage supply, and the sensing wire was connected to a 1 MΩ resistor across the differential analog input for voltage readout. (C) Microscope (bottom view) images of the µMUX tissue culture reservoir. Two possible ROIs (red and yellow regions) were analysed in real time for the empty signal (see Video S-2). (D) Corresponding edge detection images used for ROI analysis. (E) Representative data shows the standard deviation of pixel intensities within the example ROIs (red and yellow), and the empty trigger cutoff value (gray dotted line) is shown for the ROI with the most obvious change (red). Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.

lower layer control channel and closed the fluidic channel in the upper layer (push-up valves). Valve actuation timing was regulated through an in-house written LabVIEW application on a PC.

2.2.6 Solution level sensing

Serving as the full sensor, two gold electrodes were placed over the reservoir and connected in a voltage divider configuration to sense solution conductivity (Figure 2.4 A-B), using the 5 V digital output line as a source. To protect cells and minimize electrochemical gas generation, the voltage was set to off (0 V) immediately after the full state was reached. The empty sensor utilized a cooled CCD (Coolsnap HQ2; Photometrics) and an inverted microscope (Nikon Ti-E) in differential interference contrast (DIC) mode. The CCD readout was interfaced with a LabVIEW application using the Scientific Instrument ToolKit for
real-time image analysis (R Cubed Software; Lawrenceville, New Jersey). As the reservoir was emptied, the image (focused on the reservoir bottom) was transformed to a 2D array, and a standard deviation of the region of interest (σROI) subarray was analysed as the signal for the empty trigger. As the reservoir emptied, roughness emerged in its features due to refractive index differences, and ROI abruptly increased. Example sensor traces are shown in Figure 2.5 B and Figure 2.2 7.

2.2.7 Time and channel programs

User-defined time and channel programs were preloaded into the LabVIEW application. Full and empty sensor readouts were used to automate the device according to the preloaded program (Figure 2.5 A).

2.2.8 μMUX device characterization

Reproducibility in sampling volume was analysed by measuring the distance travelled by the leading meniscus of the sampled solution in the output tubing after each step. Measurements were repeated in triplicate (Figure 2.7 B). Carry-over volumes were measured by connecting two input fluidic channels to two syringes filled with either buffer (phosphate buffered saline, PBS) or 100 nm fluorescein in PBS. Connections were made through Tygon tubing. The μMUX time program was designed as two cycles of five buffer rinses after a single input of fluorescein solution. Each input was incubated for 10 s, and the solution in the reservoir was collected and saved in one of the output channels (one solution per channel). Solutions in output channels were collected, and fluorescence intensities were measured using a small-volume spectrofluorometer (Nanodrop 3000) (Figure 2.7 A).

Solution exchange times were analysed by measuring the fluorescence output from pH-responsive glass beads (100-200 μm) in the tissue culture reservoir as solutions of varying
Figure 2.5: μMUX system automation.

(A) Programmatic ow chart LabVIEW application used for automation. Each of the 16 channels was assigned as input or output by a user-defined program. Depending on the input assignments and incubation/wait times, the controller followed the depicted logic flow until completion of a run. (B) Automation data from a test run of the μMUX. The imaging-based empty sensor (green) and the conductivity-based full sensor (orange) readouts were used to trigger sequential steps in the programming. With channels 0 and 15 as inputs, channels 1 to 4 outputs, and channel 16 as a close-all-valves code, this test run automatically switched channels (blue diamonds) in the following order: 15, 1, 15, 2, 15, 3, 0, 4, 0. Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
Figure 2.6: Full sets of automation data during time programs for dynamic insulin secretion sampling from pancreatic islets.  
(A) Automation data from high-low glucose square wave treatment and (B) from high-low glucose square wave with KCl treatment. Channel assignment map is shown in the rightmost images. Reservoirs were rinsed 3 times between treatments, as indicated by the multiple triggers in the full (green) and empty (orange) sensor traces. Further details of operation are included in the manuscript text. Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
Figure 2.7: μMUX device characterization and optimization.

(A) Carry-over volume measurement by rinsing fluorescein with sequential buffer rinses. The fluorescence intensity of the rinsed buffer decreased to less than 1% after 2 rinse steps. (B) Sampling volume consistency study by measuring sample volume at different vacuum levels. Error bars show the standard deviations of 5 samplings. (C) Fluorescein diffusion studies via microscopy. The white rectangle in the inset image at the right shows the region of confocal scanning. Upon quickly switching the solution from 200 nM fluorescein to 20 nM fluorescein (from μMUX channels below), the leftover higher concentration fluorescein in the islet culturing was released by diffusion. As tissue culture region depths were increased, the time for the fluorescein diffusion to equilibrate increased. For the chosen optimum depth (0.57 mm), fluorescein required 40 s to diffuse from the culturing region, an acceptable result for secretion sampling at 5-minute temporal resolution. Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
Figure 2.8: Islet mimics for solution exchange experiments.

(A) Scheme of pH-responsive bead synthesis. (B) A DIC image, (C) fluorescent image, and (D) combined image of modified beads mixed with untreated beads. (Scale bar is 100 μm).

(E) Representative fluorescence intensities from pH-responsive beads placed in the tissue culture region of the μMUX device during automated operation. Solution exchange times were optimal (30 s) for devices with culture region depths of 0.48 mm and 0.57 mm. Deeper culture regions resulted in unacceptably long exchange times. Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
pH were applied (Figure 2.8). The pH-responsive beads were synthesized in the following manner: 100 mg glass beads (100-200 μm, G1145-10G, Sigma-Aldrich) were placed in a centrifuge tube, washed with 1 M NaOH (1 mL, 3x), deionized H2O (1 mL, 3x), and MeOH (1 mL, 3x), then dried at 65 °C. 5.0% (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (281778, Sigma-Aldrich) in EtOH was added to the beads, and the tube was agitated on a rocker at room temperature overnight to introduce the amine function group on the glass surface by silanization. The beads were washed with EtOH 3x to remove the unreacted silane. After again drying at 65 °C, the amine-glass beads were treated with FITC in DMF solution (0.1%, 1 mL) at room temperature and incubated for 2 h. The beads were then washed with DMF and EtOH, then stored in EtOH at 4 °C until use. Fluorescence images of beads during automated pH switching were measured (Nikon Ti-E), and images were analysed using ImageJ and Microsoft Excel.

The diffusion of hormones from the tissue culture region into bulk solution in the reservoir was simulated by scanning the fluorescent intensity through the depth of the tissue culture region with a confocal microscope. For devices with varying depths of the 3D-templated tissue culture region, two μMUX input channels were filled with 100 nm or 10 nm fluorescein in PBS, and 1 waste output channel was connected to a vacuum applied syringe. The reservoir and tissue culture region were prefilled with 100 nm fluorescein. As the reservoirs emptied, the device was programmed to fill with 10 nm fluorescein and incubate. Confocal Z-scanning was initiated from the bottom to the top of the tissue culture region (Nikon A1 Multiphoton Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope; 488.0 nm laser excitation, 525/50 nm emission filter). The images were analysed using ImageJ and Microsoft Excel (Figure 2.7 C).

2.2.9 Extraction of primary islets and adipose explants

Pancreatic islets [230, 231] and epididymal fat pads [192, 191, 232, 233] were isolated from C57BL/6J male mice (Jackson Laboratories) as described previously. Following isolation, islets were placed in RPMI media (10% FBS, 11 mM glucose) at 37 °C and 5% CO2 to
Caps of 1.7 mL microcentrifuge tubes were drilled with two holes. Tygon tubing (0.01 inch ID) and hollow steel tubing taken from 22 gauge blunt syringe needles were feed into the two holes and sealed with epoxy glue (Gorilla Glue Co., Cincinnati, OH). The Tygon tubing was deeper than the steel tubing. When used for secretion sampling, the other end of the Tygon tubing was inserted into the corresponding output channel interface on the $\mu$MUX device, and the steel tubing was connected to vacuum applied by a syringe through Tygon tubing (0.01 inch ID). Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.

Incubate overnight. Fat pads were transferred to a 60 mM petri dish containing a few mL of fresh phosphate-HEPES buffer. Excess vasculature and other non-adipose tissue was excised using micro surgical scissors. 2- and 3-mm sterile biopsy punches were used to form aliquots of the fat tissue. As explants were punched, they were transferred with surgical tweezers into a glass tube with 3-4 mL of phosphate-HEPES buffer. Explants were centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 3 min. Infranatant was removed with an 18-gauge, 1.5-inch needle. 3-4 mL of phosphate-HEPES buffer was added back to the tube. Cells were centrifuged and washed in this fashion one additional time with phosphate-HEPES buffer and 2 additional times with fat serum media. After the final rinse, explants were transferred to individual wells on a sterile 96-well plate containing 200 $\mu$L of serum media in each well. The 96-well plate was incubated for 30 minutes at 5.0% CO$_2$ and 37 °C. 3D-printed explant traps were placed into each well and the plate was returned to the incubator. Prior to use in microfluidic stimulation experiments, explants were maintained for up to 7 days in the incubator with serum media replacement twice a day.
2.2.10 Islet secretion sampling and insulin quantification

The \( \mu \text{MUX} \) device was mounted within a microscope stage-top incubator (Tokai Hit, Japan) held at 37 \( ^\circ \text{C} \). Input channels were connected to 5 mL syringes half-filled with treatment buffers through Tygon tubing. The waste channel was attached to vacuum via a syringe. Other channels were connected to buffer tubes with vacuum applied by syringes for sample output collection (Figure 2.9). The time and channel program was designed so that islets were incubated with one of the input solutions for 5 \( \text{min} \), followed by sampling the buffer into one of the output channels with 2 rinses in between treatments. 10 islets were loaded into the tissue culturing region on the \( \mu \text{MUX} \) device (Figure 2.10). After the islets were starved on-chip in BMHH buffer (3 \( \text{mM} \) glucose, 0.1\% BSA) for 30 \( \text{min} \) to 1 \( \text{h} \), the device was then set for fully automated operation by the user-defined program. Solutions in output tubing were then collected into the buffer tubes (Figure 2.9). The insulin levels were measured using a homogeneous fluorescence assay (Human Insulin FRET-PINCER Assay Kit; Mediomics, St. Louis, MO) analysed with minimized background interference using our recently developed thermofluorimetric analysis protocols [234, 235].
2.2.11 Fatty acid uptake analysis

Real time fatty acid uptake by adipose tissue explants was measured either with a kit (QBT Fatty Acid Uptake Assay Kit, Molecular Devices) or with a custom fluorescence quenching assay [191]. Each method used bodipy-labelled laurate (cell permeable fatty acid analogue, FFA*) and a cell-impermeable fluorescent quencher. The μMUX device was mounted within a microscope stage-top incubator (Tokai Hit, Japan) held at 37 °C, and input channels were connected as before. The treatment buffer consisted of serum free DMEM, either 2 M of FFA* or unlabelled free fatty acid (FFA), 1 M quencher, and five different levels of glucose and insulin (3 mM and 50 pM, 7 mM and 0.5 nm, 11 mM and 1.0 nm, 15 mM and 1.5 nm, and 19 mM and 2 nm). The waste channel was attached to vacuum via a syringe. 3-mm diameter adipose tissue explants were removed from storage serum media, washed 3x with fresh serum free media, and pre-treated in serum free DMEM buffer with 3 mM glucose, 0.5 nm insulin and 2.0 μM FFA for 30 min. Each explant was then washed with serum free media and placed on a μMUX device fabricated without 3D printed templating, where a platinum mesh was used to hold the explant in place. In this instance, the μMUX device was semi-automatically controlled using the electrode wires for full sensing. During emptying, tubing connected to the waste channel was monitored by eye, since fluorescence imaging precluded the use of real-time DIC imaging of the reservoir bottom. All solutions with FFA* or FFA were held at 37 °C and alternatively pulsed onto adipose explants as fluorescent images were captured using a 10X objective and FITC filter set every 20 second. Images were analysed using ImageJ and Microsoft Excel.

2.3 Result and Discussion

2.3.1 μMUX device design

Pneumatic microvalve-based microfluidic multiplexers were introduced soon after the invention of PDMS valving [97]. As in analogous electronic components, the microfluidic
A multiplexer can address large numbers \(n\) of fluid channels with a smaller number \(2 \log_2 n\) of pneumatic controls and is normally used as one utility component of larger, integrated microfluidic frameworks [236]. More recently, others have demonstrated that the microfluidic multiplexer is valuable as a stand-alone component for automated handling of fluids and cell culture substrates [237, 238, 239]. Based on this concept, we designed our microfluidic multiplexer (\(\mu\)MUX) chip for delivering treatments and sampling secretions from tissues, serving as a kind of mimic of the circulation in the endocrine system.

The 16 fluidic channels, which were addressed by 8 pneumatic control channels \(2 \log_2 16 = 8\), served as either inputs or outputs for automated perfusion and sampling of endocrine tissue. For more economical space management, the standard multiplexer design was modified into a radially symmetric design surrounding a centralized tissue culture region (Figure 2.1 A). This approach reduced the channel footprint and minimized channel lengths, thus minimizing dead volume between stimulants or samplings. Since the fluidic channel cross-section was measured to be \(7580 \pm 150 \, \mu m^2\) (Figure 2.2), channel volumes could be accurately calculated. Switching between two different inputs (see Video S-3) for varying stimulation to cells, the carry-over volume from the first stimulant to the next would range from 31 to 68 \(nL\) (Figure 2.11). Even without wash steps included, this dead volume represented a negligible fraction, merely 0.15\% to 0.34\%, of the typically transferred reservoir volume of 20 \(\mu L\). Note that reservoir carry-over was addressed later by including wash steps (ESI and Figure 2.7 A). The design also allowed higher density arrangement of fluidic reservoirs and/or tubing interfaces (filled black circles in Figure 2.1 A; smaller ports in Figure 2.1 B).

### 2.3.2 System Automation

The \(\mu\)MUX was operated through discrete sampling defined by drainage and replacement of the reservoirs solution every few minutes, as noted above. The tissue of interest was bathed in one solution introduced from a \(\mu\)MUX input channel, and following the designated
Figure 2.11: Schematic of the μMUX channel design at higher resolution. Control channels are shown in black and fluidic channels in red. Also highlighted here are the channel lengths representing the shortest (green, 4.08 mm) and longest (blue, 8.96 mm) possible plug lengths of dead volume when switching between input/output channels. As discussed in the text, these dead volumes represent a negligible amount (< 0.4%) of solution compared to the tissue culture volume, even without washing steps included. Note that this dead volume analysis assumes that > 9 channels are used. Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
time, all solution in the reservoir was removed and collected in tubing for downstream assays using one of the \( \mu \text{MUX} \) channels as an output. With pneumatic micro-valving operated by computer controlled solenoids, cell media could be digitally controlled with minimal dead volume in a highly flexible manner. However, to fully automate this system, it was necessary to include real-time sensing of the solution level in the central reservoir. Peristaltic pumping with valves (3-valve pump) was not suitable to meet the flow rate requirement (20 \( \mu \text{L} \) in \(<10 \text{s}\)), and our discrete sampling method is less compatible with constant-flow syringe pumps. By clearly defining starting and ending reservoir volumes (i.e. empty or full), the \( \mu \text{MUX} \) could be fully automated using the same software that was used for valve control.

As shown in Figure 2.4, a customized full sensor was fabricated based on solution conductivity [240]. Two gold electrodes were positioned onto the PDMS substrate and into the central device reservoir. A 5 V digital output (DO) line from a USB DAQ device (USB-6008, National Instruments) was applied to one electrode, and the other electrode was attached to a 1 M resistor. Upon filling of the reservoir to the point of contact with both electrodes, the circuit (Figure 2.4 B) was completed, placing the buffer solution in series with a 1 M resistor in a voltage divider configuration. By measuring the voltage drop across the fixed resistor using an analog input (AI) line, a simple thresholding algorithm could be used to electrically detect the full state of the reservoir in a straightforward and robust manner. In initial testing, an empty sensor was validated with aqueous buffer using the same voltage divider concept, but with an electrode at the bottom of the reservoir (Figure 2.12). Unfortunately, the BSA-containing cell media exhibited surfactant effects that resulted in irreproducible wetting of the electrode surface, making consistent empty sensing less desirable with this approach.

The final empty sensor design employed optical imaging, taking advantage of the patterned reservoir bottom, which was moulded with a 3D-printed template. Details in the surface pattern of the reservoir bottom were nearly invisible when solution was present, due
Figure 2.12: Circuitry of the initial three-electrode system for conductivity sensing of both the full and empty states.
The source electrode was wired to a 5-V digital output of the NI-DAQ. The full sensing electrode was placed at the opening of the reservoir, and the empty sensing electrode was placed just above the bottom of the reservoir. Both of the sensing electrodes were connected to 1 $M\Omega$ resistors across differential analog inputs for voltage readouts. The empty signal from this tri-electrode sensor was not reproducible in cell culture media (with BSA) due to inconsistent electrode wetting problems. Scale bar = 2 mm. A video of the MUX device operation with these sensors is shown in Video S-1. Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
to the similarities in refractive index ($\eta$) between PDMS ($\eta_{PDMS} = 1.4$) and water ($\eta_{water} = 1.33$). Upon emptying the reservoir, however, PDMS-to-air interfaces were easily detected by imaging in differential interference contrast (DIC) mode ($\eta_{air} = 1.00$). One of various feature edges could be imaged, and the standard deviation of the region of interest (ROI) was used as a robust, real-time indicator of the empty state of the reservoir, as shown by the images and data in Figure 2.4 C-E.

The in-house written control program (LabVIEW) and hardware consisted of six main sections: (1) A software front panel with parameter inputs for assigning each microchannel as a fluidic input or output, setting the cut-off values for voltage or ROI standard deviation, and selecting the ROI for image analysis; (2) a time and channel program input array for stepwise chip operation; (3) valve control hardware for operating the fluidic channels through the DAQ system; (4) the conductivity sensor for the full signal voltage readout; (5) a camera interface for real-time image grabbing as the empty sensor; and (6) a software logic loop (flowchart in Figure 2.5A) to interpret the various inputs and sensors for automation of the $\mu$MUX system. As shown by representative automation data in Figure 2.5B, real-time measurements from the full sensor (voltage drop; orange trace) and the empty sensor (ROI; green trace) were the primary drivers of system automation according to the programmed logic in Figure 2.5A. Data from 3 min of an automated test run in temporal sampling mode are shown in Figure 2.5B. Channel numbers are represented as blue diamonds; channels 0 and 15 were set as input fluidic lines, channels 1 through 4 were set as output fluidic sampling lines, and channel 16 was used as a code for closing all valves. This test run automatically switched channels in the following channel order: 15, 1, 15, 2, 15, 3, 0, 4, 0. Complete data sets from this control system collected during endocrine tissue sampling or imaging are collected (Figure 2.2).
2.3.3 μMUX device optimization

Continuous flow microsystems10-13, 15-18, 20 for sampling endocrine cells require a relatively slow flow rate to protect cells from shear force induced damage. By contrast, in this μMUX design (Figure 2.1D), cells resting at the bottom of the culture/trapping region were shielded from shear stress, even at much higher flow rates. However, the design imposed an upper limit on the depth of the culture/trapping region. In order for stimulants to reach the cells quickly and for secreted hormones to be sampled with adequate temporal resolution, this region should be as shallow as possible, yet without washing away the cells or creating shear stress problems.

To optimize the depth of the cell culture/trapping region, devices with depths between 0.47 to 1.24 mM were fabricated using 3D-printed templates (Figures 2.13 and 2.14) and tested by operation with trapped murine islets. Devices with the most shallow trapping regions (< 500 μm) were non-functional due to intermittent loss of islets during flow, but regions at or above a depth of 0.57 mM showed consistent retention of the cells. Next, to ensure acceptable temporal resolution during sampling, a novel method to mimic islets was devised. pH-responsive beads with a diameter distribution very similar to islets (100-200 μm) were synthesized by reacting glass beads with (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane to introduce amine groups, followed by a reaction with FITC to create a thiourea linkage to a

Figure 2.13: Cross-sections of multiple devices with varying depths of tissue culture regions. Tissue culture region depths are included below each image. Scale bar = 1.0 mm. Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
fluorescein moiety (Figure 2.8 A-D). Since the phenolic pKa of fluorescein exhibits acid-base equilibrium, its fluorescence intensity is dramatically reduced at acidic pH [241]. By programming the µMUX device to switch between buffers of pH 5 and 9, this pH dependence was exploited to mimic the timing of islet stimulation (see Video S-4). At various culture/trapping region depths, the bead fluorescence intensities were increased to a maximum value following introduction of pH 9 buffer, indicating complete solution exchange (Figure 2.8 E). Relatively rapid exchange (30 s) was observed with depths of 0.48 and 0.57 mM, while deeper reservoirs caused proportionally longer solution exchange times. As the 0.57 mM depth was shown to alleviate islet loss during flow and to allow 30 s solution exchange, this depth was chosen for all experiments to follow.

Sampling volume consistency and solution carry-over were also optimized. The sampling volume was defined largely by the difference in solution levels marked by triggering of the empty and full sensors, but there was some dependence on the pressures and vacuum applied to input and output channels, respectively. As long as vacuum and pressure levels were relatively unchanged during the experiment, however, the variance in sampled volume was
< 1% on a given μMUX device (Figure 2.7 B). To avoid carry-over of treatments and samplings, particularly within the culture/trapping region, reservoirs were quickly emptied and refilled three times with the next treatment solution during μMUX operation, i.e. two rinsing steps and an incubation step. This approach was confirmed to decrease carry-over to < 1% between treatments after the second rinse step (Figure 2.7 A).

2.3.4 Temporal Sampling Mode: Dynamic Islet Function

The islets of Langerhans are composed of five different endocrine cells (α, β, δ, PP, and ε cells), each of which secret characteristic hormones in response to metabolic changes, as well as other cells including vascular cells, resident immune cells, neurons, and glial cells [242]. β cells secrete one of the more dominant endocrine hormones, insulin; defects in either secretory mechanisms or peripheral tissue responses to insulin are primary causes and/or symptoms of diabetes. With renewed interest in the blood glucose abnormalities induced by diets high in sucrose or refined carbohydrates [213, 214] there is a need for robust, programmable tools to study dynamic islet function. The input/output μMUX device presented herein was specifically tailored as a tool capable of not only introducing customized temporal patterns to the cells but also temporally sampling cellular secretions. The high flexibility and programmability of this digitally-operated device is a key advantage compared to other microdevices previously used to study islets [175, 66, 191, 215, 216, 218, 219, 220, 221, 223]. The 16 fluidic channels could be assigned as either inputs for treatments or outputs for sampling, allowing for example accurate mimics of postprandial blood glucose and gut hormone (incretin) levels.

To demonstrate the temporal sampling mode of the μMUX device, dynamic insulin secretion was first measured during treatment of islets with square waveforms of glucose at physiologically relevant concentrations (Figure 2.15 A). In this instance, the system was programmed with 2 input channels (3.5 mM and 19.5 mM glucose), 13 timed outputs for
Figure 2.15: Temporal sampling mode of the μMUX.

(A) Dynamic insulin secretion sampling with 13 timed output channels was accomplished with a programmed glucose square wave treatment from 2 input channels. (B) Dynamic insulin secretion sampling with 12 timed output channels using programmed glucose and KCl treatments from 3 input channels. In both (A) and (B), upper right images show the channel assignments, while lower right box plots show aggregate cellular responses. Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
temporal secretion sampling, and 1 waste channel. The $\mu$MUX was operated under a square wave glucose program in automated fashion to collect 90 minutes insulin secretion profiles from groups of 10 islets. Islets responded with glucose-stimulated insulin secretion profiles that mirrored the input glucose waveforms, increasing to approximately $30 \text{ pg} \cdot \text{islet}^{-1} \cdot \text{min}^{-1}$ then decreasing again within a few minutes of the glucose changes (Figure 2.15 A). To confirm the devices flexibility in temporal sampling mode, the program was then modified to 3 input channels ($3.5 \text{ mM}$ glucose, $19.5 \text{ mM}$ glucose, and $19.5 \text{ mM}$ glucose with $25 \text{ mM}$ KCl), 12 timed outputs, and 1 waste channel. In this way, glucose concentration could be increased and held at the high level while adding KCl (Figure 2.15 B). Again, for all groups of islets, the increased glucose levels resulted in similar levels of secreted insulin ($17$ to $32 \text{ pg} \cdot \text{islet}^{-1} \cdot \text{min}^{-1}$). When $25 \text{ mM}$ KCl was added, insulin secretion was increased even further to as high as $65 \pm 5 \text{ pg} \cdot \text{islet}^{-1} \cdot \text{min}^{-1}$ due to exaggerated depolarization of the cell membranes, which enhances insulin vesicle recruitment. These results confirmed the $\mu$MUX device to be suitable for automated, microfluidic studies of insulin secretion dynamics.

2.3.5 Temporal Stimulation Mode: Dynamic Adipose Tissue Function

Although the principle function of white adipose tissue was traditionally assigned to energy storage, it is now understood that the tissue is a complex, multicellular endocrine organ with hormonal effects that modify the function of nearly all other organ systems [28]. In comparison to the case of pancreatic islets, however, there have been relatively few studies focused on the dynamic function of white adipose tissue. We have recently shown that the microfluidic platform is well suited for interrogating this tissue [191, 192], yet limited dynamic information was collected due to device limitations. Insulin is a dominant endocrine hormone, and its secretion by pancreatic islets is dynamically modified based on nutrient levels in the bloodstream, as evidenced from data shown in Figure 2.15. To improve our understanding of the dynamic response of adipose tissue to this hormone, the $\mu$MUX device
was programmed to mimic postprandial glucose and insulin levels and to apply these solutions to small samples (3-mm biopsies) of adipose tissue explants extracted from mice. At the same time, the system was programmed to facilitate functional imaging of the explants.

Recent work has shown that fatty acid uptake can be visualized with fluorescence imaging by using bodipy-modified free fatty acids (FFA) [243]. Exploiting the inherent flexibility of the μMUX device, an improved version of FFA uptake analysis was developed which permits real-time measurement of uptake rates. By alternatively pulsing labelled and unlabelled free fatty acids, uptake and release rates could be directly imaged as a function of treatments. An additional benefit of the μMUX system was revealed here, i.e. that the tissue is only minimally disturbed during automated operation, allowing high resolution fluorescence imaging in real time.

As such, the μMUX was operated in temporal stimulation and imaging mode to mimic postprandial glucose and insulin levels during real-time FFA uptake imaging (Video S-5). This mode required at least 10 of the channels to serve as inputs comprised of five different concentrations of insulin (0.05 – 2.0 nM) and glucose (3.0 – 19.0 mM), each with either labelled (FFA*; bodipy-laurate) or unlabelled (sodium laurate) free fatty acids. The sequence of programmed treatments and input channel numbers during explant imaging is shown in Figure 2.16A. In other words, the 16-channel μMUX permitted a well-resolved, dynamic input program to be applied to cells with up to 4-bit resolution during real-time imaging. This program was designed to closely mimic the timing and magnitudes of serum glucose and insulin levels following a meal. As shown in Figure 2.16 B, the adipose explant began with an initial rapid uptake of available FFA followed by insulin-dependent exchange rates throughout the treatment program. The fluorescence intensity data (purple) was processed by measuring the initial uptake or release rate as a linear slope over a five-minute window, and the absolute values of these slopes were plotted over time (blue). Example explant images are shown in Figure 2.16 C, and an insulin dependence plot is shown in Figure 2.16 D.
Figure 2.16: Temporal stimulation and imaging mode of the μMUX
(A) Stimulation of adipose tissue explants with a mimic of post-prandial insulin and glucose at 5 different magnitudes was accomplished while sequentially pulsing labelled (FFA*) and unlabeled free fatty acids (10 timed input channels). (B) Adipose tissue responded with insulin-dependent FFA exchange rates that closely followed the input pattern, with dynamic fluctuations even at the 10-min time scale. (C) Representative fluorescent images of the tissue during FFA* uptake. (D) Insulin dependence plot using compiled data. (E) Assignment map showing the required 10 timed input channels and 1 waste channel.
Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
Figure 2.17: Dynamic fatty acid uptake with 2 treatments (4-input channels from $\mu$MUX). The adipose tissue explant was treated with a square wave of low and high insulin/glucose buffer while alternating bodipy-laurate (FFA*) or unlabeled laurate. The explant was exposed to each solution for 10 min before switching to the next solution. The fluorescent microscopic images was taken in real time, and the background corrected gray scale value of the image is shown as blue dots. The initial rate of the fatty acid uptake is proportional to the absolute slope of gray scale value of ROI at the beginning of each treatment, which is shown in orange. Figure reprinted from ref [190] with permission, ©2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.

Interestingly, both uptake and release rates were observed to follow the pattern of glucose and insulin, in agreement with initial tests of the methodology (Figure S-10). These results suggest that FFA exchange machinery, e.g. FFA transport protein function, is temporally dependent upon insulin and glucose magnitudes with dynamic fluctuations even at the 10-min time scale. Enabled by the microfluidic platform, these measurements represent the first observation of real-time FFA exchange as a function of programmable, dynamic glucose and insulin inputs.
2.4 Conclusions

A microfluidic multiplexer device (μMUX) with a customized, 3D-templated tissue culture interface was developed and proven feasible for dynamic and quantitative measurements of both hormone secretion and nutrient sensing/uptake from two types of primary murine tissues. The device not only permitted confirmation of the dynamic function of pancreatic islets, but it also allowed new information to be gathered on temporally-resolved free fatty acid exchange in adipose tissue. These results reinforce the generalizability of the μMUX device, which should be translatable to other tissues such as liver, heart, skeletal muscle, etc. The device could also be envisioned as a single module in future integrated devices with, for example, on-chip bio-sensing or in-line separations. From an analytical standpoint, modest increases in the number of pneumatic valves should dramatically improve μMUX resolution in the future. 32 fluidic channels could be controlled by 10 pneumatic channels \(2\log_2 32 = 10\), 64 controlled with 12 valves \(2\log_2 64 = 12\), and so on. This would allow even finer stimulant gradients (e.g. post-prandial insulin/glucose) to be introduced to cells and would also promote increased temporal resolution on cell secretion sampling, all while maintaining the precision and flexibility of a digitally-controlled device. A reduction in tissue culture reservoir volume would also help improve input/output resolution. Nonetheless, as presented herein, the 16-channel μMUX is well-poised for a variety of novel dynamic studies on endocrine tissues.
Chapter 3
Analysis of dynamic nutrient exchange in murine adipose tissue
with $\mu$ MUX

3.1 Introduction

The global epidemic of obesity has brought increasing attention to research for understanding the biology of adipose tissues (fat tissues). Adipose tissues, which account for 5% to 50% of human bodyweight, was traditionally thought to be a passive reservoir for long term energy storage, but now is understood to be a complex, essential, and highly active metabolic and endocrine organ playing profound roles in systemic metabolism[26]. Despite its important, the dynamic nature of adipokine secretion, nutrient uptake and metabolism is still less studied, especially the study of mechanism and regulation of fatty acid uptake process of adipose tissue is urgently needed.

The triacylglycerol (TAG) stored within adipose tissues for energy reserves is mainly from two rotes: de novo lipogenesis from glucose and other non-lipid precursors, or uptake of plasma fatty acid and TAG. Serum free fatty acids are generated from TAG carrier, plasma lipoprotein particles such as chylomicron (CM) and very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) by the action of endothelial lipoprotein lipase (LpL), which is a glycoprotein enzyme secreted by adipocytes and translocated to the lumen of endothelial cells within the adipose tissue [244]. Because of their low solubility in aqueous solution [202], the majority free fatty acids are bound to albumin before being absorbed by cells[245]. The transport of FFA across the cell membrane is promoted by membrane proteins such as CD36/SR-B2, which is currently known as the predominant membrane protein facilitating fatty acid transport in adipocytes, enterocytes, cardiac myocytes, and skeletal myocytes [29]. Long-term fatty acid uptake regulation occurs by changes in the gene expression of CD36/SR-B2 in adipocytes via
fatty acid-induced PPARγ (peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ) activation pathway. In the short-term, cellular fatty acid uptake is regulated by insulin-induced CD36/SR-B2 translocation from endosomal storage compartments to cell membranes and by intracellular recycling [29].

Direct observations of fatty acid uptake by adipocytes have been achieved by using radioactive labeled fatty acids [246] or fluorophore labeled fatty acid analogues [247]. Instead of using endpoint measurement, Liao et al. [248] reported a real-time fluorescent fatty acid uptake assay by masking background fluorescence with a cell impermeable fluorescence quencher[249]. The fatty acid uptake rates of 3T3-L1 adipocytes under varying media insulin concentrations were monitored by this assay. Later, this assay was commercialized as QBT fatty acid uptake assay kit (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). However, the product lifetime is limited to 5 days after rehydration of the lyophilized reagents. To overcome this limitation, we synthesized a BSA-BHQ (bovine serum albumin-Black hole quencher) conjugate to serve as the cell impermeable quencher based on a similar principle [205]. As a naturally occurring carrier protein for molecules of low water solubility, serum albumin is the most abundant plasma protein, and BSA is used in many biochemical applications such as a nutrient in cell culture, stabilizer for other proteins, and blocker in immunoassay. The combination of BSA-BHQ with fluorescence fatty acid conjugates (Bodipy-FL-C_{12}, Bodipy-558/568-C_{12}) allows us to monitor fatty acid uptake of adipose explants in real time with multiplexed color at lower cost[205, 190], and the reagents are much more stable than the QBT assay reagents.

Currently, few techniques and methods allow interrogation of small amounts of adipose tissue to explore the dynamic function of the organ. Microfluidic tools offer attractive features that could help fill this knowledge gap. Recent breakthroughs in cellular co-culture and organs-on-chips platforms have revealed that microfluidic analysis systems nicely simulate physiology at the single cell level and the tissue level, or even the organ level. These systems recapitulate biological functions in ways not possible with standard techniques[93].
Excess masking dye (BSA-Q, purple) quenches fluorescent output from Bodipy-C₁₂ (green) when outside the cell. Bodipy-C₁₂ can be transported into cells through transport proteins (CD36, blue), but the masking dye cannot permeate the cell. Once inside, fluorescence from Bodipy-C₁₂ is no longer quenched and intensities within the cells begin to rise. This figure is reprinted from ref [205], courtesy of Dr. Jessica Brooks.

As previously discussed in Chapter 2, we designed a fully automated, 16-channel microfluidic input/output multiplexer (μMUX) for endocrine tissue culture and secretion sampling[190] (Figure 2.1). As in analogous electronic components, the pneumatic microvalve based microfluidic multiplexer can address large numbers (n) of fluid channels with a smaller number ($2\log_2 n$) of pneumatic controls. The 16 fluidic channels, which were addressed by 8 pneumatic control channels ($2\log_2 16 = 8$), essentially serve as a mimic of the circulatory system and of upstream endocrine signals. Along with pancreatic islet analysis, fatty acid uptake and release was also monitored by fluorescent imaging of adipose tissue explants confined within the μMUX. Adipose tissue explants were exposed to a temporal mimic of postprandial insulin and glucose levels, while simultaneous switching between fluorescently labeled and unlabeled free fatty acid permitted fluorescent imaging of fatty acid uptake dynamics in real time. Surprisingly, both of the fatty acid uptake and release initial rate were observed to follow the pattern of glucose and insulin. It is likely that, CD36/SR-B2 or other fatty acid transport proteins are not only involved in fatty acid uptake, but also in fatty acid release,
with regulation by insulin. Here, we have expanded upon the work shown in Chapter 2 by focusing on insulin-dependent fatty acid uptake using the \(\mu\)MUX device along our custom fatty acid uptake imaging assay.

### 3.2 Experimental

#### 3.2.1 General materials and reagents

All buffers were prepared with deionized, ultrafiltered water (BDH1168-5G, VWR, Radnor, PA). Fatty acid free bovine serum albumin (FAF-BSA) was obtained from Akron Biotech (Boca Raton, FL), sodium dodecanoate was obtained from Spectrum Chemical (New Brunswick, NJ), Insulin, D-glucose, 4-2-hydroxyethyl-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid, Dimethylformamide (DMF), dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC), N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium salt (NHS-SO\(_3\)Na), Diethylether (Et\(_2\)O), KH\(_2\)PO\(_4\), and NaH\(_2\)PO\(_4\) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Bovine serum albumin (BSA), fetal bovine serum (FBS), NaCl, CaCl\(_2\) \(\cdot\) 2H\(_2\)O, EtOH, and MeOH were purchased from VWR (West Chester, PA). Penicillin-streptomycin, Minimal Essential Media (MEM), non-essential amino acids solution 100X, sodium pyruvate, L-glutamine, collagenase P, collagenase type I, Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS), and Dulbeccos Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), MgSO\(_4\) \(\cdot\) 7H\(_2\)O, 10K molecular weight cut-off Slide-A-Lyzer MINI dialysis devices, 4,4-Difluoro-5,7-Dimethyl-4-Bora-3a,4a-Diaza-s-Indacene-3-Dodecanoic Acid (BODIPY FL C\(_{12}\), 505/512 nm), and 4,4-Difluoro-5-(2-Thienyl)-4-Bora-3a,4,a-Diaza-s-Indacene-3-Dodecanoic Acid (BODIPY 558/586 C\(_{12}\), 558/586 nm) were purchased from ThermoFisher Scientific (Grand Island, New York). Black hole quenchers (BHQ)-10 Succinimidyl Ester (BHQ-10-OSU, 516 nm max absorption) and BHQ-3 Succinimidyl Ester (BHQ-3-OSU, 612 nm max absorption) were purchased from Biosearch Technologies (Petaluma, CA).
3.2.2 Synthesis of BSA-Quencher

Fatty acid free BSA (FAF-BSA) was first dissolved in sterile DPBS (1%). BHQ-3-OSU and BHQ-10-OSU were dissolved in DMSO (0.33 mg/mL) immediately before use. FAF-BSA (1%), BHQ-3-OSU (0.33 mg/mL), and BHQ-10-OSU (0.33 mg/mL) were mixed with a ratio of 1:5:5 (1:0:10 for BSA-Q3, 1:10:0 for BSA-Q10) in a 50 mL centrifuge tube, and allowed to shake on a rocker protected from light for 2 h at room temperature then overnight at 4 °C. Unreacted BHQ-3 or BHQ-10 were then removed by dialysis (10K Slide-A-Lyzer) using DPBS. Purified product (BSA-Q) was aliquoted and stored at -80 °C until use. UV-VIS absorption was used for concentration and label ratio measurement. The labeling ratio was calculated based on the absorption spectrum with the following parameters:

\[
\varepsilon_{280}^{\text{BSA}} = 42824 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1}, \quad \varepsilon_{616}^{\text{BHQ-3}} = 40700 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1}, \quad \varepsilon_{517}^{\text{BHQ-3}} = 2207 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1}, \\
\varepsilon_{280}^{\text{BHQ-3}} = 22296 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1}, \quad \varepsilon_{517}^{\text{BHQ-10}} = 28700 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1}, \quad \varepsilon_{280}^{\text{BHQ-10}} = 8200 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1}, \\
\varepsilon_{616}^{\text{BHQ-10}} = 5975 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1}.
\]

3.2.3 CD-36 inhibitor synthesis

Sulfo-N-Succinimidyl palmitate was synthesized as a CD36 inhibitor according to the previously reported procedure with modification [250, 204]. Palmitic acid (150.0 mg, 0.5849 mmol), NHS-SO\(_3\)Na (139.9 mg, 0.6434 mmol), and DCC (241.4 mg, 1.170 mmol) were mixed in 5 mL of DMF, then stirred at room temperature overnight under N\(_2\). The precipitated dicyclohexylurea was removed by filtration (Whatman filter paper, 1005-055, GE healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK). 40 mL Et\(_2\)O was added into the filtrate, and the solution was cooled to 4 °C to allow products to form colloids. Then, the colloid was collected by filtering with a 25 µm syringe filter. The product was dried under vacuum to afford white solid (50.2 mg, 18.8%) and saved at -20 °C until use. \(^1\)H and \(^13\)C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded at 600 MHz, calibrated using residual undeuterated solvent as an internal reference (DMSO-\(d_6\), δ 2.50 ppm). High-resolution mass spectrometric (HRMS) data were obtained using a quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-TOF) spectrometer and electrospray ionization
(ESI). $^1$H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d$_6$) $\delta$ 3.99 (bs, 1H), 2.92 (m, 2H), 2.77 (s, 1H), 2.68 (bs, 2H), 1.66-1.22 (m, 2H), 1.41-1.36 (m, 2H), 1.36-1.22 (m, 22H), 0.89(t, 3H); $^{13}$C NMR (151 MHz, DMSO-d$_6$) $\delta$ 168.85, 165.41, 162.35, 56.29, 31.33, 30.92, 30.79, 30.19, 29.08, 29.06, 29.05, 28.99, 28.89, 28.74, 28.57, 28.04, 24.32, 22.13, 14.00; HRMS (ESI) calculated for C$_{20}$H$_{34}$O$_7$NS ([M-Na]$^-$) $m/z$=432.2056, found 432.2007.

3.2.4 Adipocyte explant extraction and culture

All experiments involving animals (mice, C57BL/6J) were performed in compliance with relevant laws and institutional guidelines and were approved under protocol number 2014-2096 and 2017-3101 by the institutional animal care and use committee (IACUC) of Auburn University. Epididymal adipose tissue pads were extracted as described previously [251, 252, 201] from 18-20 week old male C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Laboratories), and transferred to 4 mL of prewarmed phosphate-HEPES buffer. Fat pads were transferred to a 60 mm Petri dish containing a few milliliters of fresh phosphate-HEPES buffer. Excess vasculature and other non-adipose tissue was removed via micro surgical scissors. 3 mm sterile biopsy punches were used to remove aliquots of the fat tissue. As explants were punched, they were transferred with surgical tweezers into a glass tube with 3-4 mL of phosphate-HEPES buffer. Explants were centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 3 min. Infranatant was removed with an 18G 1.5 inch needle. 3-4 mL of phosphate-HEPES buffer was added back to the tube. Cells were centrifuged and washed in this fashion one additional time with phosphate-HEPES buffer and 2 additional times with fat serum media. After the final rinse, explants were transferred to individual wells on a sterile 96-well plate containing 200 $\mu$L of serum media in each well. The 96-well plate was incubated for 30 minutes at 5.0% CO$_2$ and 37°C. 3D printed explant traps [252] were placed into each well, and the plate was returned to the incubator. Explants were maintained for up to 7 days in the incubator with serum media replacement conducted twice a day. Explants were starved in serum free DMEM containing 3.5 mM Glucose and 50 $pM$ insulin for 30 min before each treatment.
3.2.5 Microfluidic device fabrication and operation

The microfluidic devices (μMUX) were fabricated as described in section 2.2.2. 36 g of PDMS polymer mixture (5:1 ratio, monomer:curing agent) were mixed and degassed under vacuum, poured onto the fluidic master wafer (AZ) wrapped within aluminum foil, and then baked in the oven at 60 °C for 40 min. Following curing, the PDMS was peeled from the master, after which it was diced, access holes and vias were punched (1.5 mm inner diameter for interfacing with tubing, 1.0 mm for the via connection between the reservoir and channels, and 2.5 mm for explants trapping), and each device was cleaned with methanol and dried with N₂ gas. Next, 5 g of degassed PDMS polymer mixture (20:1 ratio, monomer:curing agent) was spin coated onto the pneumatic control channel master wafer (SU-8) at 2300 rpm for 60 s and baked at 65 °C for 40 min to facilitate partial curing of the polymer. The freshly made fluidic layer PDMS, with access holes punched, was carefully aligned onto the partially cured control channel PDMS layer, and the two layers were permanently bonded by placing in the oven at 65 °C for at least 4 hours. The PDMS devices were then peeled from the wafer and diced, then access holes were punched where necessary. Finally, the assembled PDMS devices were plasma oxidized and bonded to a glass substrate. The μMUX devices were stored at room temperature. Immediately before use with islets or adipose explants, the devices were cleaned with an air plasma for 45 s then treated with PBS buffer with 1% BSA to generate a hydrophilic, biocompatible surface.

Pneumatic valves were actuated with solenoid switches (LHDA0533115H, The Lee Co., Westbrook, CT) controlled by a multifunction data acquisition system (USB-6002, National Instruments) and using a house nitrogen source adjusted to 20 psi with a pressure regulator. The 16 fluidic channels were addressed by 8 pneumatic control channels connected to the corresponding solenoid switches with Tygon tubing (0.02 inch ID, 0.06 inch OD, Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL). Dead-end control channels were filled with water to prevent air leakage through PDMS membranes. As a solenoid switch was activated, nitrogen gas pressurized a lower layer control channel and closed the fluidic channel in the upper layer (push-up valves).
Valve actuation timing was manually controlled by the semi-automated mode of the in-house written LabVIEW application with electrodes for solution level sensing[190].

3.2.6 Fluorescent explant imaging

Real time fatty acid uptake by adipose tissue explants was measured with BODIPY FL C₁₂ and BODIPY 558/586 C₁₂ with the cell impermeable BSA-Q quencher. Serum free media used with the BSA-Q system was formulated to exclude glucose, phenol red, and BSA. Dilutions of glucose, insulin, free fatty acids (sodium dodecanoate), and BSA-Q were diluted in serum free media. Low glucose and insulin media (LGLI) consisted of serum free DMEM, 3.5 mM glucose, and 50 pM insulin; high glucose and insulin media (HGHI) consisted of serum free DMEM, 19.5 mM glucose, and 2 nM insulin. BODIPY-FL-C₁₂, BODIPY-558/586-C₁₂ and BSA-Q were diluted in LGLI and HGHI. 2.0 μM fatty acid (unlabeled free fatty acid, BODIPY FL C₁₂, or BODIPY 558/586 C₁₂) and 1.0 μM BSA-Q (which has 6 high affinity binding sites for FFA plus additional sites) were applied to cells for treatments and imaging for all samples unless specified otherwise. Each treatment solution was added to a syringe connected through Tygon tubing to the input channel of the μMUX chip mounted within a microscope stage-top incubator (Tokai Hit, Japan) held at 37 °C. The waste channel was attached to vacuum via another syringe. 2-mm diameter adipose tissue explants were removed from storage serum media, washed 3x with fresh serum free media, and pre-treated in serum free DMEM buffer with 3.5 mM glucose, 50 pM insulin, and 2.0 μM FFA for 30 min. Each explant was then washed with serum free media and placed on a μMUX device, where a platinum mesh was used to hold the explant in place. In this instance, the μMUX device was semi-automatically controlled using the electrode wires for full sensing. During emptying, tubing connected to the waste channel was monitored by eye. All solutions with labeled fatty acid, unlabeled fatty acid or without fatty acid were protected from light and held at 37 °C and alternatively pulsed onto adipose explants as fluorescent images were captured using a 10X objective and FITC filter.
Figure 3.2: UV-Vis absorption (dashed curves) and fluorescent emission (solid curves) of BSA based quencher and Bodipy labeled fatty acid
(A) The spectrum overlap of the fluorescence emission of both Bodipy-FL-C\textsubscript{12} and Bodipy-558/586-C\textsubscript{12} with the absorption of BSA-Q indicate high efficiency fluorescent quenching. (B) The absorption spectrum of BSA, BSA-Q, BSA-Q\textsubscript{3}, and BSA-Q\textsubscript{10}.

set every 10 second. Images were analysed using ImageJ and Microsoft Excel.

For treatments with fatty acid uptake inhibitor (Sulfo-N-Succinimidyl Palmitate), an inhibitor solution (200 mM) in DMSO was freshly made and diluted to 200 \( \mu \)M with HIIHG (high insulin high glucose) or LILG (low insulin low glucose) DMEM buffer. The inhibitor solution was directly loaded into the cell reservoir with the adipose explant by pipette. Every 10 min, the reservoir was emptied via the waste channel and a new inhibitor was loaded. After 30 min inhibitor treatment, the explants were alternatively treated with labeled fatty acid, unlabeled fatty acid, or without fatty acid while imaging. 1000-fold diluted DMSO was used as a control.
3.3 Result and Discussion

3.3.1 BSA-Quencher design and synthesis

One important function of serum albumin, such as BSA, is to bind long-chain fatty acids and thereby increase their aqueous solubility. Almost all the free fatty acid in serum binds to albumin in physiological conditions. BSA molecules have 6 high affinity binding sites ($K_a > 10^5 \text{ M}^{-1}$) and more than 60 weak binding sites ($K_a \approx 10^3 \text{ M}^{-1}$) [253]. Based on the interaction of BSA and fatty acid, a homogeneous, real time fluorescent assay for fatty acid uptake has been developed. The assay mechanism is shown in Figure 3.1, Background fluorescent is masked by the cell impermeable BSA-Q. As the fluorescent fatty acid is taken up by the cell, the fluorescence is no longer quenched and the intensities are proportional to the concentration of Bodipy-C$_{12}$ within cells.

The BSA based quencher has several advantages over previously used cell impermeable fluorescence quenchers [248]. Firstly, the quenching efficiency or the Förster resonance energy
transfer efficiency between the fluorophore and the quencher depends on the distance of those two molecules \((r)\) with an inverse 6th-power law \((E_T = R_0^6/[R_0^6 + r^6])\), where \(E_T\) is the efficiency of quenching, and \(R_0\) is the Förster radius of the given fluorophore and quencher pair. As the Bodipy-C\(_{12}\) binds directly to the BSA-Q molecules, higher efficiency of fluorescent masking can be achieved with even low concentration of quencher. Secondly, as a relative large (molecular weight of around 66 \(kD\)) and negatively charged protein, BSA has 49 Lysine residues \([254]\), which allows multiple quencher molecules to be installed and further increases the quenching efficiency. Various types of quencher can also be attached to the same BSA molecule in order to achieve a wider quenching window. In our case, both BHQ-3 and BHQ-10 were labeled to BSA-Q to mask the fluorescence of both Bodipy-FL-C\(_{12}\) and Bodipy-558/586-C\(_{12}\) (green and red emissions). For the synthesis of BSA-quencher, a stoichiometric ratio of 30 (BHQ to BSA) was used, and the labeling ratio was calculated to be 3.56 for BSA-Q, 3.25 for BSA-Q3, and 5.36 for BSA-Q10 (Figure 3.2B). The emission study of 2 \(\mu M\) Bodipy-FL-C\(_{12}\) and 2 \(\mu M\) Bodipy-558/586-C\(_{12}\) titration with BSA-Q indicate a ratio of 1:2(BSA-Q to Bodipy fatty acid) is sufficient to quench most of the fluorescence (Figure 3.3). The same ratio was used for the cell studies. Thirdly, BSA is essential for nearly all the cell media anyway. By only replacing BSA with BSA-Q without additive of any extra chemicals that potentially causes toxicity to cells, the background fluorescent can be shielded. And fourthly, BSA-Q has lower cost, better stability, and longer shelf life compared to other commercial assay reagents. With all the advantages, the BSA-Q based assay was then applied to adipocyte explants for real time fatty acid uptake measurement.

### 3.3.2 Fluorescence imaging for real time fatty acid uptake measurement

Previously, we designed an actively valve controlled microfluidic input/output multiplexer, \(\mu\text{MUX}\), to mimic the circulatory system for dynamic controlling hormones and nutrients to/from endocrine tissues \([190]\). The system was applied to adipose tissue explants fatty acid uptake with a mimic of postprandial insulin and glucose at 5 different magnitudes.
The adipose tissues was trapped within the center reservoir with a platinum mesh. The automated \( \mu \text{MUX} \) system allowed solution changes while the explants remain undisturbed for imaging. Here, we further employed the \( \mu \text{MUX} \) device for dynamic fatty acid uptake analysis in adipose tissues.

Adipose explants were imaged on the \( \mu \text{MUX} \) devices to monitor fatty acid uptake in various insulin and glucose conditions. Figure 3.4 portrays adipose explants stained with the BSA-Q assay. The solution containing BSA-Q and Bodipy-FL-C\(_{12}\) did not show background fluorescence, while the cells became brighter as they absorbed Bodipy-FL-C\(_{12}\). The adipocytes on the edge of the explants were continuously exposed to fresh media and were observed to uptake fatty acid more rapidly, while the cells within the center of the explants were not directly exposed to the media. Initially, a fluorescent “ring” along the explant edge was observed. Over time, fatty acid permeated central cells, and fluorescence was observed in the bulk of explants. A higher fatty acid release rate was also observed in the edge of adipocytes while treated with unlabeled fatty acid or other colored fatty acid. As shown in Figure 3.5 B (bottom heat map), the fluorescence intensity in the center of the explants had a delayed...
Figure 3.5: Fatty acid transport through cells

(A) Fluorescent image of adipose explant in BSA-Q assay. Scale bar (white) is 200 μm.
(B) Heat map represents the time profile of yellow line in (A) as the explants were treated with LILG or HIHG (with + or without - Bodipy-FL-C\textsubscript{12}) for 5 min.

Increase compared to that on the edge when treating with HIHG+ treatment for 5 min (high insulin high glucose with Bodipy-FL-C\textsubscript{12}), and the fluorescence intensity along the explant edge decreased while that of the center remain unchanged with 5 min HIHG- treatment (high insulin high glucose without Bodipy-FL-C\textsubscript{12}). This wave effect is most likely due to fatty acid exchange between adipocytes.

To demonstrate the insulin and glucose induced effects on adipose fatty acid uptake, explants were treated with a step function of glucose and insulin at physiologically relevant concentrations, while alternating the fatty acid between Bodipy-FL-C\textsubscript{12} and Bodipy- 558/586-C\textsubscript{12} every 5 minutes (the treatment is show in Figure 3.6 Top). Fluorescent images were take
through both FITC and TRITC filter cubes, and three region of interest (ROI) from the edge to the center of explants were chosen to analyze. As shown in Figure 3.6, the left and right plots were from FITC and TRITC channel of the 3 corresponding ROI. With alternating Bodipy-FL-C\textsubscript{12} and Bodipy-558/586-C\textsubscript{12} treatments, fluorescent intensities from FITC and TRITC channels alternately rose. The elevated insulin and glucose boosted fatty acid uptake. The Savitzky-Golay 1st derivative of the fluorescent intensity, which represents the intensity change rate, and the linear fit slopes of the first 10 data points of each treatments, which is proportional to the initial fatty acid uptake rate, clearly showed an increase after introduction of HIHG. Compared to Bodipy-FL-C\textsubscript{12}, insulin-induced Bodipy-558/586-C\textsubscript{12} uptake increase had a delayed effects, which is likely due to the structural differences of the fatty acid analogues.

3.3.3 CD36 Inhibitor and its effect on fatty acid uptake

Fatty acid transport across the cell membrane is promoted by CD36/SR-B2 and other membrane proteins. To study the effect of CD36/SR-B2 on fatty acid uptake, Sulfo-N-succinimidyl (Sulfo-NHS) palmitate was synthesized as a CD36/SR-B2 inhibitor. Sulfo-NHS ester of long chain fatty acid was widely used as CD36/SR-B2 inhibitor\cite{255, 256, 257, 258}, which reacts with the lysine-164 residue of CD36/SR-B2 \cite{204} and irreversibly blocks the fatty acid binding site of CD36/SR-B2. Since CD36/SR-B2 is regulated by insulin-induced translocation in the short term, and by fatty acid induced PPAR\textgamma pathway in long term, the exposure of adipose tissue to the inhibitor within buffer containing various concentrations of insulin would have different effects.

In the inhibitor effect study, the explants were first treated with freshly dissolved inhibitor in HIHG or LILG DMEM buffer for 30 min, then imaged on the \muMUX devices to monitor Bodipy labeled fatty acid uptake under various insulin and glucose conditions. The adipose
Figure 3.6: Dynamic fatty acid uptake by adipose tissue
From top to bottom: The treatments of the adipose explants while imaging; The fluorescent intensity traces of 3 representative region of interest or ROI (From ROI1 to ROI3, the region is further away from the edge of the explants.); Savitzky-Golay 1st derivative of the fluorescent intensity traces of 3 ROIs; and linear fit slopes of the first 10 data points of each treatments. (left is FITC channel, and right is TRITC channel)

Figure 3.7: CD36 inhibitor synthesis
Figure 3.8: Dynamic fatty acid uptake by adipose tissue after inhibitor treatments
treated inhibitor within both LILG and HIHG buffers did not show significant insulin promotion effect on fatty acid uptake (Figure 3.8).

The Savitzky-Golay 1st derivative or the linear fit slope of the fluorescent intensity trace were not directly comparable for quantitative analysis between individual explants. Ratio-metric methods were used to study the inhibitor effects. As shown in Figure 3.9, the insulin induced fatty acid uptake rate changes of adipose explants treated with inhibitor and the control group were compared. The ratios of averaged Savitzky-Golay 1st derivative [259, 260] of the fluorescent intensity traces with HIHG to that with LILG showed a significant different between the control group and the inhibitor groups.

3.4 Conclusions

A real time, two-color fluorescence assay for in vitro monitoring of fatty acid uptake by cells or tissues has been developed based on the interaction between a fluorescence quencher linked serum albumin (BSA-Q) and free fatty acid within aqueous solution. Compared to the other commercially available assay (QBT), our BSA-Q assay has the advantages of higher quenching efficiency, multicolor quenching, low toxicity, low cost, and better stability. The BSA-Q assay was applied to primary murine adipose tissues on our previously developed automated controlled microfluidic multiplexer (μMUX). An average 4-fold increase of fatty
acid uptake initial rates was observed after treatment with 2 nM insulin. An irreversible CD36/SR-B2 inhibitor, Sulfo-NHS palmitate, was synthesized and applied to adipose tissue within buffer containing high or low concentrations of insulin. The results clearly showed a significant inhibition on insulin-promoted fatty acid uptake.

To better illustrate the fatty acid uptake dynamics, more researche should be conducted. First, immuno staining, western blot, or other techniques can be used to quantify the protein involved in fatty acid uptake. Secondly, fluorescently labeled CD36/SR-B2 inhibitor such as Sulfo-NHS-Bodipy-C12 can be synthesized for visualization of the inhibition of CD36/SR-B2. Third, in vivo most of the fatty acid exist as triglyceride in serum. In our BSA-Q assay, Bodipy labeled fatty acid was used, and the effect of lipoprotein lipase on fatty acid uptake regulation is ignored, which is known to be the rate limiting step of fatty acid uptake[261]. Instead of using fluorescently labeled fatty acids, fluorogenic triglyceride analog (such as STA-610 from Cell BioLabs Inc, San Diego, CA) could be used for better mimicking the in vivo conditions, and include the lipoprotein lipase in our assay.

Interestingly, fatty acid transport between adipocytes was observed as a wave from the edge to the center of adipose explants. Due to the nature of wide field microscope imaging, the out-of-focus light was also included in our images. Confocal laser scanning microscopy can eliminate out-of-focus light by using a pinhole at the confocal plane of the lens. It can also be used to construct a 3-dimensional structure. The fatty acid uptake studies with confocal microscope is underway, and the expected results would allow us to generate a 3D mathematical model of the fatty acid transport among cells within each adipose explant.

The BSA-Q is also applicable to any in vitro cell models or tissue models such as hepatocytes, myocytes, neurons, stem cells, and many other cell lines. Combined with protein quantification technologies such as immuno staining or Western blot, the BSA-Q assay would allows better understanding of the physiology and pathology related to fatty acid uptake and metabolism.
Chapter 4
Development of automated microfluidic droplet control system
for high resolution sampling and optical analysis

4.1 Introduction

Microfluidics has enabled many high-resolution temporal studies of dynamic cellular molecular events at the single cell or single tissue level [100], which often rely on fluorescent labeling and microscopic real-time imaging [262, 263, 140, 264, 64, 265, 139, 266, 267, 268, 269]. However, the dynamics of secreted proteins, including cytokines, coagulation factors, growth factors, hormones, enzymes, and other signaling molecules, that play crucial roles in many physiological and pathological processes, were less studied. The possible hurdles include the following. Firstly, direct fluorescent labeling of a protein target using, for example, GFP (green fluorescent protein) fusion [270] or genetically encoded unnatural amino acids incorporation [271] requires sophisticated genetic modification. Secondly, commonly used heterogeneous immunoassays for protein quantification require multiple steps of fluid handling such as washing and separations, which are not easily transferable to microfluidic devices. Thirdly, off-chip measurement of collected microfluidic samples offers accurate quantification, however, this approach greatly sacrifices temporal resolution.

Because of its important role in the pathogenesis of type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus, obesity and metabolism syndrome, insulin from islet of Langerhans became one of the most studied secreted proteins on microfluidic systems [272]. Over the years, several groups developed microfluidic devices for islet secretion studies. These devices generally include several main components: a single or multiple islet trapping mechanism, a perfusion system for fresh nutrients and various treatments, and an analytical tool to monitor the hormone concentration secreted from the islets. Compared with commonly used off-chip immunoassays
for insulin quantification[66, 273, 274, 190, 222, 221], on-chip detection methods requires less volume of sample, thus allows higher spatial- and temporal-resolution and continuous monitoring. The Kennedy group introduced an on-chip capillary electrophoresis immunoassay for islet secretion sampling [220, 275, 218, 276, 277]. This approach ultimately allowed monitoring 15 islets in parallel at 10 s sampling rate [220].

A disadvantage is that this electrophoresis immunoassay requires complex setup including precise external pumps for fluid control, a high-voltage power supply, electrodes and surface chemistry for electro-osmotic fluid control. Nonetheless, both the Kennedy group [220, 275, 218, 276, 277] and Roper group [278, 223, 279] have succeeded in on-chip capillary electrophoresis immunoassay for islet secretion. Additionally, intermittent sampling nature of those systems may cause undersampling. Ultimately, the temporal resolution in this electrophoresis immunoassay is limited by longitudinal broadening that occurs as the sample flows and decreases the temporal resolution. Droplet based microfluidics provides an appealing way to preserve the temporal chemical information by digitizing the analog secretion signal. After measuring the analytes within droplets, the secretory time record can be reconstructed. Based on this concept, Professor Easley, during his postdoctoral work in the Piston group, was able to indirectly study insulin secretion dynamics by measuring Zn^{2+} (cosecreted with insulin) from single islets at 1.09 s temporal resolution [175]. Pushing such systems to their sampling limit should theoretically permit sub-second resolution.

Homogeneous immunoassays such as the molecular pincer assay [280] and proximity Förster resonance energy transfer (pFRET) assay [152] allow a simple mix-and-read procedure without the necessity of sample separation or washing, which is ideal for on-chip droplet protein measurement. Compared to heterogeneous assays like capillary electrophoresis immunoassay, the application of homogeneous assay within droplets would largely simplify the microfluidic chip design. To ensure accurate measurement, the sample/probe volume ratio, and the size of each droplet must remain consistent. Peristaltic pumping with pneumatic valves dispense
a predictable volume at each pumping cycle [99], thus ensuring an accurately volume me-
tered in a digitally controllable way.

However, fluorescent based detection methods often suffer low frequency noise (1/f noise) introduced by optical system fluctuations or detector noise. Especially at low signal levels, the noise is often indistinguishable from signals. Previously, our group developed a lock-in droplet detection system [281], which modulated a reference signal at the same frequency as the sample by alternatively making sample and reference droplets. Highly, sensitive absorbance [281] and fluorescence [176] detection were achieved with this lock-in droplet system, even at very short optical path lengths (tens of micrometers). However, for homogeneous fluorescence immunoassays to be quantified with this lock-in system, a limitation of our previous design is the detection was done immediately following droplet formation, which does not allow for the incubation requirement for the immunoassays. By adding a long channel for droplet storage in the new design reported herein, the information of the protein secretion dynamics can be digitally saved within droplets and measured after the proper incubation time.

In this work, we developed a microfluidic system (PumpDrop, Figure 4.1) integrating precise peristaltic pumping, a simple homogeneous immunoassay, sensitive lock-in droplet detection, and a long incubation channel for information storage. The device permits direct secretion sampling from single islets, mixing with assay probes, droplet formation, incubation, and detection with phase-locked referencing.

4.2 Materials and Methods

Materials and Reagents

All buffers were prepared with deionized, ultrafiltered water (BDH1168-5G, VWR, Rad-
nor, PA). The following reagents were used as received: Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pre-
cursors, Sylgard 184 elastomer base and curing agent (Dow Corning, Midland, MD); SU-8
Figure 4.1: PumpDrop Chip Design

(A) Schematic of PumpDrop channel layouts, with rounded fluidic channels shown in black, rectangular fluidic channels in orange, and pneumatic control channels in red. (B) Photo of assembled device. (C) CAD rendering of the 3D-printed template and (D) example device cross-section with 3D-template islet culture reservoir.
Microfluidic Master Wafer Fabrication

Microfluidic devices were made by standard multilayer soft lithography methods [99, 97], with 3D-printed templating [190, 252, 251] of the tissue culture interfaces. Two master wafers for fluidic channel and pneumatic/control channels were first fabricated by photolithography. The channel layout was designed in Adobe Illustrator (San Jose, CA) and photolithographic masks were printed at 50,800 dpi resolution by Fineline Imaging (Colorado Spring, CO). For the pneumatic control channels (thin lower layer), 20-μm thick negative photoresist (SU-8 2015) was spin-coated onto a H₂SO₄ (1 M) and water washed silicon wafer (Polishing Corporation of America, Santa Clare, CA). The wafers were then baked at 105 °C for 5 min, and UV exposure through the mask was done at ~330 mJ/cm² on an in-house built UV LED exposure unit[229]. The wafer was hard baked for another 5 min at 105 °C then developed for 5 min in the SU-8 developer solution.

The fluidic channel layer wafers were made by two step photolithography. First, a 60-μm thick microfluidic pattern was made on the silicon wafer by similar procedure for the control wafer with negative photoresist (SU-8 2050). 60-μm thick SU-8 2050 photoresist was spin-coated on a silicon wafer (H₂SO₄ and water washed), soft baked at 105 °C for 5 min, UV exposed through the mask at ~330 mJ/cm², hard baked at 105 °C for 5 min, and developed
Control valve over flow channel (left), rounded flow channel (middle), and squared droplet storage channel (right). Scale bar = 50 μm

to form the SU-8 micro pattern. Second, 40-μm thick positive photoresist (AZ 40 XT) was spun onto the silicon wafer along with the SU-8 pattern. The wafer was baking at 105 °C for 7 min, and the photo mask was carefully aligned onto it under microscope (SE306R-PZ, AmScope). After UV exposure at ∼330 mJ/cm², hard baked at 105 °C for 5 min, and developed, the wafer was baked at 115 °C for 6 min to anneal the AZ photoresist and round out the cross-section of the AZ fluidic channel template. The silicon wafers were exposed to trimethylsilyl chloride vapor for 30 min before use to enhance PDMS removal. Channels were later characterized by slicing an assembled PDMS device and imaging the channel cross sections (Figure 4.2).

Microfluidic Device Fabrication with 3D-printed Templating

All 3D-printed templates and devices were designed in SketchUp 3D modeling software, and printed on a MakerBot Replicator 2 (100 μm layer resolution in the z-direction) with polylactic acid filament (HatchBox PLA, 1.75 mm diameter). 36 g of PDMS precursor mixture (5:1 ratio, monomer:curing agent) were well mixed, degassed under vacuum, and poured onto the fluidic master wafer (AZ) wrapped within aluminum foil. The 3D-printed template was carefully aligned over the channel patterns and set directly onto the wafer and into the uncured PDMS. 5 g of degassed PDMS polymer mixture (20:1 ratio, monomer:curing agent) was spin-coated onto the pneumatic control channel master wafer (SU-8) at 2750 rpm for 45 s. Both the assembly of fluid layer PDMS with 3D printed template and control layer
PDMS were partially cured at 65 °C for 40 min. Following curing, the template was removed carefully, and the thick fluidic PDMS was peeled from the master, after which it was diced, and access holes and vias were punched. 1.5-mm inner diameter (ID) punches was used for wast outlets, and 2.5 mm ID punches were used for the solution reservoirs (Miltex biopsy punch 33-31A and 33-31B, Miltex, York, PA). 0.5-mm ID punches were used for the islet trapping channel in between the 3D-templated reservoir and channels (EMS-Core Sampling Tool 0.5 mm, 69039-05, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA). Each PDMS replica was washed with methanol, dried with N₂ gas, and cleaned with Scotch tape (3M, St. Paul, MN). The freshly made fluidic PDMS replicas, with access holes punched, were carefully aligned onto the partially cured control channel PDMS layer, and the two layers were permanently bonded by placing in the oven at 65 °C for at least 4 hours. The PDMS devices were then peeled from the wafer and diced, then holes for control lines connections were punched with a 0.75 mm ID punch (69039-07, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA). Finally, the assembled PDMS devices were plasma oxidized and bonded to a glass substrate. (see Figure 4.3) The microfluidic devices were thermally aged at 65 °C for 1 week before use to limit uncured PDMS monomer leakage.

Automated Flow Control Interface

Pneumatic valves were actuated with solenoid switches (LHDA0533115H, The Lee Co., Westbrook, CT) controlled by a multifunction data acquisition system (PCI-6259, National Instruments) and using an in-house nitrogen source adjusted to 30 psi with a pressure regulator. The 15 control channels were connected to the corresponding solenoid switches with hollow iron tubing from 22 gauge blunt syringe needles (JG22-0.5HP-90, JensenGlobal, Santa Barbara, CA) through Tygon tubing (0.02 inch ID, 0.06 inch OD, Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL). Dead-end control channels were filled with water to prevent air leakage through PDMS membranes. As a solenoid switch was activated, nitrogen gas pressurized a lower layer control channel and closed the fluidic channel in the upper layer (push-up valves). Valve actuation
Figure 4.3: Fabrication procedure of PumpDrop devices

(A) 36 g of PDMS in 5:1 ratio and 10.5 g of PDMS in a 20:1 ratio were mixed and degassed under vacuum. (B) Both of the control wafer and fluidic wafer was treated with trimethylsilyl chloride vapor for 30 min. (C) PDMS (20:1) was spin-coated over the control wafer. (D) PDMS (5:1) was poured onto the fluidic channel master in an aluminum foil boat. (E) 3D-printed insert was carefully aligned around the channel and set directly onto the wafer into the layer of uncured PDMS. The entire assembly was baked in the oven at 60 °C undisturbed for 40 min. (F, G, H) The cured PDMS with template was peeled from the wafer, after the 3D-printed template was removed, Devices were diced, and holes were punched to prepare for bonding with the control channel PDMS layer. (I) After careful alignment (in step I) under microscope, the fluidic layer PDMS and partially cured control layer were permanently bonded together (J) by placing in the oven at 65 °C for at least 2 hours. (K) Completed PDMS devices were diced, peeled from the wafer, and holes were punched for control channel pressure lines. (L) PDMS devices were finally plasma oxidized and bonded onto glass substrate (left: before hole-punch, middle: after hole-punch, and right: fully assembled device).
Figure 4.4: Programmatic flow chart of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop chip automation

timing was regulated through an in-house written LabVIEW application on a PC (program details see Figure 4.4).

Chip Characterization

The sample and probe ratio within one droplet was initially analyzed by measuring the fluorescence intensity of the droplets made from fluorescein solution and buffer (Figure 4.12). The PumpDrop chip with all control lines connected was taped on the microscope stage. 100 nM fluorescein in PBS buffer (pH 7.4, 0.1% BSA) were loaded in both reference and probe reservoir, PBS buffer with 0.1% BSA was loaded in cell culturing reservoir, fluorocarbon oil
was loaded in the oil reservoir. Vacuum was applied at the outlet using a syringe to remove air trapped in the microchannel. Valves were opened sequentially to let fluids from oil, cell culturing, probe, reference, and oil to flow through the channel. The vacuum syringe was detached and the end of Tygon tubing connecting to the outlet was placed in a waste bottle for fluid waste collection. Droplets were then formed by running the droplet-formation-mode of the LabVIEW application. The parameters for droplet formation were adjusted in the LabVIEW application front panel (for example, pumping frequency and cycles, sample/reference ratio, and etc.) to acquire droplets with consistent sizes, ratio, and space-in-between. Fluorescence images of droplets were measured (Nikon Ti-E), and images were analysed using ImageJ and Microsoft Excel.

The peristaltic pumping-induced chaotic mixing of sample and probe solutions was studied by fluorescence imaging of fluorescein solution during mixing with buffer within the microchannel. 100 nM fluorescein in PBS buffer (pH 7.4, 0.1% BSA) and PBS buffer with 0.1% BSA were loaded in probe reservoir and cell culturing reservoir, respectively. Air trapped in microchannel was removed by applying vacuum at the outlet and sequentially opening valves to let fluids from cell culturing, and probe reservoirs to flow through the channel. The LabVIEW application was set to chip characterization mode and fluids from each individual reservoirs were pumped to the droplet storage channel continuously. Fluorescent images were taken at various location of the channel (Nikon Ti-E). Images were analysed using ImageJ and Microsoft Excel.

The pumping flow rate and dispensing volume of each pumping cycle were analyzed by measuring the distance traveled by the leading meniscus of the fluid. A microfluidic device were specially made with 0.75mm ID reference reservoir (instead of 2.5 mm). A 50 cm-long, 100 μm-ID, transparent capillary (1068162095, Molex, Lisle, IL) was connected to the reference reservoir via a tygon tubing (EW-06419-00, Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL). Red food coloring diluted with PBS buffer (pH 7.4, 0.1% BSA), were loaded into cell culturing reservoir
and probe reservoir, and fluorocarbon oil with 1% surfactant was loaded in the oil reservoir. Air trapped in the channel was removed by applying vacuum at the outlet and sequentially opening valves to let fluids from oil, cell culturing, and probe reservoirs to flow through the channel. The capillary was filled with about 1 cm of red buffer. The LabVIEW application was set to chip characterization mode and fluids from each individual reservoirs were continuously pumped at 2 Hz into the reference channel. The distances traveled by the leading meniscus of the fluid after about 5 min were measured with a ruler. The flow rates and the volumes per pump cycle of each fluid were then calculated with the equation $r = \frac{\pi (\frac{d}{2})^2 L}{t}$ and $r = \frac{\pi (d^2) L}{c}$, where $d$ is the ID of the capillary (100 μm), $L$ is the distances traveled by the leading meniscus, $t$ is the pumping time, and $c$ is the cycle number of pumping.

To confirm that our device was capable of high temporal resolution sampling, insulin diffusion was mimicked by pulsing FITC-labeled insulin into the islet culturing chamber and measuring the recovery with fluorescence imaging. 100 nM FITC-insulin in PBS buffer (pH 7.4, 0.1% BSA) and PBS buffer with 0.1% BSA were loaded in probe reservoir and cell culturing reservoir, respectively. Air trapped in microchannel was removed by applying vacuum at the outlet and sequentially opening valves to let fluids from cell culturing, and probe reservoirs to flow through the channel. The LabVIEW application was set to islet mimicking mode and the FITC-insulin solution was pumped 20 cycles to fill the “right side” of the Y channel. Extra FITC-insulin in the islet chamber was washed with PBS buffer 3 times by pipetting. After pumping the FITC-insulin solution into the islet chamber for another cycle, and waited for 1 to 20 s, the solution was pumped from islet reservoir to the incubation channel while the fluorescence imaging was taken (see Figure 4.15). Images were analysed using ImageJ and Microsoft Excel.
Figure 4.5: Peristaltic pumping induced chaotic mixing fluorescent imaging of fluorescein solution (left) mixed with buffer (right side). The fluorescent images indicates the relative concentration of fluorescent at various location and time. The plots shows the ratio of fluorescent intensity from right and left sides (or top and bottom sides) of the channel at the corresponding location.
Extraction of Primary Islets

All experiments involving animals (mice, C57BL/6J) were performed in compliance with relevant laws and institutional guidelines and were approved under protocol numbers 2014-2096 or 2017-3101 by the institutional animal care and use committee (IACUC) of Auburn University. Pancreatic islets were extracted as described previously [230, 231] from 18-20 week old male C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Laboratories). Following isolation, islets were placed in RPMI media (10% FBS, 11 mM glucose) at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ to incubate overnight.

Islet Secretion and Insulin Quantification

The insulin was quantified using a homogeneous fluorescence assay (Human Insulin FRET-PINCER Assay Kit; Mediomics, St. Louis, MO) within droplets. The PumpDrop chip was mounted within a microscope stagetop incubator (Tokai Hit, Japan) held at 37 °C. 50 μL of pincer assay probes (Antibody A and B, 16-fold concentration of the kit suggested level) mixture was loaded in the probe reservoir, and of 50 μL of probe mixture (8-fold concentration of the kit suggested level) was loaded into the reference reservoir to serve as the reference. 10 μL of mineral oil was added on top of both of the probe and reference reservoir to prevent evaporation during the prolonged experiment at 37 °C. BMHH buffer (3.5 mM glucose, 0.1% BSA) was added into the islet reservoir. After air removal and channel priming with oil, the islet (prestarved for 30 min in BMHH buffer with 3.5 mM glucose and 0.1% BSA) was carefully loaded into the islet chamber at the bottom of the reservoir with a 2 μL pipette guided with the microscope. Next, sample droplets and reference droplets were alternatively formed with the droplet formation mode of the LabVIEW application. After 15 min, the buffer was changed to a high glucose buffer (19.5 mM glucose in BMHH with 0.1% BSA) by gentle pipetting to avoid disturbing the trapped islet. After another 20 min, the buffer was changed back to 3.5 mM glucose to treat the islet for another 10 min. The droplets were continuously formed as the buffer was changed. Once the glucose stimulation was completed, the incubator was switched off to cool the system back to room
temperature, and specially sequenced droplets were generated (for example 1 reference after 3 sample droplets) to serve as an addressing code for time stamping in subsequent analysis. The islets were removed, and various concentrations of insulin (0, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 902.5 ng/mL) were loaded to generate a standard curve. Droplets were allowed to generate for 10 min at each concentration before changing to next level of insulin. As the droplets formed, fluorescence imaging was performed (Nikon Ti-E, 40X objective lens through FITC filter cube) at the imaging region where all the formed droplets passed through sequentially. The stage incubator was turned to 37 °C, and the temperature was equilibrated. Then, the procedures were repeated to measure additional islets. One calibration curve was made after each islet sampling experiment. For all the experiments, sample droplets and reference droplets were intentionally controlled to be different sizes for easy identification during analysis. Images were analyzed with ImageJ and Excel for insulin quantification.

4.3 Results and Discussion

PumpDrop Chip Design

As shown in Figure 4.1A and Figure 4.6, the PumpDrop chip consisted of several components: (1) Y-shaped channel for reagent and sample mixing; (2) T-junction channel for droplet formation; (3) reference channel for reference droplet generation used for “lock-in” detection; (4) long incubation channel for droplet storage and imaging; (5) 3D-templated reservoir for single cell or single tissue culturing; and (6) control channels for fully automated chip operation (Figure 4.6 and 4.7-A).

One key feature of the PumpDrop device is that all the fluid is moved through channels by peristaltic pumps, which include three valves arranged on a single channel [99]. Peristaltic pumping occurs when actuated in the 6 step pattern (101, 100, 110, 010, 011, 001), or the 5 step pattern (100, 110, 011, 001, 101), where 0 and 1 represent open and closed valves, respectively. In each pumping cycle, the net volume dispensed down stream equals the volume occupied by the center valve membrane upon closing, thus the sample volume can be
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Figure 4.6: Enlarged PumpDrop channel layout with fluidic channel description
accurately controlled by pumping a specified number of cycles. To get a faster pumping rate, the 5 step pattern was used, and the center valves of the oil and reference pumps were enlarged. Compared to more passively controlled microfluidic systems - such as systems that are driven by syringe pump, pressure, or vacuum and that rely on laminar flow to control the ratio of mixed components and suffer from fluctuation over long periods of time - the peristaltic pumps provide much higher precision over the volume metered (Figure 4.7). The pulsed flow nature of pumping also facilitates mixing of the two components. As the two solutions reached the T-junction channel, they were already well mixed (Figure 4.5). The zig-zag channel at the beginning of incubation channel also helped mixing after droplets were formed, without compromising temporal resolution.

The long droplet incubation channel was patterned with SU-8 photoresist (shown in orange in Figure 4.1A) instead of AZ photoresist because of the following three reasons. First, unlike the rounded AZ patterned channel, the squared channel provided better fluorescence imaging quality. Second, the two step patterning allowed different depths for the droplet formation channel and droplet storage channel. Thus, deeper channels can hold more droplets and allowed more information buffering. Third, The squared profile helps maintain the spacing in between droplets (Figure 4.8). Within rounded channel (if patterned with AZ photoresist), as one droplet propagate through a squared channel, oil with low viscosity goes faster around it. As a result, the droplets packed tightly in the channel, which introduce difficulties in the data analysis (see section for data analysis) and even causes droplets merging.

To successfully generate droplets, the continuous phase (oil in our case) must effectively wet the channel surface. As a hydrophobic material, PDMS is ideal for water-in-oil droplet generation. Plasma oxidization treatment for bonding the PDMS to glass slides produces transient hydrophilic surfaces, but the surface slowly recovers to be hydrophobic because of the migration of the uncured polymers [282]. Thermal aging facilitates this process as well as cures most of the remaining polymers to prevent them leaching into cell culturing buffer. Our previous PumpDrop design (Figure 4.9) included a shorter connection between
Figure 4.7: PumpDrop control channel description and pumping test
(A) Enlarged PumpDrop channel layout with control channel description. (B) Measured dispensing volume per pump cycle at 2 Hz pumping frequency and 30 psi pressure. (C) Measured flow rate of each pump at 2 Hz pumping frequency and 30 psi pressure.
Figure 4.8: Droplets pack up within channels
Scale bar = 500 μm.

Figure 4.9: Previous version of PumpDrop Channel layout.

the Y-channel and T-junction and no delay valves. Attracted by the wettability of PDMS surface and partially due to the pulsing nature of pumped flow, the oil adhered to the channel surface and slowly migrated into the Y-channel. Consequently, unwanted smaller droplets formed. To avoid this, the Y-channel was moved further away (15 mm) from the T-junction and delay valves were also added (Figures 4.6 and 4.7).

**Automated droplet formation**

The custom LabVIEW application was programmed to alternatively pump aqueous and oil to generate droplets (see Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.10). The LabVIEW application had controls over several parameters of droplets. The droplets, size was changeable by pumping
aqueous phase for more or less cycles, the spacing in between droplets was controlled by varying the pump cycles of the oil phase, and the sample and reference droplet ratio as well as the droplet generation frequency were also controllable by the pumping codes (Figure 4.11).

Since droplet formation was digitally controlled, and the droplets were sequentially sent into the storage channel, the incubation time of each droplet were individually addressable. Ideally, as droplets passed through the detection region, all the components inside each droplet had reacted for the same time period. Due to the smaller oil fluid resistance, the space in between droplets was observed to decrease as the droplets advanced downstream, particularly if the droplets were small. This issue was partially solved by using SU-8 patterned, rectangular channels. Another solution was alternatively making large and small droplets, which paired up during flow downstream (Figure 4.8) and allowed easier data analysis (details in next section). After making droplets for a long period of time, the oil and droplets accumulate in the waste outlet tubing and their gravity pulls up the opened valve membrane, which narrowed the channel and breaks the newly formed droplet into smaller ones. Thus the accumulated fluid needs to be frequently cleaned.

It is worth mentioning that the droplet formation mechanism is different from T-junction, co-flow, flow-focusing, or step emulsification. As the oil wets the hydrophobic PDMS surface, a small amount of oil was confined in between the membranes above the sample delay valve and reference valve. After pumping aqueous solution, the delay valve closes and creates a new oil-water interface formation. Compared with T-junction droplet formation mechanism, which suffers from droplet size variations caused by pressure and flow rate differences, our valve segmentation based droplet formation method allows accurate volume control of droplets.
Figure 4.10: Droplet formation steps
Droplets were formed by alternatively pumping aqueous (probe/cell sample or reference) solution and oil into the droplet storage channel.

Mixing Ratio Consistency

Consistent sample and probe mixing ratio within each droplet is crucial for droplet immunoassay accuracy. The mixing ratio was measured by fluorescence imaging of sample droplets made from fluorescein solution mixing with buffer and reference droplets made with undiluted fluorescein solution. As shown in Figure 4.12, the fluorescent intensity of mixed sample droplets was $48.05 \pm 0.22\%$ of the reference droplets, which indicated the mixing ratio was $1 : 1.08$. This mixing ratio was nearly $1 : 1$ as designed, and the mixing precision was high at $< 0.5\%$ relative standard deviation.

Islet Trapping Region

The islet must be confined within a microfluidic channel or chamber that brings nutrients to and hormone from the tissue, or the hormones will diffuse into the bulk solution, and temporal dynamic information will be lost. Previously, we used a deep microchannel (156
Figure 4.11: Droplet formation with various parameters
The left side shows the representative images of droplet formation with various pumping cycle, sample/reference ratio, and oil pumping cycle. The right side is the corresponding pumping codes. Up indicates pumping and down represents closing, and each pump cycle was 500 ms.

Figure 4.12: PumpDrop device characterization
(A) Fluorescent measurement of sample droplets made of fluorescein solution and buffer, and reference droplets of fluorescein solution. (B) Averaged fluorescent intensity from reference droplets and sample droplets.
μm deep * 600 μm wide) for islet trapping [66]. The deep channel was patterned with SU-8 on the master wafer and interfaced with the solution reservoir via a 1.5 mm hole. Here, by simply making the interfacing hole with a 500 μm punch, a vertical microfluidic channel for islet trapping was created. The islet chamber was punched into the wide area (300 μm diameter) of the fluidic channel to prevent islet loss into the downstream channel (as shown in Figure 4.13). A typical islet chamber is 500 μm in diameter and 500 μm depth, and the total volume is about 100 nL. As solution in the reservoir changed by pipette, the solution within the islet chamber was completely switched to the new solution within 1 to 3 min (Figure 4.16). The islets were not disturbed if the solution was gently removed and added, while the islets can be removed by pipetting directly toward the cell trapping region in order to reuse the chip for another islet test.

Temporal Resolution Assessment by Mimicking Insulin Secretion

Because the PumpDrop device operates by alternatively pumping aqueous solution and oil, the insulin secreted by an islet in the culture chamber was sampled into the droplets only when sample pumping is active. During the rest of the droplet formation cycle, the secreted insulin was freely diffusing into the islet trapping region and perhaps into the bulk reservoir. To evaluate the temporal resolution of our system, the diffusion of insulin was tested with Islet Mimicking mode of the LabVIEW application (Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.15). FITC-insulin (similar volume as a single islet) was pumped into the islet trapping region, left to diffuse for 1 to 30 s and then sampled into the channel (Figure 4.15 A and B). Assume the islet is a sphere with 150 μm diameter (a normal islet size is in between 100-200 μm [66]), the volume of this islet is 1.7 nL, which requires 5 cycle of pump (dispensing volume of each cycle is 0.365 nL). During the incubation time, the fluorescence intensity decrease follow a exponential decay with 10.5 s half life. Upon sampling, the fluorescence intensity decrease at a faster rate (exponential decay with 1.38 s half life). The time for sampling half
Figure 4.13: Cross-section of the islet trapping region. (A) cross-section of the big reservoir and the cell culturing region. (B) bottom view of the reservoir with a line indicating the cutting line of the cross-section in (A and C). (C) the enlarged image of the islet trapping region with red dash line for the chamber and the microchannel. Scale bar = 500 μm.
Figure 4.14: Example of bottom view of single islet in the trapping chamber
Scale bar = 200 \( \mu m \).

Figure 4.15: Insulin diffusion test
(A) Procedure of the islet mimicking, FITC-insulin was pumped into cell chamber, incubated, and pumped into the channel. (B) Example fluorescent images of each steps.
(C) Normalized fluorescence in islet trapping region during the islet mimicking with various incubation time (1 to 30 s). (D) Measured time for fluorescence drop to half of the sampling start point. Top-left inset is zoomed-in plot highlighting the \( t_{FWHM} \) (time to reach Full width at half maximum). Bottom-right inset shows the percentage of the \( t_{FWHM} \) in \( t_{maxRes} \) (measured best temporal resolution).
of the solution into channel was plotted in Figure 4.15D. With increased incubation time, the contribution of free diffusion induced temporal resolution lost was decreased, which indicates that in our system, the temporal resolution is actually limited by the time for making droplets.

**Insulin Quantification within Droplets**

Previously, we reported an automated microfluidic sample chopper (μChopper) which was successfully used for insulin quantification within droplets by using a fluorescence quenching based homogeneous immunoassay[176]. This μChopper was not able to mix the sample and immunoassay probes, nor accomplish on-chip incubation. Thus, all the samples were premixed and incubated before loading onto the μChopper. However, an important feature of the μChopper is the ability discriminate very small differences in optical signals (fluorescence, absorbance) even with high background or at very low concentrations due the drift correction and $1/f$ noise reduction. This concept is used herein within the PumpDrop analysis channel.

Here, the PumpDrop allows continuous droplet formation with islet samples and assay probes with a consistent ratio. The droplets formed were also able to be stored within channels to meet the reaction time requirements (30 min at least in this case) for signal accumulation. Firstly, the assay performance was tested by manually changing the insulin solution (0, 32, 64, 128, 256, 502, and then 0 nM) within the reservoir, and diluted assay probe was used as a constant reference. As shown in Figure 4.16, the fluorescence intensity of sample droplets (blue trace) decreased as the insulin concentration increased, while that of reference droplets (orange trace) held within a narrow range albeit with some drift. The fluorescence quenching effect was proportional to insulin concentration (Figure 4.16 B and D) and signal drifts were corrected by lock-in analysis. The limit of detection (LOD) was calculated to be 77.7 ng/mL (or 13.4 nM), and the mass LOD was $5.07 \times 10^{-17}$ mol (50.7
Figure 4.16: Insulin concentration measurement within droplets

(A) Averaged fluorescence intensity of individual sample droplets and references, with inset of examples fluorescent images of sample and reference droplets. (B) Fluorescence ratios of sample and neighboring reference droplets (Purple). The glucose concentration is shown in green. A zoomed-in plot (C) shows the ratio changing after changing insulin concentration. (D) Insulin standard curve, error bar indicate the standard deviations of 30 droplet pair ratios.
Figure 4.17: Example of droplet insulin assay data analysis

(A) The raw data was determined directly from the average intensity of fluorescence images by ImageJ. (B) A standard deviation filter and intensity filter were applied to select the data points of droplets (other data points were set to 0). (C) Mean intensity of each individual droplet. (D) Mean intensities of droplet was sorted into sample and reference. (D) Fluorescent ratio of sample droplets and corresponding reference droplet was calculated.

was determined directly from the average intensity of fluorescence images by ImageJ. (B) A standard deviation filter and intensity filter were applied to select the data points of droplets (other data points were set to 0). (C) Mean intensity of each individual droplet. (D) Mean intensities of droplet was sorted into sample and reference. (D) Fluorescent ratio of sample droplets and corresponding reference droplet was calculated.

amol) with each pair of droplets. Upon solution changing, the fluorescence ratio between sample and reference quickly equilibrated within 3 min (Figure 4.16 C), which indicate the levels of glucose treatment for single islet sampling could be switched within 3 min. The stepwise data analysis procedure is shown in Figure 4.17.

Single Islet Insulin Secretion Dynamics

In pancreatic islets, insulin secretion is synchronized with the elevation of cytosolic Ca\(^{2+}\) levels throughout the electrically coupled cell clusters at high glucose level. During the glucose induced insulin secretion process, the uptake of glucose into \(\beta\)-cells through glucose transporter GLUT2 increases the production of ATP via the glycolytic pathway and tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle. The increased ATP/ADP ratio closes the ATP-sensitive
K\textsuperscript{+} channels, and the decreased K\textsuperscript{+} permeability leads to membrane depolarization. Consequently, the voltage-dependent Ca\textsuperscript{2+} channel opens, Ca\textsuperscript{2+} influx occurs, and the increased Ca\textsuperscript{2+} concentration triggers exocytosis machinery of insulin granules. It is known that insulin secretion is a pulsatile phenomenon with three types of oscillations: regular and slow (frequency of \(\sim 0.2 \text{ /min}\)), regular and rapid (frequency of 2-3 \text{ /min}), or mixed, in which rapid oscillations are superimposed on slow ones[283].

The slow oscillations of insulin secretion were observed by many examples of direct insulin immunoassays[220]. However, the fast oscillations of insulin were only directly observed by proinsulin genetic GFP and mCherry fusions and total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy[284]. Other observations of the rapid oscillation rely on indirect measurement, such as fluorescence Ca\textsuperscript{2+} imaging[283, 285, 286, 287], electrophysiology analysis of membrane potential using patch clamp[288], and Zn\textsuperscript{2+} (corelease at 2:6 ratio with insulin) quantification[175].

To test if the PumpDrop device was capable of observing the rapid oscillation of insulin secretion, single islets’ dynamic insulin secretion were measured during treatment with approximate square waveforms of physiologically relevant levels of glucose. Single islets were loaded into the trapping chamber (Figure 4.14), and droplets containing both the secretome and assay probes were continuously made at \(\sim 0.1 \text{ Hz}\) and allowed to incubate and analyze in the incubation channel. With constantly referencing to the droplet made with diluted assay probe (\(\mu\text{Chopper concept}\)), the insulin secretions were quantified. The glucose induced insulin secretion from single islets was observed to be generally in line with the input glucose waveforms. As shown in Figure 4.18, the islets exposed to low level glucose (3.5 \text{ mM}) exhibited insulin secretion oscillations with periods of 20-30 s at low magnitude (0.7, 0.3, and 0.35 \text{ pg/islet/min} for Figure 4.18A, B, and C, respectively). Upon high glucose treatment (19.5 \text{ mM}), the oscillation magnitude increased to more than double compared to that with low glucose treatment, and the oscillations with longer periods (\(\sim 1 \text{ to } 3 \text{ min}\)) became dominant. These results confirmed the PumpDrop to be suitable for automated,
high-temporal resolution secretome dynamics studies, which should be suitable for a variety of cells or tissue types.

4.4 Conclusions

A microfluidic droplet generator using on-chip peristaltic pumping for accurate fluid metering was developed and proven feasible for high temporal resolution insulin secretion dynamics analysis from single islets. These results suggest this PumpDrop device should be translatable to other proteins or small molecule secretion dynamic studies for other tissues or cells, especially for cytokines, coagulation factors, hormones, enzymes, growth factors, and other proteins playing crucial roles in many physiological and pathological processes. The device could also be integrated with other microfluidics modules, like controllable perfusion system for tissue and cell culturing[190, 217, 211, 289, 290, 291, 292], for automated stimulation.

Compared with other microfluidic droplet generators that allows kHz frequencies droplet formation[293], our device only forms droplet at a frequency up to 1 Hz due to the slow pneumatic valve actuation and relative small dispensing volume per pumping cycle. To improve the sampling rate without sacrificing the sensitivity, sophisticated droplet manipulation technologies, such as droplet merging[294] or pico-injection [154], could be integrated into our device for introducing reagents into sample droplets. This would also help multi-step immunoassays or enzyme based assays to be transferred into the microfluidic droplet system in a more controllable manner. A microfluidic first-in-first-out droplet shift register [295] could also be useful to synchronize the detection of droplets, which would allow in line data collection within the LabVIEW application and largely simplify the data analysis.
Figure 4.18: Insulin secretion from three different single islets
Insulin was shown in blue and glucose treatment was shown in orange.
5.1 Introduction

As a sub-field of microfluidics, droplet microfluidics focuses on the production of water-in-oil droplets containing $pL$s to $nL$s solution at high frequency (up to several kHz) in channels with tens of micrometers dimensions. Each of those droplets behave as individual nano-reactors for performing chemical, and biological reactions, and single cell studies [296]. The application of droplet microfluidics provides numerous advantages for biology and chemical assays, such as high throughput, high temporal resolution, and greatly reduced cost.

For many of biological assays conducted within droplets, fluorocarbon oils [297] are used as the continuous phase for the following reasons. Those oils are both hydrophobic and lipophobic, hence they have low solubility for biological reagents of the aqueous phase and eliminate molecular diffusion between droplets. Additionally, unlike other oils such as mineral oil, the fluorocarbon oils does not swell the commonly used PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) for fabrication of microfluidic devices. Finally, the gas permeability of fluorocarbon oil makes cell culturing in droplets possible.

To prevent droplets from coalescing, surfactants are employed to stabilize them. Several non-ionic biocompatible perfluorocarbon-surfactants were developed such as Kry-Jeffa [150], and PFPE-tris [151] (Figure 1.21). Ionic surfactants such as Krytox also prevent the coalescence of droplets, but their charged head groups are incompatible with most biomolecules. Additives such as Jeffamine ED-90 (polyetherdiamine) [152] or bovine serum albumin (BSA) [153] interact with the ionic groups on the water-oil interface, thus were used to protect the biomolecules within droplets. A gold nanoparticles linked surfactant was also developed to
anchor sulfur containing biomolecules like His$_6$ proteins to the droplet surface for creating a microenvironment for T-cells homing studies [298].

The interaction between streptavidin (STV) and biotin is one of the strongest non-covalent interactions known in nature[299, 300]. The STV-biotin complex is a powerful biology tool and already has been widely used in isolation (affinity chromatography[301]), localization (affinity cytochemistry[302], cell cytometry[303], blotting technology[304]), and diagnostics (immunoassay[305], histopathology[306], and gene probes[307]). Here, we synthesized a biotinylated perfluorocarbon surfactant for droplet surface protein coating and for future droplet-based bioassays. The interactions between STV and biotin were monitored by confocal fluorescent microscope imaging.
5.2 Experimental and methods

5.2.1 Materials

Krytox 157 FSH was obtained from DuPont (Wilmington, DE). Novec engineering fluid HFE-7500 and HFE-7100 were purchased from 3M (Maplewood, MN). D-Biotin, thionyl chloride (SOCl₂), diethylaminemethanol, and polymer-bound 4-(Dimethylamino)pyridine (poly-DMAP) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Streptavidin-Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate was purchased from ThermoFisher Scientific (Grand Island, New York). Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) precursors, Sylgard 184 elastomer base and curing agent, were from Dow Corning (Midland, MD). Pico-Surf 1 surfactant 5% in HFE-7500 were obtained from Dolomite (Royston, UK).

5.2.2 Kry-Biotin surfactant synthesis

Biotin-OMe  SOCl₂ (0.30 mL, 4.0 mmol) was added drop-wise to a suspension of biotin (300 mg, 1.23 mmol) in MeOH (3 mL), and the solution was stirred 6 h at room temperature to give a clear solution. After evaporation of the solvent and excess SOCl₂ under reduced pressure, biotin methyl ester (296 mg) was obtained in 93% yield as a white solid. ESI-MS (m/z) 259.11 ([M+H]⁺).
**Biotin-NH$_2$** Ethylene diamine (2.0 mL) was added to a solution of Biotin-OMe (250 mg, 0.97 mmol) in methanol (5.0 mL). After stirring at 60 °C for 48 h, excess ethylene diamine and methanol were removed under reduced pressure. Biotin 2′-Aminoethylamide was obtained as white solid (247 mg, 89%). ESI-MS (m/z) 287.10 ([M+H]$^+$).

**Kry-Cl** SOCl$_2$ (0.5 mL, 6.897 mmol) were added to an HFE-7100 solution of Krytox (5 g, ~0.69 mmol) under N$_2$. After this mixture was refluxed for 6 h at 60 °C, the excess SOCl$_2$, hydrochloric acid, sulfur dioxide byproducts, and HFE-7100 were removed under reduced pressure. The resulting transparent viscous liquid was used directly in the next step.

**Kry-Biotin** HFE-7100 (50 mL) and THF (10 mL) were added to dissolve Kry-Cl obtained in last step, followed by the addition of Biotin-NH$_2$ (197 mg, 0.69 mmol) in methanol solution (5 mL). The mixture were refluxed overnight at 60 °C under N$_2$. The removal of solvent under vacuum gave the transparent viscous liquid product. ESI-MS (m/z) 1429.12 ([M+H]$^+$).

### 5.2.3 Microfluidic device fabrication and droplet formation

PDMS devices for droplet generation were fabricated with standard soft lithography. PDMS elastomer base and curing agent were mixed in a 10:1 ratio, poured over the master defined by photoresist (SU-8, Microchem) on a silicon wafer, and cured overnight at 65 °C. Patterned PDMS was removed from the silicon master, and holes were punched for channel access. The device was then cleaned with methanol, air dried with nitrogen spray, then bonded immediately to a glass slide after plasma oxidization (Harrick Plasma) treatment for 45 s. Microchannels were then treated with Aquapel (Pittsburgh Glass Works), rinsed with methanol, and placed in an oven at 65 °C overnight prior to use.

Kry-Biotin and Pico-Surf 1 surfactant were diluted to 1% (w/w) with HFE-7500, and respectively loaded into the two oil reservoirs. STV-AF488 in PBS buffer was loaded into the sample reservoir. Droplets were formed by applying vacuum using two handheld 25 mL
Figure 5.3: TwoOil chip design schematics and image
syringes connected to the two outlets via Tygon tubing. After the droplet fills up the droplet imaging chamber, the syringes were detached, and droplets were left to equilibrate for at least 1 min. The image of droplets were taken by confocal fluorescent microscope (Nikon-Ti) with 488 nm laser excitation, FITC filter set, and a minimum pinhole size (1.2 airy unites). The sample reservoir was then washed and the next concentration of STV-AF488 was loaded for droplet formation and imaging. The images were analyzed with ImageJ and Excel.

5.3 Result and Discussion

5.3.1 Biotinylated surfactant synthesis

The synthesis of Kry-Biotin was achieved by covalently linking Krytox and biotin with an ethylene diamine linker (Figure 5.2). First, the ethylene diamine was reacted with Biotin-OMe to introduce the -NH$_2$ group. The Krytox was treated with thionyl chloride to form acyl chloride (Kry-Cl). Because the Kry-Cl is only soluble in perfluorocarbon based solvent, in which Biotin-NH$_2$ is insoluble, the reaction of Kry-Cl and Biotin-NH$_2$ was not successful with several mixed solvents such as THF and HFE-7100. A Biotin-NH$_2$ favorable solvent, such as MeOH, reacts with Krytox acyl chloride to form methyl ester, which was shown to further react with ammonia to yield amide [308]. So MeOH, THF, and HFE-7500 mixture was used to carry the Biotin-NH$_2$ and Kry-Cl reaction. The biotinylated surfactant, Kry-Biotin, was presumably formed via a methyl ester intermediate (Figure 5.2).

The formed viscous surfactant was directly used for droplet formation (Figure 5.4). In the reaction, excess Biotin-NH$_2$ was used to consume all the Kry-Cl or the intermediate Kry-OMe. Because of the insolubility of Biotin-NH$_2$ in droplet carrier oil, HFE-7500, the leftover Biotin-NH$_2$ was easily removed by filtering. However, the Kry-Biotin was found not stable at 4 °C storage. As shown in Figure B.4 and B.5, nearly all Kry-Biotin degraded after one month. The trace amount of unreacted Krytox could possibly serve as a catalyst for the hydrolysis of Kry-Biotin. In order to achieve consistent results, the surfactant was freshly
Figure 5.4: Images of droplets made with Kry-Biotin and PicoSurf 1 surfactant containing oils in the presence of fluorescently labeled streptavidin proteins (STV-AF488). The Kry-Biotin clearly recruited streptavidin proteins to the droplet surfaces. (Confocal transmission on left and fluorescence on right.)

preparing before each use.

5.3.2 Microfluidic device design and droplet formation

The microfluidic device design consisted of two parallel T-junction channels sharing a common aqueous input for droplet formation from two separate oil input channels (Figure 5.3). After droplet formation, the droplets move downstream into a “zigzag” mixing channel followed by an incubation portion of the chip. The droplets within the incubation portion are in close proximity with each other. No coalescence to the droplets made with Kry-Biotin was observed, which suggest the Kry-Biotin is able to lower the surface tension and stabilize the droplets similar to the pico-surf1. The confocal fluorescence images clearly (Figure 5.4)
show STV-AF 488 were bound to the droplet surface formed with Kry-Biotin, while STV-AF 488 evenly distributed within the droplets made with Pico-Surf 1. The z-stack scanning images shows more clearly the STV recruitment to the interface (Figure 5.5).

5.3.3 Surface interaction simulation

As shown in Figure 5.1, the water-soluble portion of the surfactant Kry-Biotin, the biotin residue, assembled at the oil-water interface of emulsion droplets, while the oil-soluble portion stays in the oil phase. STV molecules are absorbed to the oil-water interface by the strong affinity to biotin head groups of the surfactants. Although each STV molecule has 4 biotin binding sites, in this surface confined interaction, only one biotin could bind to STV molecule due to the steric hindrance effect. This absorption can be described by a single layer Langmuir absorption model.

The interaction between STV and biotin on the droplet surface \((S)\) is shown as the equilibrium equation.

\[
S + A \rightleftharpoons SA
\]  

(5.1)
Where $S$ is surface biotin, $A$ is streptavidin, and $SA$ is the surface biotin-STV complex.

The surface coverage of the droplet interface is assumed to follow a single layer Langmuir absorption model, and the equilibrium constant of the reaction is calculated as:

$$K = \frac{\Gamma_{SA}}{\Gamma_S * [A]} \quad (5.2)$$

$\Gamma_{SA}$ is the amount of biotin-STV complex per area unit, or, the concentration of the biotin-STV complex on the surface. $\Gamma_S$ is the concentration of the free effective biotin on the surface, and $[A]$ is the free STV concentration within droplets. The STV-biotin association constant $K$ is known to be $\sim 10^{15} \, M^{-1}$ [299].

Let $[A] = c$, and $\Gamma_{max} = \Gamma_{SA} + \Gamma_S$, where $\Gamma_{max}$ is described as:

$$\Gamma_{max} = \frac{\text{maximum amount of STV}}{\text{surface area}} = \frac{1}{A_{STV} * N_A} \quad (5.3)$$

$A_{STV}$, the area that a single STV molecule occupies, $N_A$, Avogadro’s constant.

The fraction of biotin-complex on the surface is

$$\frac{\Gamma_{SA}}{\Gamma_{max}} = \frac{\Gamma_{SA}}{\Gamma_{SA} + \Gamma_S} = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{\Gamma_S}{c*K}} = \frac{cK}{1 + c*K} \quad (5.4)$$

The initial concentration of the STV is known as $C^*$. So,

$$C^* V = \Gamma_{SA} * A + c * V \quad (5.5)$$

$V$, the volume of droplets ($V = 4\pi r^3/3$), $A$, surface area of the droplets ($A = 4\pi r^2$), where $r$ is the radius of droplet.

The concentration of the free STV in the center of a droplet after STV binding to the surface is:

$$c = \frac{C^* * V - \Gamma_{SA} * A}{V} = C^* - \frac{\Gamma_{SA} * A}{V} = C^* - \frac{3}{r} * \Gamma_{SA} \quad (5.6)$$
If we bring the $c$ value into equation 5.4,

$$\frac{\Gamma_{SA}}{\Gamma_{max}} = \frac{(C^* - \frac{3}{r} \Gamma_{SA}) \cdot K}{1 + (C^* - \frac{3}{r} \Gamma_{SA}) \cdot K}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.7)$$

Therefore,

$$\Gamma_{SA} + C^* \cdot K \cdot \Gamma_{SA} - \frac{3}{r} \cdot K \cdot \Gamma_{SA}^2 = \Gamma_{max} \cdot K \cdot C^* - \frac{3}{r} \cdot K \cdot \Gamma_{max} \cdot \Gamma_{SA}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.8)$$

The two possible solutions to this equation are:

$$\Gamma_{SA} = \frac{(1 + C \cdot K + \frac{3}{r} \cdot K \cdot \Gamma_{max}) \pm \sqrt{(1 + C \cdot K + \frac{3}{r} \cdot K \cdot \Gamma_{max})^2 - 4 \cdot \frac{3}{r} \cdot \Gamma_{max} \cdot K^2 \cdot C^*}}{2 \cdot \frac{3}{r} \cdot K}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.9)$$

Since $\lim_{x \to \infty} x = \Gamma_{max}$, we can choose the following solution:

$$\Gamma_{SA} = \frac{(1 + C \cdot K + \frac{3}{r} \cdot K \cdot \Gamma_{max}) - \sqrt{(1 + C \cdot K + \frac{3}{r} \cdot K \cdot \Gamma_{max})^2 - 4 \cdot \frac{3}{r} \cdot \Gamma_{max} \cdot K^2 \cdot C^*}}{2 \cdot \frac{3}{r} \cdot K}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.10)$$

And because $c = C^* - \frac{3}{r} \cdot \Gamma_{SA}$,

$$c = -\frac{1}{2K} - \frac{3 \cdot C^*}{2} - \frac{3 \cdot \Gamma_{max}}{2 \cdot r} + \sqrt{(\frac{1}{2K} + \frac{3 \cdot C^*}{2} + \frac{3 \cdot \Gamma_{max}}{2 \cdot r})^2 - \frac{3 \cdot C^* \cdot \Gamma_{max}}{r}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.11)$$

The diameter of STV was previously observed to be 11 nm [309]. If we assume each STV molecule to occupy a square area on the droplet surface, then, $\Gamma_{max} = 4 \pi r^2 / [(11 \, nm)^2 \cdot N_A]$. The concentration of surface bound STV ($\Gamma_{SA}$) and the free STV ($c$) were thus only dependent on the droplets size ($r$) and the initial concentration ($C^*$). As shown in Figure 5.6, with increased initial STV concentration, the surface bound STV increased until it reached its saturation point, and the concentration of STV in solution linearly increased only after the surface saturated. The saturation points of the droplets surface is defined by the droplet size, as shown in the multiple simulated curves in Figure 5.6. This model system should
5.3.4 Interfacial streptavidin/biotin interactions

Droplets containing various concentrations of STV-AF488 were imaged with a confocal microscope (Figure 5.7). The fluorescent intensity of the droplets’ edges and the center were measured (Figure 5.8). As expected, the fluorescence intensity of the droplet edge increased first as STV-AF 488 concentration increased, while the intensity of the center increasing was lagged behind.

The deviation between the measured data and the simulation was induced by the imperfect scanning of confocal microscope. As shown in Figure 5.9, the fluorescence intensities are proportional to the total fluorophore molecules within the scan regions (shown in red).
Figure 5.8: Fluorescent intensity of the droplet centers and edges

For the center, the fluorescence intensity can be simply represented by the following equation.

\[ F_{\text{center}} \propto (h \cdot p \cdot c) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.12)

Where \( c \) is the concentration of the free STV in the center of a droplet after STV binding to the surface (Equation 5.11).

However, the fluorescence intensity on the edge is from both the molecules on the edge and that in the solution of the edge scan region.

\[ F_{\text{edge}} \propto [\alpha \cdot r \cdot \Gamma_{SA} + \left( \frac{\alpha \cdot r^2}{2} - \frac{h \cdot \sqrt{r^2 - \left(\frac{d}{2}\right)^2}}{2} \right) \cdot c] \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.13)

Where the angle of scanned sector of the edge, \( \alpha \) equals \( 2 \cdot \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{h}{2r}\right) \), and the concentration of the biotin-STV complex on the surface of droplet, \( \Gamma_{SA} \), is given in Equation 5.10. The contribution of the solution within the edge scan region \( \left( \frac{\alpha \cdot r^2}{2} - \frac{h \cdot \sqrt{r^2 - \left(\frac{d}{2}\right)^2}}{2} \right) \cdot c \) continuously increased even after the surface saturation point.

Moreover, the position of the z-plane that laser sliced the droplets was manually tuned for each image. This process would introduce a error to the edge intensity. As shown in Figure 5.53-5, the center intensities at different z-plane were similar, while the edge signal varied.
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Figure 5.9: Simplified confocal microscope scanning model
The yellow region shows the scanned plate across the center of a droplet. The two red rectangular represent the scanned edge and center. $h$, $p$, $r$, and $\alpha$ indicate the confocal z-scan thickness, pixel width, droplet radius, and the angle of scanned sector (z direction), respectively.

greatly. The different size of droplets also leaded to a scanning plane thorough droplets at various positions.

5.4 Conclusions

In summary, we designed a new biotinylated perfluorocarbon surfactant which was used for recruiting streptavidin proteins to the aqueous-oil interface. This proof-of-concept paves the way for development of interfacial binding based homogeneous bioassays.

The degradation of Kry-Biotin catalyzed by the leftover Krytox due to low yield reaction limited the shelf life of the Kry-Biotin and inconsistent experiment results. To overcome this hurdle, a simplified synthesis of perfluorocarbon labeled biotin could be achieved by a FluoroFlash tags technique (FLUOROUS Technologies, Ambridge, PA) often used in peptide, oligonucleotide, and carbohydrate synthesis[310]. Biotin-perfluorocarbon conjugate can be simply synthesized with commercially available perfluorocarbon reagents and purified by
fluorous solid phase extraction. Since the FluoroFlash tags are normally small molecules, to stabilize the droplet interface, Kry-Jeffa can be added for the purpose of the surfactant, while the FluoroFlash tagged biotin serves as the streptavidin recruiting reagents. Of course, recently commercialized biotin fluoro-surfactant such as FS-Biotin from RanBiotechnologies (Beverly, MA) can now also be used for this purpose.

According to our model, two factors, the radius and initial concentration of streptavidin, are the only adjustable factors controlling the distribution of streptavidin molecules (as show in equation 5.11 and 5.10). The error introduced by the inconsistent of droplet size due to T-junction droplet formation mechanism of the TwoOil devices can be minimized by adoption of flow-focusing or step emulsification mechanisms that allow more uniform droplet sizes.

In the droplet imaging process, to slice a thin layer of droplets, minimum pinhole size of the confocal microscope were used. Longer pixel dwell time were needed for to maintain the same sensitivity. Therefore, the motion of droplets while imaging would introduce errors. By confining droplets within trapping regions, more accurate images could be achieved.
6.1 Conclusions

This dissertation set out to develop automated microfluidic systems, along with compatible small volume biochemical assays, for studying the dynamics of metabolism, nutrient uptake, and hormone secretion in primary endocrine tissues. In this closing chapter, the major accomplishments and their impact are summarized, followed by a discussion of possible future experiments, that build upon the work.

6.1.1 Automated microfluidic systems

Two automated microfluidic systems (μMUX [190] and PumpDrop) were developed to aid in the understanding of primary endocrine tissue dynamics. Both of the devices were fabricated with multilayer PDMS technology and were digitally controlled by in-house written LabVIEW applications. novel 3D-printed templates were designed to sculpt devices, creating millimeter scale reservoirs and confinement chambers to interface endocrine tissues to the channels. The 16 individually addressable channels of the μMUX device were used as either input or output channels for mimicking the circulation in the endocrine system. Dynamic insulin secretion profiles from islets and fatty acid uptake dynamics by adipose tissue were quantified in the μMUX device. The PumpDrop device integrated precise peristaltic pumping, a simple homogeneous assay, sensitive lock-in droplet detection, and a long incubation channel for information storage. This device was proven useful for high temporal resolution insulin secretion dynamics analysis from single islets. Both of these microfluidic systems should be transferable to the dynamic studies of other tissues or cells.
6.1.2 Bioassay development

A fluorescence assay for real-time monitoring of fatty acid uptake by cells or tissues was developed based on the interaction between fluorescent quencher labeled serum albumin (BSA-Q) and Bodipy labeled fatty acid analogues. The background fluorescence of the labeled fatty acid is quenched by BSA-Q in solution, and the fluorescent is restored when the molecules are taken up by cells. Compared to other similar assays, this BSA-Q assay has the advantages of higher quenching efficiency, multicolor quenching, non-toxic nature, low cost, and better stability. The fatty acid uptake of murine primary adipose tissues was monitored in real-time with the BSA-Q assay, and insulin induced promotion effects was observed. This assay should be applicable to any in vitro cell and tissue models for fatty acid uptake studies.

A protein recruiting surfactant was designed to study protein coating at aqueous-in-oil droplet interfaces. The biotin was covalently linked to a perfluorocarbon-surfactant. Upon droplet formation, the aqueous soluble biotin moieties, that assembled at the oil-water interface of emulsion droplets, was shown to recruit streptavidin molecules to the aqueous-oil interface. This proof-of-concept paves the way for the development of interface binding based homogeneous bioassays within droplets, which could further improve the discrimination between signal and background in immunoassays.

6.2 Future Directions

6.2.1 Automated endocrine tissue culture and on-chip detection system

The functions of the μMUX and PumpDrop devices are complementary. The μMUX device is designed as a mimic of the circulatory system for tissue or cell treatment and secretion sampling. The secretome quantification was done by off-chip assays (except imaging).
In contrast, the PumpDrop devices is able to quantify secreted protein on-chip, but different cell treatments were introduced by manual pipetting. The integration of both $\mu$MUX and PumpDrop modules onto a single device would allow us to interrogate endocrine tissues in a fully automated fashion with fine stimulant gradients and high temporal resolution on-chip biosensing. This type of integrated devices could help to significantly improve our understanding the dynamic actions of cells, tissues, and even the recently developed organ-on-a-chip platforms [93].

### 6.2.2 More sensitive droplet assays for dynamic tissue secretion study

The homogeneous immunoassay for insulin quantification on PumpDrop is a simple mix-and-read type of assay. However, this type of Förster resonance energy transfer readout lacks the ability of signal amplification. More sensitive homogeneous assay such as enzyme amplification based assay or AlphaLISA normally require mixing of two reagent with cell samples. The PumpDrop (Figure 4.1A) was designed with a Y-channel for mixing only one reagent (or premixed probes) with cell samples. Figure 6.1 depicts a potential design with tri-mixing channel for more flexible and sensitive assays. One direct application of this device could be the analysis of dynamic adipokine secretion (such as adiponectin and leptin) from adipocytes with AlphaLISA kits. Small molecules such as glycerol secreted from adipocytes could also be studied on this new device with enzyme based assays like glycerol fluorescence assay kits based on coupled enzyme cascades.

### 6.2.3 Improve the temporal resolution of droplet based analog assay

Compared with passively controlled droplet generators that allows up to $k$Hz frequency droplet formation, PumpDrop only forms droplets at a frequency up to 1 Hz because of the slow response of valve actuation. To improve the sampling rate and to achieve higher temporal resolution measurement, more sophisticated droplet manipulation (see Chapter 1
Section 1.2.4) such as droplet merging and pico-injection can be integrated to the PumpDrop device. This improvement would have the following advantages. Firstly, higher secretion sampling frequency can be achieved. Secondly, multiple reagents can be added into droplets stepwisely to meet various assay requirement. Of course, a challenge of implementing merging and pico-injection would be to ensure high precision in the reagent mixing process, as we demonstrated in Chapter 4.

6.2.4 Better understanding of adipocytes fatty acid uptake

In serum, most of the fatty acid exists as triglycerides. The BSA-Q assays described in Chapter 3 was based on quencher labeled BSA and Bodipy-labeled free fatty acid, thus, we ignored the contribution of lipoprotein lipase on fatty acid uptake regulation. Instead of using fluorescently labeled fatty acids, fluorogenic triglyceride analog (such as STA-610 from Cell BioLabs Inc, San Diego, CA) could possibly be used for better mimicking the in vivo conditions.
Analytical chemistry provides tools and methods for determine the chemical composition of samples of matter, both qualitatively and quantitatively. It is of great value not only for fulfilling our curiosity to know this amazing world, but also for addressing major social issues, such as the increasing epidemics of obesity, diabetes and metabolic syndrome. For the past few years, my work in Dr. Easleys laboratory focused on the development of miniaturized analytical instrumentation (automated microfluidic devices), and chemical assays for better understanding of dynamic of metabolism, nutrient uptake, and hormone secretion in primary endocrine tissues. A few small achievements towards the goal has been made:

1. Previously, we accomplished 5-min resolution measurement of insulin secretion from primary murine islets. The PumpDrop device accomplished 20-second resolution. Based on the
similar design concepts, future devices would improve the temporal resolution of secretion sampling measurements, and could be used for other single cells or tissues study.

2. Active controlled microfluidic devices with pneumatically actuated valves were first introduced to the Easley lab by this work. They are slowly replacing the previously used passively controlled devices. In the future, microfluidic devices with these active controls would improve fluidic manipulation and allow bioassays in a fully automated fashion.

3. The microfluidic study of real-time fatty acid uptake into adipose tissue was first achieved by using our custom made BSA-Q assay. The future applications of this assay would improve the modeling of the cell nutrient absorption.

4. This work also reported the first on-chip simulation of islets response to environment change, and insulin diffusion test. Without complexed computer simulation, the temporal resolutions of the microfluidic systems were directly measured by using pH-responsive fluorescent glass beads, and by fluorescent imaging of programed fluid pumping of FITC-insulin solution.

Overall, these works represent a first step toward our laboratorys goal of developing integrated mouse-on-a-chip systems that can recapitulate dynamic endocrine function.
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Appendix A

Statistical analysis of demographic information and health condition effects on glycohemoglobin levels

A.1 Introduction

Diabetes is characterized by chronic hyperglycemia with disturbances of carbohydrate, fat, and protein metabolism. In the short term, diabetes causes symptoms of increased thirst, increased urination, increased hunger, and weight loss. However, in the long term, it causes damages to eyes, kidney, and nerves, which eventually leads to blindness, renal failure, impotence, foot disorders, and other complications of diabetes [1]. Although the pathogenesis of diabetic complications is still less understood, accumulated evidence has emerged in recent years showing that advanced glycation of proteins is strongly associated with the development of diabetic complications [311].

Hyperglycemia induced non-enzymatic glycation is initiated by a fast and highly reversible nucleophilic addition between amino residues of proteins and the carbonyl group of reducing sugars. Once formed, over a period of weeks, the Schiff’s base product rearranges to more stable Amadori products (Figure A.1). The spontaneous glycation reaction of protein is depending on the blood glucose level and duration, the half-life of the protein, and the permeability of the tissue to free glucose [312]. Further reactions of the glycated proteins leads to irreversible products called advanced glycation endproducts (AGEs). A major consequence of elevated blood glucose in diabetics is accumulation of AGEs, which is now known to be associated with diabetic retinopathy [313], diabetic cataract [314], diabetic atherosclerosis [315], diabetic nephropathy [316], diabetic neuropathy [317], diabetic embryopathy [318], and other diabetic complications.

Hemoglobin (Hb), the oxygen transporting protein in red blood cells, which carries oxygen
from the lungs to other tissues, accounts for approximately 60% of the total protein content in serum and 90% of the dry weight of the red blood cells, and it is widely exposed to blood glucose. Normally, only 4% to 6% of Hb in the blood is glycated. However, people with elevated blood glucose caused by diabetes and other conditions have a higher percentage of glycohemoglobin, or HbA1c. As an indicator that reflects the average glucose level over the preceding 8-12 weeks, HbA1c provides an additional criterion other than glucose measurement for assessing glucose control in patient that is free of the wide diurnal fluctuations that occurs in blood glucose[319, 320].

Therefore, in order to study the effects of demographic information and health condition on the glycohemoglobin level, a 2092 case data set from United States Department of Health and Human Services was analyzed by multiple linear regression model herein. The prediction models for HbA1c level the effects of different variables were obtained by this study.

A.2 Method and Analysis

A.2.1 Data

The data was adopted from the United States Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Health Statistics, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), 2005-2006. ICPSR25504-v5[321].

The data included a complete blood count (CBC) test results from laboratory and a follow-up questionnaire interview dataset. The two datasets were merged together by the respondent
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Codes/values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seqn</td>
<td>Respondent sequence</td>
<td>31131 to 41474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gh</td>
<td>Glycohemoglobin (%)</td>
<td>3.8 to 12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wt</td>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>29.1 to 371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ht</td>
<td>Standing Height (cm)</td>
<td>138.6 to 204.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>Body Mass Index (kg/m**2)</td>
<td>14.39 to 130.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gendr</td>
<td>gender</td>
<td>1: male; 0: female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ageex</td>
<td>age at screening adjusted</td>
<td>144 to 1019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu</td>
<td>Fasting Glucose (mmol/L)</td>
<td>3.442 to 18.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ins</td>
<td>Insulin (pmol/L)</td>
<td>6 to 530.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabete</td>
<td>have diabetes</td>
<td>1: Yes; 0: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>race/ ethnicity</td>
<td>1: Mexican American; 2: Other Hispanic; 3: White; 4: Black; 5: Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>General health condition</td>
<td>1: excellent; 2: very good; 3: good; 4: fair; 5: poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prg</td>
<td>Pregnancy Status at Exam</td>
<td>1: pregnant; 0: not pregnant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wtint2yr</td>
<td>Weight of the data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: List of variables

sequence number of each case. The original data had 10430 cases and 63 variables. Any cases with empty values and the variable of non-interest were removed. 2092 cases and 14 variables remained. The description and codes are described in table A.1.

A.2.2 Define dummy variables

As shown in Table A.1, among the 14 variables, 6 of them are categorical. Gendr, Diabete and Prg have two levels: 0 and 1, which were used in the model directly. Other categorical variables, Race, has 5 different levels, for which 4 dummy variables were created, and the level of ‘others’ was treated as reference. For the ordinal variables, Health and Fminc, the code of Health and the mid-rank of Fminc were used as continuous variables in the analysis.
Table A.2: Full model parameter estimates

A.2.3 Multiple linear regression (Full model)

The 10 demographic information and general health condition predictors were fitted into the weighted least squares multiple linear regression model with the response variable, \( G_h \), with \( Wt^{int2yr} \) as the weight. The analysis of variance F-test \( p \) value is smaller than 0.0001 and the \( R^2 \) is 56.46%, suggest there are linear relationship between the HbA1c level and the 10 predictors. In the parameter estimates, several variance inflation factors were greater than 10 (table A.2), which indicated serious problems with multicolinearity, and model selection was needed. The model assumption was checked with the diagnostics panel (Figure A.2). The residual showed no clear pattern, and the histogram of residual approximately followed a normal distribution. The \( R_{student} \), leverage and Cook’s D plot showed there are a few possible outliers. However, no outliers were removed because all the cases were plausible observations.
Figure A.2: Stepwise model parameter estimate
A.2.4 Model selection (Backward)

Since the variance inflation factors of the full model suggest multicollinearity exists (Table A.2), the backward elimination method was first used for model selection with the default `slstay` value of 0.10. During the backward elimination steps, `Race1`, `Race2`, `Inc`, `Prg`, and `BMI` were removed sequentially. The selected model contains 10 variables (Table A.3), and the $R^2$ is 56.12%.

A.2.5 Model selection (Stepwise)

In the stepwise selection with default `slentry` of 0.15 and `slstay` of 0.15, the variables of `Glu`, `Ageex`, `Race4`, `Ht`, `Wt`, `Ins`, `Health`, `Diabete`, `Race3`, and `Gendr` were entered into the model sequentially, and no variable were removed. The exactly same model was achieved as with the backward elimination method.

A.2.6 Model selection (Best subset)

After backward elimination and stepwise selection, the best subset selection method was attempted to improve the model. Since there were 10 variables in the model, 1023 different subsets were compared by Mallows’ Cp. The Mallows’ Cp was plotted against the number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Parameter estimate</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>Type II SS</th>
<th>F Value</th>
<th>Pr &gt;F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>3.35567</td>
<td>0.19517</td>
<td>1462671</td>
<td>295.61</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ageex</td>
<td>0.00040618</td>
<td>0.00004023</td>
<td>504414</td>
<td>101.94</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabete</td>
<td>0.18424</td>
<td>0.09519</td>
<td>18536</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>0.0531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu</td>
<td>0.40175</td>
<td>0.00967</td>
<td>8535629</td>
<td>1725.07</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gendr</td>
<td>-0.03674</td>
<td>0.02217</td>
<td>13589</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.0976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ht</td>
<td>-0.00341</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>39671</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ins</td>
<td>-0.00040932</td>
<td>0.00016625</td>
<td>29993</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>race3</td>
<td>-0.05064</td>
<td>0.02292</td>
<td>24153</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>0.0273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>race4</td>
<td>0.2016</td>
<td>0.03163</td>
<td>201015</td>
<td>40.63</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wt</td>
<td>0.00141</td>
<td>0.00047681</td>
<td>43101</td>
<td>8.71</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>0.01951</td>
<td>0.00932</td>
<td>21676</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>0.0365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.3: Backward elimination parameter estimates
of variables in subset model (Figure A.3). The subset with all the 10 variables have the smallest Mallows Cp value (equals to 11). Thus, the final model includes all the 10 variables (Table A.2).

A.3 Explanation, conclusion, and discussion

The final model selected is:

\[ Gh = 3.3557 + 0.0004062 \text{Age}_{ex} + 0.1842 \text{Diabete} + 0.4018 \text{Glu} - 0.03674 \text{Gendr} - 0.00341 \text{Ht} \\
-0.0004093 \text{Ins} - 0.0506 \text{Race}_3 + 0.2016 \text{Race}_4 + 0.00141 \text{Wt} + 0.01951 \text{Health} \]

As expected, diabetes and fasting blood glucose level have positive effects, and insulin level has a negative effect on the HbA$_{1c}$ level. Age also showed a positive effect, which could be explained by the decreased metabolism rate with aging. The half life of hemoglobin of elder people is longer and thus it is exposed for longer times to blood glucose. The body mass index was dropped in the model selection step. However, the body height has a negative effect and body weight has a positive effect, which still suggests that keeping fit will help decrease the level of HbA$_{1c}$. Two race dummy variables and gender were left in the model. For white people, HbA$_{1c}$ level is lower, and for African American, the HbA$_{1c}$ level is higher.
The other race groups were not different. Male HbA$_{1c}$ was lower than female. General health condition also has a positive effect; the healthier people feel themselves, the lower level of HbA$_{1c}$ they have.

A.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, the effects of demographic information and health condition on Glycohemoglobin, (HbA$_{1c}$) levels were studied by a multiple linear regression model. Age, diabetes, fasting glucose level, body weight, and general health condition have positive effects. Standing height and blood insulin level have negative effects. Family income, pregnancy, and body mass index have no effects on HbA$_{1c}$ level.
/*Load data set.*/

PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.GH DATAFILE="\spirit.auburn.edu\xz10034\HbA1c\all data\gh.weight.xlsx"
    DBMS=xlsx REPLACE;
    SHEET="DATA";
    GETNAMES=YES;
RUN;

proc sort data= gh;
    by seqn;
run;

proc contents data=gh;
run;

/*Create dummy variable for the data set.*/
data gh_1;
    set gh;
    if race=1 then race1 =1; else race1=0;
    if race=2 then race2=1; else race2=0;
    if race=3 then race3 =1; else race3=0;
    if race=4 then race4=1; else race4=0;
    if FMINC =1 then INC= 2500;
    if FMINC =2 then INC= 7500;
    if FMINC =3 then INC= 12500;
    if FMINC =4 then INC= 17500;
    if FMINC =5 then INC= 22500;
if FMINC = 6 then INC = 30000;
if FMINC = 7 then INC = 40000;
if FMINC = 8 then INC = 50000;
if FMINC = 9 then INC = 60000;
if FMINC = 10 then INC = 70000;
if FMINC = 11 then INC = 80000;
run;

/* FULL MODEL */
proc reg data = gh_1;
model gh = Ageex bmi diabete inc glu gendr ht ins prg race1 race2 race3 race4 wt health/vif;
weight wtint2yr;
run;

/* FULL MODEL */
proc reg data = gh_1;
model gh = ageex bmi diabede inc glu gendr ht ins prg race1 race2 race3 race4 wt health;
weight wtint2yr;
run;

/* MODEL SELECTION WITHOUT REMOVE OUTLIERS */
proc reg data = gh_1;
model gh = ageex bmi diabede inc glu gendr ht ins prg race1 race2 race3 race4 wt health/ selection = backward;
weight wtint2yr;

run;

/*MODEL SELECTION WITHOUT REMOVE OUTLIERS*/
proc reg data =gh_1;
model gh=ageex bmi diabede inc glu gendr ht ins prg race1
race2 race3 race4 wt health/SELECTION = STEPWISE;
weight wtint2yr;
run;

/*MODEL SELECTION BASED ON MALLOW'S CP*/
proc reg data = gh_1 outest = fitted;
model gh=ageex diabede glu gendr ht ins race3 race4 wt
health / selection = rsquare adjrsq Cp;
weight wtint2yr;
run;
Appendix B

Spectra

B.1 CD36 inhibitor spectrum

B.2 Kry-Biotin spectrum
Figure B.1: Mass Spectrum of CD36 Inhibitor
Figure B.2: $^1$H-NMR Spectrum of CD36 Inhibitor in DMSO-$d_6$ at room temperature.
Figure B.3: $^{13}$C-NMR Spectrum of CD36 Inhibitor in DMSO-$d_6$ at room temperature.
Figure B.4: Mass Spectrum of Kry-Biotin
Figure B.5: Mass Spectrum of Kry-Biotin after one month storage at 4 °C
Appendix C
LabVIEW Codes

C.1 LabVIEW application for μMUX device

(Figure C.1 to C.10)

C.2 LabVIEW application for PumpDrop device

(Figure C.11 to C.35)
Figure C.1: Front panel of LabVIEW application for $\mu$MUX control

Figure C.2: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for $\mu$MUX control, (step 0)
Figure C.3: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for $\mu$MUX control, (step 1 A)

Figure C.4: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for $\mu$MUX control, (step 1 B)
Figure C.5: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for $\mu$MUX control, (step 2 A)

Figure C.6: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for $\mu$MUX control, (step 2 B)
Figure C.7: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for $\mu$MUX control, (step 2 C)

Figure C.8: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for $\mu$MUX control, (step 2 D)
Figure C.9: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for $\mu$MUX control, (step 2 E)

Figure C.10: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for $\mu$MUX control, (step 2 F)
Figure C.11: Front panel of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop

Figure C.12: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop
Figure C.13: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Characterization mode)

Figure C.14: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Close all valves)
Figure C.15: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Droplet generation mode)

Figure C.16: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Load oil)
Figure C.17: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Load probes)

Figure C.18: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Load reference)
Figure C.19: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Load sample)

Figure C.20: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Manual control)
Figure C.21: Block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Islet mimic mode)

Figure C.22: SubVI front panel of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Calculate pumping step for droplet formation)
Figure C.23: SubVI block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Calculate pumping step for droplet formation mode)
Figure C.24: SubVI front panel of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (5 step pump)

Figure C.25: SubVI block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (5 step pump)
Figure C.26: SubVI front panel of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (15 DIO channel control)
Figure C.27: SubVI block panel of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (15 DIO channel control)

Figure C.28: SubVI front panel of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Assign pumping steps)
Figure C.29: SubVI block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Assign pumping steps)

Figure C.30: SubVI front panel of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Count droplets)
Figure C.31: SubVI block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Count droplets)

Figure C.32: SubVI front panel of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Load cell channel for islet mimicking)
Figure C.33: SubVI block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Load cell channel for islet mimicking)

Figure C.34: SubVI front panel of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Incubation for islet mimicking)
Figure C.35: SubVI block diagram of LabVIEW application for PumpDrop (Incubation for islet mimicking)
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